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PREFACE TO THE 2005 EDITION
It is 20 years since this Compendium of what was known about Darfur in the mid-1980s was
compiled. It is over 15 years since a coup supported by the National Islamic Front put the
current President of Sudan, Omar Al Bashir, in power. That led to the excommunication of
Sudan by the international donor community and ended two decades of development efforts
in the region. During the 1980s, the European Community, the World Bank and the UK
government supported substantial development programmes, especially in the south and
west of the region: over $ 75 million dollars of work all told.
The Preface to the original 1985 edition of this Compendium noted how disaster
prompts international interest in Darfur. Drought and famine in the late 1960s drew the first
wave of attention. The second, in 1984, was given added prominence by Band Aid and
other events. In 2003, international attention was woken once again, this time by conflict not
drought.
If interest has been intense, it has rarely been sustained. After the 1989 coup
western Sudan was ignored by the aid donors, although Save the Children and some others
kept smaller efforts going. It is arguable that by deciding to stop supporting Darfur, for
entirely political reasons, those donors bear some responsibility for what is happening now.
A body of knowledge, understanding and goodwill that had taken 20 years to create was
abandoned; and an important stabilising presence was abruptly withdrawn. This was at a
time when the first serious conflict in modern times had just ground to a halt, after three
years of fighting. Without any firm resolution of the underlying problems, a resumption was
all too likely.
In 1984/85 relief and development workers flooded into Darfur, along with politicians
and aid officials, seeking ways to respond to the famine. An important reason for writing the
1985 Compendium was to try to help both groups to understand the background to a region
about which there was very little published information. That remains true today. The
Compendium is certainly out of date, but so little has been done in Darfur since 1990 that it
may still be one of the most up-to-date resources available.
Some qualifications are important. The Compendium takes a position on the natural
resource balance in Darfur and the way it affects economic development that the author
now believes to be incorrect. In later works listed after this preface, he argues that Darfur’s
problems are about politics and governance, NOT about pressure on or conflict over
resources. Second, the data sources are imperfect. In particular, the census material about
populations is both out of date and inaccurate. Any attempts to use it in political discussions
about which groups are more important or entitled to more attention would be wholly invalid.
The material is presented as an aid to understanding, NOT to support competitive
arguments.
The Compendium is presented as a working resource, with apologies for
inconsistencies in the transliteration of Sudanese names and other errors. HTSPE is happy
to make it available to all comers as a PDF. (For CD/hard copy email info@htspe.com.)

Later Works by the Author on Darfur
- ‘Tribal Administration or No Administration: The Choice in W. Sudan’, Sudan Studies, No
11, 1992.
- ‘Agricultural Development in Darfur: Innovation, Technical Change and Open Access
Resources’. PhD Thesis, London University, 1994 (available as PDF).
- The Poverty of Nations: The Aid Dilemma at the Heart of Africa, I.B. Tauris, 1996.
- ‘Land Resources in Darfur Region, Sudan: Prisoners’ Dilemma or Coase Outcome?’,
Journal of Development Studies, Vol. 33, No. 1, October, 1996.
- ‘Conflict in Darfur: A Different Perspective’, HTSPE, 2004 (available as PDF).
- ‘Resources, Development and Politics in Darfur’, HTSPE, 2004. (A four page working
paper drawing brief policy recommendations from the conclusions of all the preceding.)
For a full list of HTSPE’s work in Darfur between 1957 and 1992, see www.htspe.com under
/News and Resources/Experience in Sudan – Darfur.

PREFACE (1985)
As the scale and severity of the drought affecting Western Sudan has become apparent
there has been a sudden heightening of interest in this previously little known area. Darfur,
perhaps because it is the most remote and least known, has received much of this attention.
There was a similar increase of interest after the Sahel drought of the late 1960s and early
1970s. Partly as a result of that earlier drought a number of programmes for research and
development were set in progress at that time.
Even without the latest drought this would have been a good time to review the
experience gained during the course of those programmes. There is a volume of information
available in survey and implementation project reports which should enable those wishing to
help Darfur in its current difficulties to acquire a good understanding of the issues without
the need to lose time in preliminary research. However, much of the information is contained
in technical reports which can be difficult to obtain and sometimes to interpret.
The principal aim of this handbook is to summarise this information in a form that is
readily accessible to all who are entering development work in Darfur. Above all, it is hoped
that the experience of those working in the area since the early 1970s can be distilled for the
benefit of future programmes.
Far more work has been done in South Darfur than in the North. Under current
conditions of low rainfall, the South has greater potential and there has been a steady drift
from the North since the 1960s drought and before. The handbook therefore concentrates
largely on the South of the province but, where available, data on North Darfur is included
and, as far as possible, the discussion is put into a regional context.

INTRODUCTION
Darfur, translated literally from the Arabic, means homeland of the Fur Tribe. The region of
Sudan now known as Darfur includes much more than that, although it covers areas which
were more or less subject to the Fur sultanate. This most westerly region of Sudan covers
some 500,000 square kilometres, a land area nearly the size of France. The climate ranges
from the completely arid Sahara desert in the north to the dense savannah woodland of the
south where rainfall may reach 1,000 millimetres per annum. There is great ethnic diversity
with peoples of Hamitic, Arabic and Sudanic stock. There are some 14 distinct languages.
Only a few, apart from Arabic, are still widely spoken, while others have already
disappeared.
Darfur's boundaries touch Libya in the north-west and Chad and the Central African
Republic (CAR) in the west. Inside Sudan it marches with Bahr al Ghazzal to the south,
Kordofan to the east and the Northern region to the north. Historically Darfur has tended to
look north towards Egypt, and westwards towards the states of the Saharan Sahel and the
Savannah, rather than east to Central Sudan. It was only under the Anglo-Egyptian
Condominium that the link with the east began to dominate. The region forms a vast plain
between 2,000 and 3,000 feet above sea level and is dominated by the Jebel Marra range
of mountains in the west. These run south to the volcanic crater Jebel Marra itself, which is
10,075 feet (3,071 metres) high. This range forms the watershed between the Nile basin
and the system draining into Lake Chad. In the south the boundary between Darfur and
Bahr al Ghazzal is marked by the Bahr al Arab, the most northerly major watercourse
draining into the While Nile. In the deep south-west of the region the mountains containing
the headwaters of the Bahr al Arab form the watershed between the Nile and Congo basins.
Darfur is, therefore, frontier territory in many senses. It lies on Sudan's boundaries
with three other states. It lies on the watershed between three of Africa's largest drainage
systems. The southern boundary of the province also marks the divide between Muslim
North and non-Muslim South.
There is one special sense, which is perhaps even more important than these: Darfur,
above all else, lies on the frontier between the ‘desert and the sown', between, on the one
hand, the world of nomads who move over a landscape with their animals and do not
change it except indirectly by overstocking, and cultivators, on the other hand, whose
activities inevitably lead to a permanent change in the shape of the land. Physically this
frontier lies at the edge of the farthest field which has been cleared from the bush.
This concept has always had considerable cultural force in the Muslim world, where
history is often seen in terms of the struggle between the desert and the sown. The sown is
the land of towns, cultivation and above all civilisation. The desert is just that: empty, barren
and dangerous. The word commonly used in Sudan for the bush, the land outside the
cultivated zone, is ‘Khala’, literally emptiness or vacuum, which accurately reflects this
feeling. It does not matter whether the Khala is an arid sand waste or dense uncleared
bush-land, it all counts as desert if it has not been brought under the hoe.
However it is not the cultural associations that are the most important. The fact that
Darfur lies on this frontier has economic implications which are central to all development
issues. Because there is still uncultivated land in the region, it is still possible to increase
production by extending the cultivated area; by moving the frontier of the sown further into
the desert. This option is no longer available in many developing countries where
production can only be raised by intensification, by increasing the investment put into a fixed
area of cultivated land. To sum this up in economic terms, Darfur at present lies on the
extensive rather than the intensive margin.
This will not, however, always be the case. Development by extension can only
continue as long as there are unused reserves of land. When they are finished a shift to
more intensive strategies is essential. It now seems clear that following some decades of

rapid population and income growth the time for this shift cannot be long delayed. The
central dilemma of any development programme will be how to manage it: how to strike a
balance between continuing to extend towards an approaching limit and beginning to
introduce more intensive methods. Both lines will have difficulties. As the best areas are
used up, so extension will depend on developing more difficult ones. However intensive
methods will require investment and new inputs. They may initially prove unprofitable by
comparison with continued extension. There will also be a need for improved infrastructure
and a change in the social and legal framework, in particular with respect to land tenure.
Above all there will be a need for research to develop more intensive methods matched to
the changing economic situation and difficult technical environment.
In one respect the task seems easy. It is possible to argue that the farmers, stock
herders and traders of Darfur will manage the changeover to intensification by themselves in
response to the change in circumstances. As the land reserves are used up the rewards to
extension will become less and intensification will become correspondingly more attractive.
This will stimulate a natural shift. In aggregate this argument is fine and, as will be
discussed, there are already signs that these things are happening. However there are
dangers in allowing events to take their own course without intervention. Designing the
correct steps and timing their introduction will be as difficult as the basic development
should be easy.
The first of these dangers, and perhaps the primary concern, is that intensification will
take forms which will rapidly exhaust relatively fragile and infertile soils. There is a very real
risk, one that has already become reality in several areas, that if they can no longer
increase their production by clearing more bush, or by grazing larger areas, the people of
Darfur will crop the existing area too frequently or graze too many livestock on it.
A second danger lies in the changing value of the land itself. As the reserves become
smaller and smaller, so land will become more difficult to obtain. The resulting competition
for an increasingly valuable resource can develop into serious social conflicts. One
particular risk is that a small section of society may succeed in anticipating the competition
by alienating large areas to themselves, leaving the majority to struggle for the remainder.
It will be argued later that it would be wrong to take too apocalyptic a view of these
dangers. There are strengths in Darfur society which will help to avoid the worst disasters.
Nevertheless, the underlying goal of all development work in the region must be the
mediation of the shift from extensive to intensive development with the minimum
environmental damage or social disruption. This will be a major, perhaps the central, theme
of the discussion that follows.

CHAPTER 1
THE GEOGRAPHICAL BACKGROUND OF DARFUR
By way of shorthand, the landscape of Darfur may be divided into six: volcanic mountainous
areas, the basement complex plateaux where the older granite rocks are overlain by varying
soils, outcrops of Nubian Sandstone, wind-blown sand sheets, stabilised qoz sand sheets,
and alluvial areas in wadis and drainage basins.
There are two major volcanic massifs: Jebel Meidob in the north-east, and the larger
Jebel Marra range in the middle-west of the region. As already mentioned the Jebel Marra
range, which runs north-south for some 200 km, marks the watershed between the Chad
and Nile basins. The peak of Jebel Marra itself is 3,071 metres above sea level. Smaller
volcanic areas form the Teiga plateau, close to the west of Jebel Meidob, and there are
numbers of volcanic plugs in North Darfur around the Berti hills and Mellit.
The basement complex lies around the Jebel Marra range, and extends principally to
the west and south-west, although there are some fingers reaching out to the east. The
Nubian Sandstone extends north east from the basement where it comes to the surface. It
also appears around the Teiga plateau.
The three categories mentioned so far are characterised by the rock formations which
are their dominant feature. The second group of three are characterised by the soils
overlying those rock formations, which give them a different character. The wind-blown
sands, for example, are found in the arid north of the region where they principally cover
Nubian Sandstones.
The stabilised qoz sandsheets are described in survey reports as ‘a level to gently
undulating stabilised sand sheet and dune complex'. Created by erosion of the Nubian
Sandstones and other rocks, ‘the weathered material was transported by northerly winds
and deposited over much of Kordofan and Darfur provinces in a major arid phase possibly
between 12,500 and 20,000 years ago' (HTS, 1976). In Darfur the qoz covers most of the
east of the region and, although increasingly broken up by drainage lines, it also stretches
around the south of the basement to reach the border with the CAR.
The last land category, the alluvial soils, can be usefully subdivided. In North Darfur,
and the northern part of South Darfur, these soils are found along the lines of the major
wadis and so form fingers stretching into the other categories. The basement, in particular, is
dissected by alluvial strips along the major watercourses. There is a larger block of low-lying
alluvial soils in the southern part of South Darfur. This marks the confluence of a number of
watercourses draining towards the Bahr al Arab.
The six major classes are subdivided into 24 ecological zones as defined in the aerial
survey carried out as The Sudan National Livestock Census and Resource Inventory. Table
1.1 lists the 24 zones with brief descriptions of their major characteristics while Figures 1.1a
and 1.1b map the zones for North and South Darfur respectively. These zones are one of
the two major factors that dictate the pattern of agriculture.
The other major factor is rainfall, or more precisely the water deficit, the balance
between rainfall and evaporation. The climate of Darfur is controlled by the seasonal
movement of the sun and the associated Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ): the
boundary between dry north-easterly winds and the moist south-westerly monsoon. As the
sun and the ITCZ move north in the northern hemisphere summer, they bring the rains with
them.
Broadly speaking, the fact that the rain moves up from the south means that total
rainfall decreases from south to north although mountain areas, Jebel Marra in particular,
make for local variations in that pattern. Topography also affects the level of evaporation. As
the whole region rises to the north and to the west temperatures are somewhat lower in
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those directions. Ibrahim points out that this is why the water deficit in El Fasher is nearly the
same as that in Nyala despite the latter being wetter by an average of nearly 200 mm per
annum (Ibrahim, 1984).
The movements of the sun and the rains create three main seasons. The Kharif, or
rainy season, starts sometimes as early as April but more normally in May and extends
through to October. The earliest part of this season is sometimes given the separate name
of Rushshash. (This literally means 'sprinkling', an apt description of the period of early
showers before the main rains set in.) Temperatures at first fall after the hot dry summer
and then climb again as the rains taper off. There follows a short cool season, known locally
as Darat, between December and February. The main dry season, or Sayf, sees much
higher temperatures. Figure 1.2 illustrates the pattern for Nyala and El Fasher (drawn from
data in Ibrahim, op. cit). Apart from lower rainfall, the figure also shows how winter
temperatures are lower, and rainy season temperatures higher, at the more northerly town.
In semi-arid areas the distribution of rainfall is just as crucial as the absolute level. A
low annual rainfall spread over a whole year is of little agricultural use; the balance between
precipitation and evaporation is always negative. However if the same total rainfall is
concentrated in a few months it may be possible to grow crops in those months. Ibrahim
points out that although rainfall declines moving northwards, this decline is partly the result
of the season getting shorter; the rains start later rather than ending earlier. This means that
there is still a period when crops can be grown further north than the absolute level of rainfall
might suggest.
Even within an adequately concentrated season the pattern of rainfall can make the
difference between successful harvests and failure.
There are two contrasting dangers. The rain can be spread over many showers which
are too small to provide effective or useable moisture to the plant, or it may be concentrated
in larger storms, but the dry periods in between are so long that the crops are droughted. A
further complication may occur if the rainfall is concentrated in effective storms but not at a
time when the crop can make use of it.
These factors form part of a complex relationship between precipitation, evaporation,
crop variety and soil type. On light, well-drained soils, showers as low as 5 mm may be
effective. On clay soils, 20 mm may be too little. On the other hand, the lighter soil may not
hold moisture for so long during dry spells. Some crops are better able to make use of
relatively little available moisture but are more prone to damage from long dry spells. Even
for one crop a range of varieties exist, all with differing capacities to survive and produce
under different circumstances.
Without too much detail on this complex of technical issues, suffice to say that, as well
as being relatively well concentrated seasonally, rainfall in Darfur predominantly takes the
form of heavy storms large enough to provide effective moisture. It is the second danger,
that of long dry spells, or over-concentration at the wrong period, that most often threatens
crops in the region. Figure 1.3, taken from Ibrahim 's discussion of these issues, is a good
illustration. Despite a long dry spell in September 1977, the heavy, well-distributed rain in
August, the key growing period, ensured a better crop. This was despite the annual rainfall
being only 5 mm higher than in 1976, when the few, heavy and effective storms were widely
separated and when August was the worst of the three principal rainy season months.
Rainfall also varies from one place to another. There can be great differences over
short distances in the same year. An area that did better than its neighbours one year may
do worse the next. It is only in extreme drought that all suffer crop failure. This variability is a
key factor in the way farmers and stock keepers manage their activities.
Figure 1.4 shows the long-term rainfall at Geneina, El Fasher and Nyala. From these
figures it seems very clear that the 1970s and early 1980s have seen an unprecedented
period of poor rainfall, starting with the drought of 1968 and culminating in that of 1984.
There has naturally been a great deal of debate about the causes of this drought and above
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all the likelihood of it continuing. This is not the place to discuss a highly technical and
largely unresolved issue. However, it is worth noting some of the ideas being discussed and
tentative conclusions being suggested.
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TABLE 1.1 ECOLOGICAL ZONES OF DARFUR REGIONS
Province
District
S. Darfur Zalingei,
Jebel
Marra

Area in
Km²
11,887

Vegetation

Geomorphology

Soils

Drainage

Topography

Use

Basement areas
with dense woody
cover, volcanic
mountains more
open woody
cover, medium
grass cover

Basement
complex and
volcanic
mountains

Basement
areas with
shallow grey
and pink
soils.
Volcanic
mts. Have
deeper soils

Deeply
incised &
well
developed
gorges in
the
volcanic
areas

Very steep
sided
mountains

1,206

Dense woody
cover

Volcanic

Deeply
incised
gorges

Steep slopes
of pediments

S. Darfur Zalingei,
Jebel
Marra,
Central, S,
N. Darfur W, S.W,
Central
S. Darfur Zalingei,
N. Darfur Western
Central

74,023

Dense woody
cover in S.
Scattered in N.
Sparse grass
cover

Basement
complex

Volcanic soils
with outcrops
& some
stone
mantles
Shallow
basement
derived soils

Basement
areas mostly
used for wet
season
grazing.
Volcanics
support
grazing,
forestry & crop
production
Heavily used
by livestock
and crop
production

02

S. Darfur Jebel
Marra

03

Deeply
incised well
developed
drainage
pattern

Gentle
slopes &
outcropping
basement
blocks

Fairly heavily
used by
livestock; some
rain-fed crop
production

Alluvial deposits

Black
Alluviums

Well
developed
river valleys

Flat

Very heavily
used for crop
production &
dry season
grazing

06

S. Darfur Southern,
Eastern

11,522

Clay plain

Black & grey
Alluviums

Well
developed
river valleys

Flat

Very heavily
used by
livestock in the
dry season

10

N. DarfurNorthern,
North
Eastern

51,275

Medium woody
cover, long grass
with medium
cover in S.
Scattered bushes
in N.
Open long grassland with
occasional
Acacia Balanites
trees & a few
thorn thickets
Nil

Sand & stone
desert basement origin

Unstable
sands with
dunes; stone
mantles

Very poorly
developed

Nil

11

S. DarfurCentral,
E, S., N.
Darfur Eastern,
Central

114,367

Qoz sands

Red & brown
sands

Poorly
developed

13

S. Darfur Jebel
Marra
N. Darfur Northern,
North
Eastern
N. Darfur North
Easter

Qoz system;
Combretum,
Sclerocarya,
albizia &
Commiphora
wood-land
associations &
medium grass
cover
Short grass with
scattered olive
trees
Semi desert with
scattered trees &
bushes, grasses

Undulating
with rocky
out-crops,
escarpments
& dune fields
Gently
undulating
sand sheet
slopes

Volcanic
caldera

Saline
volcanic soils

Gentle
slopes

Seasonal
pasture use

Sand & stone
desert

Unstable
sands &
stones

Internal
drainage to
water lakes
Poorly
developed

Undulating

Extremely
occasional use
by livestock

Nil

Very arid sand
with rock outcrops basement
complex
Basement
complex arid
desert jebels
Volcanic desert
mountains

Unstable
sands & bare
rock

Poorly
developed

Undulating

Nil

Stone rock &
sand

Well
developed
and incised
Well
developed
and incised

Steep sided
jebels and
pediments
Steep sided
mountains &
pediments

Nil

01

05

14

15

16
17

N. Darfur
North
Eastern
N. Darfur North
Eastern

4,719

26

45,538

70,857

2,509

Very sparse

3,459

Very sparse,
woody cover
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Stone rock &
sand

6

Used mainly in
the wet season
by pastoral
grazers &
browsers, & for
traditional
crop
production

Very
occasional use
by livestock

18

N. Darfur North
Eastern

16,729

Sparse woody
cover with grass in
drainage lines

19

N. Darfur Northern,
North
Eastern

27,064

21

N. Darfur North
Eastern

602

33

N. Darfur Western

4,408

34

N. Darfur Western

2,969

35

N. Darfur Central,
North
Eastern

4,987

Sparse woody
cover with a few
areas of good
grass cover on
favoured fans
Trees & other
woody cover
round water
sources
Sparse grassland
with very
scattered Acacia
Commiphora
trees
Sparse grassland
scattered Acacia
& Commiphora
associations &
thickets
Dense thickets &
Acacia bush with
very sparse grass
cover

36

N. Darfur North
Eastern

693

37

S. Darfur Southern,
Eastern

2,596

39
(+0
7)

S. Darfur Southern,
Eastern

12,946

41

S. Darfur Central,
Southern
Eastern

17,039

42

S. Darfur Central,
Eastern

4,803

43

S. Darfur South
West

2,582

Gizu - i.e. a
seasonal flush of
desert shrubs,
mostly legumes
dominated by
Justicia &
Inargofera spp.
Long riverine
grassland with
scattered Acacia
spp & some thorn
thickets of A.
Seyal.
Medium cover of
Acacia,
Combretum,
Balanites with
medium grass
cover & A. Seyal
thickets
Medium cover of
Acacia, Balanites
associations,
medium grass
cover
Medium woody
cover of
Combretum,
Terminala &
Acacia
associations with
medium grass
cover
Acacia woodland
& bush
associations with
A. Mellifera
dominant - sparse
grass cover

Desert jebels;
basement
complex mixed
with some
volcanics
Major wadi &
fan systems

Stone rock &
sand

Well
developed
& incised

Steep sided
jebels &
minor
pediments

Very
occasional use
by livestock

Wadi
alluvium
stony fans

Well
developed

Flat

Pastoral use
with limited
crop
production

Oases

Unstable
sands &
stones

Very poorly
developed

Flat

Basement
complex steppe

Pink & grey
sandy soils

Poorly
developed

Gently
undulating

Very
occasionally
visited by
pastorialists
Heavy use by
livestock in the
wet season

Sandstone
plateaux &
plateaux
remnants

Shallow pink
& red soils

Well
developed

Steep
escarpments
& undulating
pediments

Basement
complex
pediments

Considerably
eroded red
soils

Well
developed
gulleys

Sand & stone
desert

Unstable
sands &
stones

Poorly
developed

Steep sided
erosion
gulleys,
undulating
pediment
Undulating

Alluvial deposits

Black
alluviums

Meanderin
g drainage
system

Flat

Alluvial deposits

Black & grey
alluviums

Overflow
plain
complex
with
regebas

Flat

Heavy use by
livestock in the
dry season

Basement
derived sands
modified by
drainage action

Nagaa sands
& various
alluviums

Extensively
developed
network

Gently
undulating

Extensive crop
production &
livestock use

Qoz sands cut
by many
drainage ways

Qoz sands
mixed with
alluvial
'streams'

Extensively
developed
network
through the
sands

Gently
undulating

Limited use by
livestock, some
rain-fed crop
production

Basement
complex

Red
basement
complex soils
mixed with
alluvial
'streams'

Well
developed

Gently
undulating

Some use by
livestock in the
wet season

Source: National Livestock Survey and Resource Inventory - VRA/RMR 1977.
Note: Serial numbers refer to listing of zones for all Sudan used in the National Survey.
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Heavily used in
west season by
livestock; some
crop
production
Used by
livestock in the
wet season

Very heavily
used by
camels, wildlife, sheep &
goats during
the brief flush
periods
To grazing
extremely
heavy use by
livestock in the
dry season

Figure 1.1a ECOTYPES IN NORTH DARFUR PROVINCE
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Figure 1.1b ECOTYPES IN SOUTH DARFUR PROVINCE
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In particular it is worth quoting a recent study on this issue by the UK Climatic Research Unit
(CRU):
Severe droughts have been experienced throughout Africa in recent years. In the Sahel
and other lands bordering the southern Sahara, the drought which commenced about
1968 has never ended, despite two near-normal years in 1974 and 1975. Although in the
late 1970s this area was perhaps less extensively and consistently affected than in 1972
and 1973, drought was the norm throughout most of the region from 1976 to 1980.
Drought has persisted in the 1980s as well. The discharges of water from West Africa
now reaching the Sahel have been well below the long-term mean, and have continued
to decline.
During the 1980s, drought has affected even more extensive areas of the
continent, including and especially southern Africa. Many Botswana stations reported
the lowest annual rainfall totals ever recorded, while drought devastated Mozambique.
The situation was also severe in individual years between 1980 and 1983 in South
Africa, Namibia, Zimbabwe, Kenya and other countries in eastern and southern Africa. In
1983 and 1984 drought affected at least half the African continent, and at least 22
countries faced food shortages. (Preface, Climatic Research Unit, 1985.)
Drought is a recurrent feature of African climate. In much of West Africa drought
conditions have prevailed since the late 1960s, part of a general decline in rainfall that
began in the mid 1950s. In the Sahel zone, a brief hiatus occurred in the mid-1970s, but
conditions in the past few years have been worse even than 1972/1973. Similar
droughts have occurred in the past, and available evidence suggests that drought has
recurred periodically (but with no well-defined period) at least since the seventeenth
century. The recent rainfall decline has not affected the whole of the rainy season
equally. Greatest declines have occurred in August and September.
For the period for which instrumental records are available (i.e. since about 1900)
the recent rainfall decline is unprecedented in duration, intensity, spatial character and
seasonal expression; but often long droughts have occurred in the past, notably around
the 1830s. There is some evidence to suggest that the present drought may be part of a
century time scale decline in rainfall in the region, but this evidence is uncertain.
Although many of the meteorological features associated with drought conditions
are now well documented, the underlying causes of both the present drought and earlier
droughts are unknown. It is clear that the causes of drought in Africa are complex and
almost certainly not attributable to any single factor. Anthropogenic factors related to
desertification and deforestation could be important. Modelling studies have examined
the effects of changes in albedo and surface moisture, but with equivocal results.
Deforestation in the southern, wetter parts of West Africa has also been suggested as a
causal factor. Statistical and modelling studies have shown that sea surface temperature
changes in the tropical Atlantic ocean are likely to be linked to drought in some way, but
the details are still unclear. Increasing atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration has
also been suggested as a cause.
Having considered a number of aspects of past and present drought conditions in
Africa, and evaluated these in a global context, we believe that for West Africa, Sudan
and Ethiopia, a continuation of the low rainfall levels of the 1970s and 1980s is more
likely than a return to the wetter conditions of earlier decades. Future planning should
assume that conditions similar to today will prevail. However, major changes in climate
due to atmospheric carbon dioxide and trace gas concentration changes are likely in
coming decades and these should be taken into account as soon as possible in longterm planning exercises. (Executive Summary, Climatic Research Unit, 1985.)

Meteorologists are presumably used to having their confident predictions
instantaneously contradicted. The better 1985 rainy season in Africa would seem to offer at
least some hope that the CRU's conclusion, published in July 1985, is wrong. However, it
will take more than one good year for agriculture to even begin to recover and only after
several will it be possible to believe that that the long downward trend has at last been
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broken. The 1985 rainfall in Darfur was in any case still well below the long-term average. It
is therefore worth considering the policy implications of their conclusions.
As far as Darfur is concerned there are two questions. First, is the drought in any way
caused by what is happening in the region, and is there anything that can be done within it
which might slow or reverse the drought and the associated desertification? Second, if the
drought is merely cyclical or caused by factors external to the region, it must presumably be
treated as a fact of life which will continue, so how should development plans be adjusted to
take account of this?
It is worth emphasising the importance of these questions. It will, for example, be quite
futile to endeavour to combat desertification in the north of the region if rainfall continues to
be so low that no useful economic activity can continue in the area. If, on the other hand, it
is excessive cultivation and overgrazing which is causing both the desertification and the
decline in rainfall, as some suggest, then the attempt to control desertification will be doubly
important.
It is worth quoting the CRU once again by way of stressing how much remains to be
done before any sure answers can be given:
‘The most obvious gaps in our knowledge are:
we do not know why the present drought exists;
we do not know why droughts have occurred in the past;
we do not know how long the present drought will last' (CRU, 1985).

However, it is apparent that the probability is that if drought continues it will be mainly
for reasons out of the control of Darfur or even Sudan as a whole. Correspondingly, there is
little that can be done in Darfur to directly combat the situation.
By way of summing up this issue and emphasising that drought is a recurrent feature of
these regions, and that it may be more fruitful to endeavour to live with it rather than
struggle against it, it is worth quoting one of the earliest descriptions of Darfur:
The upper portion of this part in the west, where the rest of the land of the Tajuwiin is, is
all pure desert. There used to be much water in it and pools. There are now no
inhabitants in it because there are moving sands which are shifted by the wind from
place to place and no one has a permanent habitation in it, because the sands pass
1
over it and the winds blow strongly in it.

Familiar as this may sound in 1985, in fact it comes from one of the early Arab geographers
writing in the first half of the 12th century AD. He died in 1153 AD (al Idrisi quoted in Arkell,
1951). Farmers and stock herders are all too aware that drought is to a lesser or greater
extent a fact of life and they tailor their activities accordingly. The danger for the future lies in
the possibility that these carefully adapted strategies are only effective in a balanced
equilibrium between population and environment. As development takes place, as
populations increase and as their standard of living rises, that balance may be at risk. It will
be argued in what follows that Darfur has already seen very rapid development in the 20th
century and clearly the hope must be that it will continue to do so. It is therefore a central
concern that any development activities are as well tailored to the facts of life in the area as
those traditional strategies that have evolved over centuries.
One particular feature of the drought in Darfur has been the way it has affected some
areas much worse than others, even those which were usually better favoured. Dar Masalit,
and all the area north-west of Jebel Marra centred round Geneina, used to be rich because
high rainfall was combined with better soils in the valleys. The population of Western
District, North Darfur was, even in 1983, the second largest of any district in the region and
1

The Tajuwiin are tentatively identified with the Daju of Darfur.
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the density was more than three times the average for the region. Rainfall in Geneina was
on average higher than in Nyala, a long way to the south and east, even as late as the
1970s. In the 1980 drought, however, Geneina suffered the most disastrous decline of all
and average rainfall between 1981 and 1985 fell below that for Nyala for the first time. This
pattern is presumably the result of the particular interaction between the orographic rainfall
effect of Jebel Marra and the seasonal movements of the ITCZ. A glance at Figure 1.4
shows how badly Geneina has done compared to Nyala or El Fasher.
The topography, soils and climate described are, naturally enough, what determine
the vegetation. There are two major zones, desert and semi-desert, in the north and low
rainfall savannahs to the south. The latter cover by far the larger part of the region. The
savannahs give way to the semi-desert thorn scrub around latitude 15°N and then to the
desert where the annual rainfall is less than 100 mm.
The term ‘savannah' is applied to regions where the 'herb layer is the ecologically
dominant stratum' - in a word, grasslands. These range from pure grassland, with few trees,
through thorn scrub, where the smaller acacia species intersperse the grassland, thorn
savannah, with large acacias, and savannah woodland, where broad-leaved tree species
take the place of the acacias.
Nye and Greenland have pointed out that pure grassland savannahs with no bush or
tree cover do not usually occur naturally. They are normally the result of clearing by man,
often combined with fire, which prevents the re-establishment of tree species (Nye &
Greenland, 1960). This is certainly true of Darfur where the thorn and woodland savannahs
are dominant, except where disturbed by grazing or cultivation.
Between the semi-desert and the northern end of Jebel Marra around latitude 13°N,
Ibrahim shows thorn-scrub savannah divided into two (Ibrahim, op.cit.). On the basement to
the west there is Acacia mellifera (Ar. Kitir) savannah; to the east on the qoz is Acacia
senegal (Ar. Hashab) savannah. The basement is broken up by wadis and overlain by
patches of qoz, so the vegetation is more variable than the broad classification indicates. On
the qoz prolonged human occupation has meant that little of the vegetation has not been
affected by farming or grazing. Despite it being the source of gum arabic, hashab is not as
widespread in the Darfur section of this zone as it is in the extension into Kordofan.
Because of the altitude and higher rainfall, Jebel Marra itself has a specialised ecology
classified as montane woodland savannah. The topography and soils are complex and so is
the vegetation. Man has had a considerable effect on this area in the building of extensive
terrace systems and later in the introduction of livestock. Fire has also played an important
role. ‘Each year fires sweep across the massif. It is doubtful if, apart from a few valleys,
there are any areas that have escaped the effects of fire. The original vegetation has
therefore been considerably modified’ (HTS, 1977). As a result, there are extensive areas of
grassland steppe and meadows with relatively few trees.
To the west of Jebel Marra the vegetation of the basement complex can be broadly
described as woodland savannah dominated by Anogeissus leiocarpus (Ar. Sahab).
However, an important acacia species is found in the wadis which intersect the area. Acacia
albida (Ar. Haraz) is a tall tree which produces its leaves in the dry season rather than the
wet, and which produces a heavy crop of seed pods with a high forage value. These
unusual features give rise to a specialised land use pattern, which has been given a lot of
attention.
Thorny acacia species once again dominate to the south and south-west of Jebel
Marra on both the basement and on the large area of alluvial soils reaching to the Bahr al
Arab. Three species may be taken as markers of three different zones. On the drier areas of
the basement, Acacia mellifera thorn scrub is dominant, marking the badly degraded
rangelands of the south eastern and eastern basement. Although the mellifera zone
overlaps with the alluvium, the vast majority of this latter zone is characterised by Acacia
Senegal. Unlike the north-eastern savannah on the qoz, classified as Acacia Senegal
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savannah by Ibrahim despite there being relatively little of the name tree to be found, here
on the alluvium a true Senegal Savannah still exists. Finally, in the very south of the alluvial
zone in the areas close to the Bahr al Arab which are most prone to flooding, Acacia seyal
(Ar. Talh) becomes dominant. It has been suggested that Seyal, which is particularly fire
resistant, has been selected for fire in these areas. It is certainly true that large, dense and
pure stands are common (HTS, 1977 quoting Smith, 1949). Seyal is a second source of
gum arabic to Acacia Senegal, although the gum is of poorer quality.
It should be emphasised that this description of vegetation patterns is greatly
simplified, especially in relation to the basement and alluvium areas where more complex
soils and drainage systems create a variable ecology. There are many species of trees,
other than those used as 'markers', which are just as important and the distribution of the
markers is by no means as clear cut as the above description indicates. All three acacia
varieties can occur together for example.
By contrast vegetation on the woodland qoz is relatively even except where disturbed
by cultivation. It is dominated by broad leaved non-thorny varieties, particularly Combretum
glutinosum (Ar. Habil) and Terminalia maxiflora (Ar. Darawt). The former is more common in
the northern or Habbaniya Qoz south of Nyala and the latter on the larger Qoz Dango in the
south-west of the region and the Qoz Ma'aliya/Rizeiqat, in the south-east. All the qoz areas
are particularly attractive in the early rains when the grass is not so high that visibility is
restricted and yet the flush of new grass over the rolling landscape, and the even stands of
tall trees, create an impression of open parkland.
In the southern margins of the region lie the flood plains of the Bahr al Arab. In the
central area, where the Bahr loops up to the north, it is confined within fairly deep banks, but
at both the western and eastern ends of its traverse across Darfur its course is much less
well defined and extensive flood plains open out. In the west these plains lie between and
beside the two tributaries: the Wadi Umbelasha to the north, and the Wadi Adda to the
south. At the eastern end the main course of the Bahr al Arab becomes shallower and the
flood waters increasingly spread over a wide plain. During the dry season these plains turn
into grassland, with only a few trees where a slight rise or a termite hill keeps them above
the water.
In the very south-west of the region there is another outcrop of basement rising into
the mountain range which holds the headwaters of the Wadi Umbelasha and Wadi Addi.
The vegetation here is similar to that on the areas west of Jebel Marra but it is much denser
because of higher rainfall. The whole ‘island' between the two wadis, including areas of
flood plain as well as the basement, has been declared a game reserve under the title of the
Radom National Park.
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CHAPTER 2
THE PEOPLES OF DARFUR AND THEIR HISTORY
The early history of sub-saharan Africa was formed by the movements of the two great
families of original inhabitants: the negro or Bantu of West Africa, and the Nilo-Saharan
peoples for whom the modern Sudan may be seen as the heartland. Both groups spread
southwards across the continent and their movements met in the middle. Darfur lay within
the Nilo-Saharan area, but it has been far enough west to also fall under West African
influence at various points in its history. It has also seen contact with the peoples of the
Mediterranean coast.
The movement of Arab tribes across North Africa and into Sudan reached Darfur more
recently. Most recent of all has been the migration of West African races east towards the
Sudan, a migration which persists to this day.
As a result the people of Darfur are ethnically diverse, although there has been
constant intermingling such that the dividing lines between particular groups are not always
clear. The 1955 census provides the only detailed information. Twenty-five separate tribes
were identified under the heading ‘Tribes of Western Darfur'; that is to say tribes for whom
Darfur may be considered the true homeland. Some of these are traditionally supposed to
have moved into Darfur from elsewhere, but so long ago that the details are obscure. These
tribes date from before the arrival of the Arabs and many retain their own language or at
least the memory of it. One further tribe, the Meidob, is classed as Nubian rather than West
Darfuri in the census but they too have been in Darfur from early times and may be
considered as the 26th member of this group.
There are ten Arab tribes whose major presence is in Darfur, although most of them
have offshoots in other provinces of Sudan or in the neighbouring Central African states. Of
the ten, nine belong to the Baggara Group while the last, the Ma'aliya, is more closely
related to the cultivator and camel owning tribes of Kordofan.
Some of the Chadian tribes have major branches in Darfur. Many are historically and
culturally close to some of the Darfur tribal groups. The division between these two
countries has never been clear cut. Tribes whose roots lie in West Africa, especially Nigeria,
are also important, mostly in South Darfur. Lastly some Southern Sudanese tribes,
especially those of the western Bahr al Ghazzal, are found in sizeable numbers. Table 2.1
shows the 1955/56 population distribution by district and tribal grouping. The tribes
belonging to each major group are listed at Annex I. Figure 2.1 shows the way the tribes are
distributed in the region.
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TABLE 2. 1 ETHNIC COMPOSITION IN DARFUR, 1955/56
Tribe
Baggara Arab
Gawama’a Arab
Western Arab (Ma’aliya etc)
Guhayna Arab
Other Arab
Nuba
Beja
Nubiyin (Meidob etc)
Western Southerners
Other Southerners
West Darfuri Tribes
Chad/CAR Tribes
Nigerian Tribes
Other Westerners
Non-Sudanese origin
Non-Sudan National
TOTAL
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People

Per Cent

All Sudan

268,558
13,299
45,599
21,537
27,435
6,260
5,043
22,503
26,974
4,655
758,143
22,987
85,836
10,229
1,106
8,701
1,328.865

20.21
1.00
3.43
1.62
1.95
.47
38
1.69
2.03
.35
57.05
1.73
6.46
.77
.08
.65
100,00

569,289
416,868
115,495
765,562
2,144,494
572,935
623,528
330,032
481,764
2,531,096
902,798
97,065
298,040
60,736
52,701
206,517
10,168.920

18

Darfur %
of Sudan
47.17
3.19
39,48
2.81
28.54
1.09
.81
6.82
5-60
.18
83.98
23.68
28.80
16.84
2.10
4.21
13.07

NORTH DARFUR

Tribe

Western

Central

Eastern

NE

North/
SW
11,951
30
10,936
750
272
97
82
246
175
132
83,964
1,684
1,069
24
8
76
111,496

TotalND

Baggara Arab
Gawama’a Arab
Western Arab (Ma’aliya etc )
Guhayna Arab
Other Arab
Nuba
Beja
Nubiyin (Meidob etc )
Western Southerners
Other Southerners
West Darfuri Tribes
Chad/CAR Tribes
Nigerian Tribes
Other Westerners
Non-Sudanese origin
Non-Sudan National
TOTAL

34,537
375
11,943
6,997
4,069
3,445
331
73
21,618
1,049
227,165
4,435
2,185
189
614
4,519
323,616

2,951
5,698
1,871
1,830
10,039
1,870
358
1,579
1,369
1,101
78,646
3,785
6,537
5,081
127
334
123,176

942
4,938
891
2,932
4,050
30
616
142
111
82
28,904
1,059
2,993
2,671
119
51
50,531

75
161
1
7,950
326
100
2,928
19,657
0
0
59,408
5,234
20,951
3
0
2,416
19,210

Tribe

Central

Eastern

Western

W.Salih

Total SD

Baggara Arab
Gawama’a Arab
Western Arab (Ma’aliya etc)
Guhayna Arab
Other Arab
Nuba
Beja
Nubiyin (Meidob etc)
Western Southerners
Other Southerners
West Darfuri Tribes
Chad/CAR Tribes
Nigerian Tribes
Other Westerners
Non-Sudanese origin
Non-Sudan National
TOTAL

18,413
474
2,795
599
2,896
537
57
399
580
459
63,287
2,287
6,851
991
10
307
100,942

South/
SW
111,657
1,221
2,679
235
3,211
29
342
289
2,793
830
21,303
1,697
41,948
1,150
0
0
189,384

79,673
196
14,258
140
675
1
24
26
48
90
8,834
1,345
740
15
0
2
106,067

1,518
128
87
41
345
27
157
81
45
510
94,570
531
609
69
30
424
99,172

6,841
78
138
63
1,552
124
148
11
235
402
92,062
930
1,953
36
198
500
105,271

218,102
2,097
19,957
1,078
8,679
718
728
806
3,701
2,291
280,056
6,790
52,101
2,261
238
1,233
600,836

50,456
11,202
25,642
20,459
18,756
5,542
4,315
21,697
23,273
2,364
478,087
16,197
33,735
7,968
868
7,468
728,029

SOUTH DARFUR

Note: 1955/56 Census Areas approximately match 1983 Districts as follows: N. Darfur:
Western District = areas 311, 312, 313, Central = 321, Eastern = 322, NE = 331, N&SW = 33.
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Source: JMRDP/HTS Range and Livestock Development in the Jebel Marra area (April 1985).
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Although Arabic is now dominant, there were 16 recognised Darfuri languages
recorded in the 1955/56 census and there are large groups speaking both Southern
Sudanese and West African languages. Table 2.2 shows the number speaking each of the
major language groups at the time of the 1955 census.

TABLE 2. 2 LANGUAGE GROUPINGS REPRESENTED IN DARFUR
Number
725,215
675
89
152
15,242
103,391
174,703
276,366
32,886
46
1,328,765

Arabic
Beja, Nuba etc
Nilotic – Dinka/Nuer
Nilo-Hamitic - Bari/Teso
Sudanic - Moru/Bongo etc
N. Darfuri - Zaghawa etc
W. Darfuri - Masalit etc
S. Darfuri - Daju, Fur etc
W. African - Hausa etc
Other
Total

Per cent
54.6
0.1
0.0
0.0
1.1
7.8
13.1
20.8
2.5
0.0
100.0

Recent research has led to a general classification of African languages (Greenberg,
1963). The North, West and South Darfuri languages can be reclassified accordingly. The
resulting groupings are revealing about the relationships of the various tribes. They all
belong to the Nilo-Saharan family and three sub-divisions of that family. Table 2.3 shows the
number speaking each in the whole of Sudan at the 1955 census.

TABLE 2. 3 DARFUR LANGUAGES
Language

No. of Inhabitants

Chari-Nile Group (Eastern Sudanic Section)
Baygo
Bergid
Daju
Meidob
Tama
Masalit
Gima'
Erenga'
Abidiya'
Tunjur
Mima'
Total

2
59
20,686
21,727
542
162,524
305
26,455
13,185
66
6
219,102

Saharan Group
Zaghawa
Berti

66,895
8

Fur Group
Fur

265,565

Notes: ' Language not classified by Greenberg but believed similar to others in this group.

The 1955 census estimates were based on a sample survey, not a 100 per cent
census. The very small numbers shown speaking some languages are probably
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underestimated and should not be taken too literally. Nevertheless it is known that some
languages, such as Berti, are disappearing rapidly in the face of Arabic and, as a result, are
spoken by very few.
It is interesting that there are no languages of the other two great African families: the
Congo-Kordofanian, which as its name implies covers the West African languages and
those of Jebel Nuba; and the Afro-Asiatic, which covers both Berber and some Chadian
languages. If anything, the Darfuri languages relate more closely to those of Southern
Sudan. Dinka and Nuer are both in the same Eastern Sudanic Section of the Chad-Nile
Group.
Historical sources for Darfur are scarce. Prior to the 19th century there were no written
records beyond land title deeds in some areas. Even up to this century most of what is
known is based on the accounts of a few Arab and European travellers, the first of whom,
W.G. Browne, reached Darfur in the 1790s (Browne, 1799). Apart from describing the
situation at the time of their visit, the most important of these, Al Tunisi and Nachtigal,
record what they were told about the history of the Fur Sultanate as tradition described it (Al
Tunisi, 1845/1851; Nachtigal, 1879). These accounts, together with the traditions of the
other tribes, form the basis for most interpretations of the history of Darfur. However,
tradition is notoriously liable to change over time and, in particular, to reinterpretation to suit
subsequent political developments. Many contradictory variations arise as a result. Many of
these are reported by MacMichael on whose work the brief summary that follows is based
(MacMichael, 1922).
The Daju tribe were traditionally described as the earliest rulers of Darfur, having
come from east Sudan and driven the existing Feroge tribes south of the Bahr al Arab. They
now live principally in the area east of Jebel Marra and North of Nyala, which is now Central
District of South Darfur. There is a separate branch in Dar Sula, on the border region
between Darfur and Central Africa. Both the Bergid and Baygo tribes live in the same area
as the Daju and their languages are closely related. Traditionally, however, the Baygo are
said to be of slave stock from Southern Sudan. They were freed by a Fur Sultan whose
mother was from the Baygo. The Bergid are said to be related to the Meidob and to have
entered Darfur at the time of the Tunjur, the ruling group who succeeded the Daju.
In all three tribes there are contradictory traditions. Some report that they originated in
Tunis or were related to the Bani Hillal, the Arab tribe famous in history, and still more so in
myth, for the way it swept across north Africa in the 11th and 12th centuries. Others say that
the leading families, at least, are of Arab stock. The common theme of these variations
appear to be an attempt to justify or explain the tribes' conversion to Islam and to lay claim
to a part in the social prestige of Arab blood. Similar themes are common to virtually all the
Darfuri tribes for the same reasons.
The Tunjur, said to have succeeded the Daju as the dominant tribe of Darfur, claim a
relation to the ancient Nubians. In Darfur their centre was at Fera, north-west of Kuttum.
However, they also moved further west to Kanem where they are now mostly found
although there are still Tunjur communities in Darfur around Kuttum. Once again there are
variant traditions involving an origin in Tunisia and association with the Bani Hillal.
The origins of the Fur are equally obscure. Some have seen a connection between
their name and the generic name for Southern Sudanese tribes in Darfur, Fertit. But
linguistically the Fur language is classified separately (see Table 2.3) in its own sub-group of
the Nilo-Saharan family, and there is nothing definite to show their true origin.
The history of the Fur Sultanate, on the other hand, is what has determined the history
of the region in the modern era. It is relatively well documented. That history is summed up
as the transformation ‘of the old established Fur Kingdom into a multi-ethnic empire'
combined with the ‘expansion of the Kingdom beyond the mountains and a move down into
the Savannas.' (O'Fahey, 1980.)
The Fur, or rather the Keira clan of the Fur, took over from the Tunjur empire.
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I have interpreted the early historical traditions as implying that the Keira Kingdom in
Jebel Marra was originally a tributary state of a Tunjur empire based in northern Darfur.
For reasons unknown the Tunjur empire collapsed and in the following interregnum the
Keira were able to take over the Tunjur position in Darfur. The identity of the Tunjur and
'
the nature of their empire remain mysteries. (O Fahey, 1980.)

The homeland of the Keira Fur appears to have lain in the Turra region of northern
Jebel Marra where stone ruins are associated with the early Sultans, the mythical Iawgiver,
Dali, and the more historical Sulayman Solong. The development of the Fur Sultanate
combined three elements: expanding trade, especially along the Darb al Arba'in or 40 days
road to Egypt, a shift from rule based on sacred Kingship of the African kind towards a more
Islamic/Arabic Sultanate, and the expansion down and outward from the Jebel Marra massif
into the savannah plains. ‘It was Sulayman who initiated the expansion of the Kingdom
beyond the mountains, who transformed the old established Fur Kingdom into a multi-ethnic
empire, and who began the move down in to the savannas.’ (O'Fahey, 1980.) Sulayman's
nickname, Solong, indicates an Arab and he represents the way in which educated Muslims
married into the royal families of the African kingdoms and converted them to Islam, so
symbolising the second strand of development as well.
The Keira Kingdom appears to date from approximately the beginning of the 17th
century and Sulayman himself ruled from around 1650 AD. Figure 2.2 shows the family tree
of the Fur Sultans descending from him. Inevitably a slow process of development has
been telescoped by tradition and attributed to Sulayman, but he now represents the
founding father of the dynasty.
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(10)
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The course and pre-occupations of the Keira expansion may be traced through the
"
moves of the royal camps or fashirs. At first the Kingdom looked west and warred with
the state of Wada'i in what is now Chad. However the 18th century was marked by an
“influx of Fugara’ (islamic holy men), from both east and west, and through them the
growing Islamisation of court and country, and the increasing ties with Egypt across the
desert. (O'Fahey, 1980.)

These drew attention eastward. In 1785/86 the Sultan Muhammed Tayrab conquered
Kordofan and the shift to the east was confirmed by the establishment of a permanent court
at El Fasher, north-east of Jebel Marra.
By the beginning of the 19th century Darfur was Egypt’s biggest trading partner.
Although the internal struggle between the old African order and the new Islamic regime
never entirely died down, trade supplied the luxury goods ‘fine cloths and clothes, glass and
metal-ware, war horses, arms and armour’ with which the Sultan was able to establish a
new elite. The slave trade provided much of the finance for this. The development of a
feudal system of land allocation paralleled these developments. On the large open spaces
of the savannas the Sultan granted estates (Ar. Hakur) to his great lords, to the Fugara' and
to members of his family. They were rewarded for their services with the revenues from
these estates. The slave trade also provided the labour to operate some of these Hakur,
although others were farmed by smallholders who paid taxes and fees.
There remain three further groups of non-Arab tribes in Darfur: the tribes of the border
states between Chad and Darfur, the Meidob and the tribes speaking Saharan languages,
the Zaghawa and the Berti. Through much of Darfur history the north-western frontier has
been occupied by small kingdoms or sultanates which stood between the two larger
kingdoms of Darfur and Wada'i. There were three of these. Dar Masalit was the largest
while Dar Tama and Dar Gimr were smaller. The Gimr and Erenga tribes are closely related
to the Masalit. This group of western tribes formed the third largest section of the Darfur
population in 1955, 13.1 per cent (see Table 2.2).
Relatively little is known of their history. As usual they claim Arab descent but at the
same time see themselves as the original inhabitants of their areas. During the reign of the
last Fur Sultan, Ali Dinar, there were protracted negotiations between the French, who
occupied Wada'I, and the British, in their role as All Dinar's protector, over the status of the
three minor sultanates. Just as they had been the subject of prolonged competition between
the Sultans of Wada'i and Darfur, so they became for the two great powers. The final treaty
signed after the fall of Ali Dinar allocated Dar Gimr and two thirds of Dar Masalit to Darfur
while the rest of Dar Masalit and Dar Tama went to Chad. The modern-day Western District
of North Darfur covers the Sudanese part of Dar Masalit and Dar Gimr (see Theobald, 1965,
for details of these negotiations).
Both the Masalit and Gimr have offshoots in South Darfur. These are independent and
have their own tribal leadership. The Gimr offshoot is based on Katila in South West District,
the Masalit on Qureida of South District. The latter are said to have moved there from Dar
Masalit more than 200 years ago.
The Meidob tribe, inhabitants of the mountain plateau of the same name, are said to
be linked to the Barabra or Nubians of the Nile valley south of Aswan. Geographically Jebel
Meidob, in what is now North Eastern District of North Darfur, is closest of all Darfur to
Berber and Dongola on the Nile. MacMichael demonstrates linguistic affinities between the
languages, affinities also found in the Daju group of languages, although not so strongly. It
should be noted that 'there are no grounds for closely connecting them (the Barabra) as a
race with the Nuba of southern Kordofan' despite the similarity of the generic name Nubian'
(MacMichael, op.cit.). That this is true is supported by evidence that the Nubian languages
of Kordofan belong to the Congo-Kordofanian family: completely separate from the NiloSaharan family to which the Barabra and Meidob languages belong.
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The Zaghawa and the Berti together form the third most important section of the nonArab speaking peoples of Darfur. The Zaghawa homeland is to the north-west of North
Darfur on the border with Chad, a country in which they are also strong. They are related to
the Bedayat and Qura'an, who are found mainly in Chad but also in smaller numbers in
Darfur. Their territory now forms part of Northern District of North Darfur. The original home
of the Berti lay around Mellit near the Berti hills in what is now North Eastern District of
North Darfur. They have since drifted south and east towards Umm Kedada and Taweisha
in the Eastern District.
More is known about the history of the Arab tribes in Darfur than about those
belonging to the Nilo-Saharan races. At least some idea of the time of their arrival can be
gained from written histories of the Arab invasion of Sudan as in whole. Nevertheless
tradition remains the only source for individual tribes and the Arab traditions are also
contradictory and variable. MacMichael says the Baggara, for example, ‘have at different
periods migrated eastwards or westwards along the line of least resistance and various
sections have been transplanted from place to place and from tribe to tribe until it is
impossible to say how they were originally grouped’ (MacMichael, op. cit.). The way in which
the Arab tribes have moved backwards and forwards is well illustrated in Darfur over the last
century. When Government in Khartoum was strong, as under the Egyptians, the tribes
drifted west into Darfur. When the Fur Sultanate was strong, as under Ali Dinar, the Arabs
moved back East to Kordofan, or further west to Wada’i.
Although the Arabs first entered central Sudan as early as 641 AD, they signed a
treaty with the Nubian Kingdom of Dongola in 652 AD which was to last 600 years or more.
This meant that although there was continuous contact between the Arab rulers of Egypt
and the Nubians, and although individual Arabs or groups of Arabs began to settle in Sudan,
it was only in 1316 AD that the first Muslim ruler took over in Nubia. Even then the takeover
was through a coup rather than an invasion, so well integrated had the Arabs become in
Nubian society. Nevertheless this appeared to mark the beginning of the major Arab influx
into Sudan: 'Hordes of Arabs, mainly Guhayna, came pouring into Sudan as far as
Abyssinia and Darfur'.
Genealogy is a vital part of Arab culture and most Sudanese tribes have preserved
traditional family trees tracing their origin back to the great tribes of Arabia itself and thence
to the legendary founder of the two branches of the Arab race, Kahtan and Adnan. As the
remark by MacMichael quoted would indicate, tribal divisions are far from rigid and smaller
clans may shift from one tribe to another as circumstances dictate. As this has happened
throughout history so the genealogies have become thoroughly confused. For example, the
Fezara in Arabia belong to the Adnanite family. The Fezzara in Sudan, however, claim
affiliation to the Juhayna who are Kahtanite.
The result is that the tribal geneologies overlap each other widely but never quite
match where they do. Nevertheless they are of considerable symbolic importance. They
reflect the way the people of each tribe like to see their history and help to identify which
tribes have historically been closely related even where the precise relation is not clear.
Broadly the Arab tribes of Sudan are divided into two major groups: the Ja'aliyin and
the Juhayna. In both groups there exist single tribes bearing the group name. The Ja'aliyin
tribe live near Atbara and the Juhayna near Sennar. However most of the other Arab tribes
of Sudan trace their lineage back to one or other of these two groups as well.
The Ja'aliyin claim descent from the Abbasids, which is to imply that they are of the
Prophet's family. They were among the earlier Arab groups to enter Sudan and played an
important role in the conversion of the Nubian peoples to Islam. Sulayman Solong, the first
Muslim Fur Sultan, is described as typical of the Ja'ali Arabs who, with the religious prestige
of their relation to the Prophet, converted and took the leadership of existing Sudanese
tribes. The Ja'aliyin are therefore to be seen as having had longer contact with the original
people of Sudan than the Juhayna.
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Only two Ja'ali tribes appear in Darfur history. In the early 15th century a group of
Manasir and Fadliyin migrated from the Nile to Jebel el Hilla, in what is now Eastern District
of North Darfur. They later moved out to Kordofan, partly as a new system of farming the
qoz was developing there and partly being driven out by Ali Dinar. The Jawama'a of
Kordofan were also important in North Darfur as late as 1874. They are said to have
founded the royal house of Wada'i Sultanate in what is now Chad. They are also linked in
history with the Musabba'at, that branch of the Fur who at one time migrated to Kordofan. As
already mentioned, such links with Sudanese peoples are typical of the Ja'aliyin.
A large majority of the Arab tribes of Darfur trace their lineage to the Juhayna. In West
Sudan the Juhayna are divided between the Baggara, or cattle-keeping Arabs, and a group
that used to be known as Fezara, although that name is now little used. This includes most
of the camel owing tribes of Kordofan and Darfur. The classification as 'cattle-keeping' or
'camel-owning' should not be taken literally: some of the Baggara tribes have camel-owning
offshoots, and in both Baggara and Fezara there are tribes who are more accurately
described as settled cultivators.
Two tribes of the Fezara group are found in Darfur: the Zayadiya and the Ma'aliya.
The former are camel owners and cultivators based around Mellit in North Darfur. They lost
much of their importance during the Mahdiya. Ali Dinar subsequently drove many out to
Kordofan. The Ma'aliya are an important tribe in the Eastern District of South Darfur. They
too were driven out of Darfur by Ali Dinar but they have since returned and are now among
the most important cultivators of millet and groundnuts.
As shown in Table 2.1, 47 per cent of the Sudanese Baggara live in Darfur. There are
also Baggara tribes in Chad and Central Africa to the west. The four major Baggara tribes
and their main centres are as follows:
Rizeigat
Habbaniya
Bani Halba
Ta'aisha

E. District South Darfur
S. District South Darfur
S.W. District South Darfur
S.W. District South Darfur

The following lesser tribes are also present: Messiriya, Ta'aliba, Hotia, Sa'ada, Tergam,
Bani Husayn, Bashir, Bani Khuzam, Salamat.
Despite the tribal genealogies and the fact that the Baggara were relatively late
arrivals in Darfur, their history, or lack of it, is similar to that of the non-Arab tribes. That is to
say that there are conflicting traditions. Some claim to have come from the East via the Nile
valley. Others say that they were part of the Arab invasions of North Africa and that they
turned back to enter Darfur from the West only relatively recently. Once again there is a
widespread tendency to claim relationships to the legendary Bani Hilal or, more broadly, to
see Tunisia as the area of origin.
MacMichael makes the point that culturally there is little to link the Baggara with North
Africa in the way of dialect and much to link them with the Sudan, in particular the practice
of infibulation.
One reason the traditions appear confused is that little research has been done to
untangle them. MacMichael is the only source on this topic and he was writing in the 1920s
about all of Sudan. It is likely that concentrated work on the traditions of the Darfur tribes,
both Arab and non-Arab, would clear up much of the confusion. Until that is done, it can only
be said with certainty that the Baggara first entered Darfur somewhere between the 14th and
17th centuries and that they have been constantly on the move in the area ever since.
Conflict with the Fur sultanates has been a common reason for such moves. The Bani
Halba in particular have moved west to Wada'i to avoid the Fur on several occasions. Most
famously, the Ta’aisha moved to central Sudan in the wake of their kinsman the Khalifa, the
Mahdi's successor. However it should be remembered that the tribal structure is very fluid.
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The movements recorded in tradition probably reflect those of only a part of each tribe.
Other sections may well have been able to avoid political conflict and stay in one place.
The Baggara tribes commonly have camel-owning offshoots living further north. Three
of the five major camel tribes of Darfur are linked to the Rizeigat: the Nuwaiba, the Mahria
and the Mahamid. The other two are the 'Atayfat and the 'Erayqat. The Bani Halba have a
camel owning branch in Chad. These camel tribes range widely through Chad and into
South Darfur as well as North Darfur. Although the link between camel and cattle owning
branches often seems tenuous, it is still respected in this day. The Southern Bani Halba
were prepared to welcome their Chadian branch in the 1984/85 drought for example.
The Darfur tribes, and the Arabs between them, make up 87 per cent of the population
of Darfur (1955 census). There are three other important groups classified in the 1955
census as French Equatorial tribes (1.73 per cent), southerners (i.e. Southern Sudan tribes)
(2.38 per cent) and Nigerian tribes (6.46 per cent).
The French Equatorial tribes in Darfur are mostly drawn from what is now Chad:
Bedayat and the Qura'an. These tribes are both related to the Zaghawa. The census
showed a large concentration of southerners in Dar Masalit of North Darfur: 22,000 out of a
total 31,000. This is surprising as it is South Darfur which has in common border with
Southern Sudan. It may be that these are in fact drawn from Central Africa, which is to the
west of Darfur, rather than from Bahr el Ghazzal to the south, even though the people
concerned are classified as 'Western Southerners' and drawn from the Morn-Madi and
Ndogo-Sere tribal groups as well as from an unclassified group which includes the Kreish.
In the area around Radom a recent paper identified a total of six tribes: Kreish, Binga,
Kara, Sara, Bagirma and Bornu (Haaland ed., 1980). With the exception of the Bornu, of
West African stock, these are all from the group classified as `Western Southerners' in the
1955 census. That there should be so many in a relatively small area indicates how diverse
this particular grouping is.
In the 1955 census Nigerian tribes were shown to be concentrated in South Darfur,
above all in the area that is now divided into Southern and South Western Districts (42,000),
and also in what is now Northern District of North Darfur (21,000). Three separate Nigerian
tribes were identified: Burno, Fulbe and Hausa. Those in South Darfur belong to the large
Fellata community based on Tullus in Southern District, but is surprising to find such a large
concentration in the most Northerly part of North Darfur. Little is known about this second
group. The main Fellata immigration is said to have been at the end of the 17th century.
The drift of West African people towards Sudan has been going on for a long time.
Some of the Fellata have lost all trace of any language other than Arabic for example.
Balamoan has argued that as much as half the population of Sudan is West African by
origin. The period after the Mahdia saw, in his view, a very rapid expansion in population
largely based on immigration from the west. This movement was encouraged by British
colonial policy (Balamoan, 1976). This is probably an extreme position but there is little
doubt that movement from West Africa has played an important part in Sudanese and,
above all, Darfuri history. The 1955 census showed 8.8 per cent of the population of Sudan
were of French Equatorial, Nigerian or West African origin in one way or another. In Darfur
the proportion was 11.2 per cent.
The pilgrimage of Muslim West Africans to Mecca has had an important influence on
the movement to Sudan. In earlier times the pilgrims used to travel by a northern route
through Libya and Egypt. In the last century and a half that has gone out of use and the
main route now passes through Sudan. A particular reason for this change has been the
rapid development of agriculture. This has allowed pilgrims to pay their way by farming in
Sudan. Typically they may spend three or four years to earn enough to pay for the final trip
to Saudi Arabia. The whole pattern of West African pilgrimage is described by Birks (Birks,
1978).
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Until the modern era the history of Darfur was characterised by conflict between the
Fur Sultanate and the various tribal groups over the extent to which the latter were drawn
into the sultanate’s control and made subject to tax. When the Fur were particularly strong,
they could control areas outside Darfur. At its heyday they are said to have ruled as far as
Atbara. More often, however, they were unable to impose their will on the larger of the
Darfur tribes. The Rizeigat, for example, were always able to retreat behind the swamps of
south-east Darfur. The Bedayat similarly were able to escape into the deserts of the Sahara
and so although it 'was usually considered that the Bedayat belonged to Darfur they never
paid tribute' (Slatin, 1896). Other tribes such as the Bani Halba and Ma'aliya could not
escape so easily and suffered more from the depredations of the Sultans. Even they,
however, could move out of reach at the worst.
The battle of Menawashei in 1874 opened the modern era, although Darfur had
already lost Kordofan to the Egyptians in 1820. It heralded the beginning of Egyptian rule in
Darfur and hence, for the first time, rule from Khartoum. It also saw an intensification of
efforts to bring all Darfur under control. These efforts continued, despite changes in the ruler
from the Egyptians to the Mahdia, the Mahdia to Ali Dinar and Ali Dinar to the
Condominium.
The battle was fought between Zubeir Pasha and Sultan Ibrahim Qarad. Zubeir was
the greatest of all the slave traders and it was in order to prevent him setting up
independently in Darfur and Bahr al Ghazzal that the Egyptians took over. They ruled
through a Governor, normally based in El Fasher, and a deputy in Dara, near to Nyala.
When the Mahdi's call to arms against the Egyptians began to gather momentum,
Darfur was relatively unaffected. Slatin Pasha, an Austrian officer appointed Governor under
General Gordon, held Darfur in the name of the Egyptian Government till after the fall of
Khartoum. Even the Baggara tribes of Darfur did not appear particularly enthusiastic for the
Mahdia in the early stages. However once Slatin surrendered there was no resistance to
the rule of the Mahdi and the Khalifa, his successor from Khartoum. Even the Fur Sultans,
who were still in hiding, could not dislodge the Khalifa's governors, who were most seriously
threatened by a second Mahdi from north-west Darfur. He died while on the way to attack El
Fasher.
It was only when the British defeated the Khalifa in Central Sudan that All Dinar,
successor to the Fur Sultans, was able to take over and establish his rule with their consent.
His era was marked by determined attempts to subdue the Arab tribes. Both the Bani Halba
and the Ma'aliya were forced to flee Darfur. Only the Rizeigat were able to resist and even
they were forced to seek aid from the British in Kordofan.
During the same period there was also constant trouble on the north-west frontier with
Wada'I, where the French were starting to establish their control. Ali Dinar, with the support
of the British, was endeavouring to maintain his claim to the three frontier states: Dar
Masalit, Dar Gimr and Dar Tama.
In 1916 relations between the Sultan and the British grew worse and the latter
invaded. The attack came through Jebel El Hilla in Eastern District of North Darfur. The two
armies met at Biringia, north of El Fasher, where Ali Dinar was defeated. He fled to the area
south of Jebel Marra where he was eventually killed in a skirmish with camel corps troops.
From that day on the history of Darfur as a separate entity began to be merged with that of
Sudan as a nation. The issue of the boundary with French Equatorial Africa was settled in
1919. The only further unrest in Darfur was an uprising led by a `Mahdi' of the southern
branch of the Masalit in 1921. He attacked Nyala and succeeded in killing the British District
Commissioner but he was shortly driven off and defeated near Qureida.
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POPULATION
There have been three censuses covering all Sudan: 1955/56, 1973 and 1983. The first of
these was a sample census and the population was calculated on a de jure basis, that is to
say according to the normal place of residence. The second and third censuses were by
contrast complete and the population was listed, de facto, by the actual place they were
found to be in at the time of the census. There was also a sample census of main towns
carried out in 1964/66.
For many aspects the only detailed analysis is for 1955/56. The language and tribal
distributions discussed above are one example. There were felt to be serious inadequacies
in the 1975 census, especially with respect to Southern Sudan, so only simple analyses
were done. The 1983 census is still being processed although preliminary data is available.
Balamoan collected population estimates from old condominium reports indicating
that the population of Darfur was around 450,000 in the 1920s and 675,000 in the early
1940s (Balamoan, op cit.). There must be some question over the accuracy of these
estimates. They appear to fluctuate unreasonably widely. Nevertheless they represent the
informed guess of the local administration of the time. On that basis the rate at which the
population of Darfur has grown over the last 60-odd years can be estimated as follows:

DARFUR POPULATION
Year
1920
1940
1955
1973
1983

Population
450,000
675,000
1,330,000
2,150,000
3,110,000

Annual Growth Rate (%)
2.05
4.63
2.71
3.77
-

The average rate over the whole 63 year period was 3.12 per cent. If the early figures
are reliable, they would indicate that the population of Darfur region has been growing at a
rapid rate for most of the 20th century, since before the advent of the great advances in
health to which such high growth rates are usually attributed. A rate of 3.12 per cent implies
that the population doubles every 23 years. As discussed in Chapter 7 on Development in
Darfur, there are plausible explanations for such a rapid growth. In particular, Darfur has
benefited considerably from economic growth in the Sudan. Higher incomes have raised the
standard of living as a result.
The pattern of population growth in Sudan has often been described in very extreme
terms. It is usually said that drought and famine at the time of the Mahdia killed a very large
proportion of the population. British reports of the early Condominium tend to describe vast
tracts of Kordofan where nothing is to be seen except deserted villages. Slatin, in Fire and
Sword in the Sudan, tells of major famine under the Mahdia. By contrast there was very
rapid growth under the Condominium. All the deserted villages were soon repopulated.
This interpretation was very much in the Condominium's interest. It served to highlight
its benevolence and good government and to justify the original invasion of Sudan. It may
even have been the genuine opinion of the early observers. It is easy to be deceived in the
rainfed areas of Sudan by the speed with which people move into and out of areas affected
by drought. This gives an exaggerated impression of the adverse effect and of the recovery.
It is also easy to underestimate the resistance of the people and their skill in managing
drought. It seems likely, therefore, that this view is exaggerated and that population growth
has been quite steady, but nevertheless rapid.
The high growth rate is often attributed to immigration, especially from West Africa.
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Balamoan, in particular, has stated that ‘the evidence strongly supports the hypothesis that
at least one half of the population of Sudan in 1956 were themselves immigrants from West
Africa or their parents had migrated into Sudan after the end of the Mahdist regime in 1899’
(Balamoan, op. cit). This also seems a rather extreme position. There is just as much
evidence that that the population is rising so rapidly because of natural population growth. In
particular the only scientifically gathered information, that of the 1955/56 census, seems to
indicate this. First, the census shows a high natural birth rate directly. The net excess of
births per thousand over deaths was 28.8 per thousand, or 2.9 per cent for Darfur and 3.3
per cent for Sudan as a whole. Second, the census shows a relatively low proportion of the
population born outside the Sudan, 2.4 per cent for the country as a whole, 3.4 per cent for
Darfur. Table 2.4 shows the population of Darfur classified by place of birth in both the
1955/56 and 1973 censuses. The 1973 result is very similar to that for 1955/56, with an
even lower proportion from abroad.

TABLE 2. 4 DARFUR POPULATION BY PLACE OF BIRTH
Per Cent

Place of birth
Darfur
Kordofan
Rest of N. Sudan
S. Sudan
Abroad

1955/56
All
94.9
0.8
0.6
0.3
3.4

1955/56
Urban
77.1
22.9

1964/66
Urban
91.8
2.0
4.6
0.5
1.1

1973
All
94.4
1.3
1.1
0.5
2.6

1973
Urban
86.0
3.5
5.1
3.3
3.3

It is possible that some of the non-Sudanese in the two censuses concealed that fact
and claimed that they were born in Sudan. Nevertheless it is improbable that the proportion
of foreigners in the population should be so low if immigration had been running at a high
rate for any great length of time. This is not to say that there has not been an acceleration of
immigration since 1973. The sharp jump in the overall growth rate, from 2.5 per cent
between the first and second censuses, to 4.1 per cent between the second and third, would
certainly indicate that there may have been. However what it does appear to say is that the
underlying rate of natural population increase is high, has been high for a long time and is
the major contributor to the expanding population. This has important policy implications as
it would be easier to control immigration to halt rapid population growth than it would be to
slow a high natural rate.
What the figures in Table 2.4 do not show is the proportion of Darfur's population that
has emigrated elsewhere in Sudan. In 1955/56 Darfur's net migration was outwards. More
people born in Darfur were recorded as resident in other parts of Sudan than were recorded
in Darfur but born elsewhere either in Sudan or abroad. What is not known are the numbers
emigrating from Darfur to outside Sudan but these can only increase the net outward flow.
This fact only reinforces the view that natural increase has been the principal driving force
behind population growth, at least up to 1973.
Table 2.5 shows the distribution of the Darfur population at the first, second and third
censuses by six separate districts. The 1973 results are only available for these districts and
the 1955/56 and 1983 results have been collated to put them on the same basis.
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TABLE 2. 5 DARFUR POPULATION BY DISTRICTS
District

1945

%
Growth
PA

1955/56

%
Growth
PA

1973

%
Growth
PA

1983

2.8
2.9
1.5
1.0
1.6

82,708
206,535
301,611
385,956
976,810

3.0
3.3
3.1
3.1
3.1

111,044
286,636
408,439
521,828
1,327,947

North Darfur
East Darfur
El Fasher
N. Darfur
Dar Masalit
Total

95,807)

6.1)

125,253
144,973
366,033

6.3
8.4
7.1

50,431
123,176
230,706
323,618
727,931

South Darfur
S. Darfur
W. Darfur
Total

243,905
124,001
367,906

5.0
5.1
5.0

396,373
204,443
600,816

4.4
23
3.8

866,643
306,202
1,172,845

4.4
4.1
4.3

1,328,195
457,511
1,785,706

733,939

6.1

1,328,742

12.7

2,149,655

3.8

3,113,653

Regional
Total

Sources: 1945 - Tothill, 1948; 1955/56, 1973 and 1983, Sudan National Censuses.
Notes: 1
Collation
1955 Census Area 1983 District
Eastern Darfur 322
Eastern, N. Darfur
El Fasher
321
Central, N. Darfur
North Darfur
331 and 332
N and North East, N. Darfur
Dar Masalit
311, 312, 313
Western N. Darfur
South Darfur
341, 342, 343
South, East, SW, S. Darfur
West Darfur
351,352
Western, Wadl Saleh, S. Darfur
2
For North Darfur the 1973 figure recorded was 228,689. This gives negative growth between 195573 and a very high growth 1973-83. This is assumed to be an error and the figure is adjusted to give
growth rates close to the average for North Darfur. The brackets indicate where this adjustment has
an effect

The figures shown for 1945 are only estimates, presumably derived from the regional
government of the time. The very high growth rates shown up to 1955 clearly indicate that
they are significantly underestimated. Nevertheless it is reasonable to conclude that growth
rates were high even in the 1940s and 1950s, confirming that it is not merely the drought of
the late 1960s and 1970s that has stimulated growth in Darfur. It is also of interest that the
figures show North Darfur growing more rapidly in this early period than the South, a
position since reversed. In the 1950s and 1960s population growth was highest in South
Darfur at 4.4 per cent and declined to the North and West. The three districts in the middle,
West Darfur, East Darfur and El Fasher, were between 2 and 3 per cent while the two in the
far north and west, Dar Masalit and North Darfur, were below 1 per cent. In the 1970s West
Darfur caught up with South Darfur, while the two lowest districts in the north also
accelerated to around 3 per cent. The overall rate was higher in the 1970s as a result.
Instead of three separate groups, ranging between high growth in the South East to low in
the North West, there was a division between the high rate in South Darfur and lower in the
Northern province.
It is somewhat puzzling that population should actually accelerate during the 1970s, a
period of poor rainfall, and especially that it should accelerate most in the North and West,
which were most affected. While it may be that census inaccuracies have exaggerated this
pattern, it is unlikely that this can explain it wholly. That apart, it seems to offer evidence of
continued positive economic development in Darfur despite the poor rainfall. One particular
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influence, which cannot be quantified but may well have been important, was the
employment opportunity the oil boom of the 1970s offered North Darfuri's who live just
across the border from Libya.
That there was a relatively rapid economic development in Darfur between 1955 and
the early 1980s is most clearly shown in the speed at which the towns expanded. Table 2.6
shows the populations of the seven towns of Darfur at the three censuses and at the time of
the 1964/66 urban survey .

TABLE 2. 6 DARFUR URBAN POPULATIONS
1955/56

Growth
pa %

1964/66

Growth
pa %

1973

Growth
pa %

1983

North Darfur
El Fasher
Geneina
Kuttum
Umm Kedada
Total

26,161
11,817
NA
2,410
40,388

4.7
5.9
NA
1.4
2
(4.9)

41,312
21,023
4,172
2,760
69,267

2.9
6.7
1.7
6.9
4.3

51,932
35,424
4,762
4,693
96,811

5.0
4.7
2.5
3.8
4.7

84,533
55,996
6,108
6,809
153,446

South Darfur
Nyala
El Da'ein
Zalingei
Total

12,278
NA
3,314
15,592

8.2
NA
9.7
2
(8.6)

27,117
8,842
8,403
44,362

10.3
9.6
6.4
9.5

59,583
18,457
13,791
91,831

6.8
5.4
2.4
6.0

115,041
31,197
17,556
163,794

Total

55,980

(6.0)

113,629

5.2

188,642

5.3

317,240

Notes:

1
2

2

To calculate growth rates, 1955/56 is taken as 1955, 1964/66 as 1965.
Calculated excluding towns for which 1955/56 figures unavailable.

The urban population expanded particularly rapidly in South Darfur at more than
double the rate in the North in the middle period between 1965 and 1973. At the same time
the urban population was growing faster than the population as a whole in both provinces.
The exception is Kuttum in North Darfur district.
It is possible to analyse the movement of people between the urban, rural settled,
nomad and non-Darfuri categories for the 1955/56 census. The census shows the
population broken down by place of birth: those born in their place of residence, and those
born elsewhere, be it in the urban, rural settled or nomad communities, or outside Darfur.
The excess of the numbers born in the rural community but living in the urban over those
born in the urban and living in the rural may be taken as an indicator of the way the
population is moving from urban to rural or vice versa. Tables 2.7a and 2.7b summarise the
result.

TABLE 2. 7a DARFUR POPULATION BY PLACE OF BIRTH AND
RESIDENCE, 1955/56
Place of Residence

Urban

Urban
Rural Settled
Rural Nomad
Total

28,991
15,634
1,532
46,157
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PLACE OF BIRTH
Rural
Rural
Settled
Nomad
11,522
783
887,271
64,238
29,329
221,361
928,122
286,382

33

Outside
Darfur
12,274
42,400
13,430
68,104

Total
53,570
1,009,543
265,652
1,328,765

TABLE 2.7b NET GAINS (LOSSES) OF POPULATION
Drawn From/Lost To
Urban
Rural Settled
Rural Nomad
Outside Darfur
Total

BORN ELSEWHERE
Urban
Rural Settled
4,112
(4,112)
(749)
34,909
12,274
42,400
7,413
81,421

Rural Nomad
749
(34,909)
13,430
(20,730)

There is one item missing from the equation: those born in each of the three sections
of the Darfur population but now resident elsewhere in Sudan or abroad. The census report
only shows that a total of 70,804 people born in Darfur were living elsewhere in Sudan
without specifying which category they were born into. Since the total number now living in
Darfur but born outside was only 68,104, this would indicate that Darfur had been gaining
nothing from immigration in the preceding period. Nevertheless the Tables give a clear
picture of what was happening; in some ways a surprising picture. It seems clear that as
expected there was a drift out of the nomad community and into the rural settled, though
the dividing line between the two is far from well defined and the classification somewhat
vague as a result. Nearly 35,000 more people were born nomads but resident as settled
than vice versa. The surprise lies in the fact that there was no drift from either of the rural
communities to the towns. In fact is is the opposite: 4,112 more people were born in the
towns but resident in the rural settled community than had moved from the rural settled to
the towns. The nomad community also gained from the towns. Growth in the urban
community was entirely supplied from outside Darfur, subject to the proviso that it is not
known how many of those leaving Darfur were drawn from the urban community.
It seems unlikely that this pattern continued unchanged after the late 1950s. The rapid
expansion of certain towns, especially Nyala, after that time can hardly have failed to draw
in some members of the rural populace. However it remains likely that a large proportion of
the expansion in the urban populace continued to come from outside the region. That
expansion depended on a rapidly growing rural economy to supply the cash crops and pay
for the trade in imports which form the basis of the Darfur urban economy. The important
point is that despite the speed at which it has happened urbanisation in Darfur need not be
seen as an expression of rural impoverishment, as it has been in other African countries.
Instead it is rural development that has stimulated urban growth.
Table 2.4 (already referred to) shows the percentage distribution of the Darfur
population by province of birth for the 1955/56 and 1973 censuses and for the urban
population in 1963 and 1973. The key point that emerges is that while non-Sudanese are
the largest group of immigrants overall, they are not for the towns. There, a larger proportion
is drawn from Kordofan and the other Northern provinces. Even the Southern Sudanese are
relatively more important in these towns. Here again it appears that this reflects a period of
generally positive economic development; a time when urban Darfur was attractive to
traders from central Sudan who came to provide services to the rural community, while rural
Darfur was attractive to West Africans who came to offer their labour in an expanding
agricultural sector.
While the proportion of the total population born in Darfur remained fairly stable
between 1955/56 and 1973, the proportion of the urban population fluctuated fairly widely
from 77 per cent in 1955 to 92 per cent in 1965, and then back down to 86 per cent in 1973.
Such wide variations may be partly explained by seasonal fluctuations or other biases in the
census methods. Nevertheless the 1964/66 survey shows that the late 1950s were in a
relatively slow period for urban expansion but that it started to accelerate again in the early
1960s. This would explain the variations, at least partly. Table 2.8 shows the proportion of
the urban population which was not born in the current place of residence by the period of
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immigration; 1956 to 1960 is the slackest period.

TABLE 2. 8 URBAN IMMIGRANTS BY PERIOD OF MIGRATION - 1964/66

El Fasher
Geneina
Kuttum
Umm Kedada
Nyala
El Da'ein
Zalingei
Darfur

PER CENT OF TOTAL POPULATION
AII Immigrants
Before 1956
1956-1960
17.6
7.6
3.8
12.7
6.5
1.9
30.4
10.6
4.7
16.2
7.1
1.2
24.2
10.8
4.2
49.4
16.5
9.4
25.9
10.7
4.0
21.8
9.2
4.0

1961-1965
6.0
4.3
15.1
8.0
9.1
23.5
11.1
8.7

Emigration from an area is typically led by the men who leave their womenfolk behind.
If they emigrate with the intention of leaving for ever, then the women will follow later. If they
emigrate only temporarily with the intention of returning, then the women may never leave.
The ratio of males to females therefore tends to show the way migration takes place. Areas
of net out-migration will have a low ratio of men to women while an area of immigration will
have a high one. Table 2.9a shows the male-female ratio for the six districts of Darfur at the
three censuses while Table 2.9b shows the seven towns for the 1964/66 urban census and
the second and third general censuses.

TABLE 2.9a PROPORTION OF MALES TO FEMALES - DARFUR
District
East Darfur
North Darfur
El Fasher
Dar Masalit
All North Darfur
West Darfur
South Darfur

1955/56
0.992
0.962
0.944
0.830
0.900
0.750
1.015

1973
0.930
0.819
0.908
0.844
0.860
0.818
0.966

1983
0.928
0.863
0.910
0.828
0.866
0.909
0.986

TABLE 2.9b PROPORTION OF MALES TO FEMALES - DARFUR TOWNS
Town
El Fasher
El Geneina
Kuttum
Umm Kedada
Nyala
El Da'ein
Zalingei
Darfur Urban

1964/66
0. 983
0.955
1.015
0.745
1.055
1.018
0.837
0.980

1973
0.960
0.880
0.876
0.892
1.024
1.012
0.926
0.962

1983
1.025
0.935
0.898
0.908
1.089
1.120
1.022
1.035

As expected the tables show that the male/female ratio is higher in South Darfur, an
area of higher net immigration, than North Darfur, and higher in the towns than the region as
a whole. It should be noted, however, that Darfur has persistently had a lower ratio than
Sudan as a whole, indicating that Darfur loses more migrants than it gains, although the fact
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that the ratio for 1983 is higher than the first two censuses indicates that this may be a
slackening off.
So far only two forms of migration have been discussed: between Darfur region and
outside and between the urban, rural and nomadic sectors within Darfur. Both of these are
far less important, in numerical terms at least, than the movement of people from place to
place within Darfur and within one sector. Naturally nomads are by their very nature
consistently on the move but in Darfur it appears that many of the urban and rural sedentary
communities are also. Of the 48 per cent of Darfuris who were not born in their place of
residence in 1955/56, only 5 per cent were born outside Darfur. Four per cent were born in
Darfur but outside the district in which they were living. The most important, however, were
those born in the same district but at some other locality, 38 per cent.
In terms of the three sectors or modes of living, 12 per cent of those residing in the
urban sector but not in the place of birth were in fact born somewhere else in the same
sector, while 78 per cent of those living away from their birth place in the rural sedentary
sector had only moved within the sector. Curiously, this meant that the rural sedentary
sector was far more mobile than the nomadic. Where 54.7 per cent of the former population
‘were not born in the rural sedentary areas where living' only 20 per cent of those living in
rural nomadic areas were not. Further, only 17 per cent of those who had moved among the
nomads were moving within the nomadic sector, against the 78 per cent for the rural settled.
Clearly there are problems of definition here. The majority of movement is within one
district and there is a difficult dividing line to be drawn between movements that form an
ordinary part of the household's yearly cycle and permanent changes in residence. It seems
likely, for example, that for the nomads changes in residence in fact refer to changes in
tribal allegiance from one omdah to another. Otherwise it seems impossible that the figure
should be so low. However, it is equally possible that part of the rural sedentary population
are transhumant, moving with their cattle after harvest or, perhaps, moving away in search
of wage labour during the dry season. A proportion of the large numbers born elsewhere
may refer to this kind of movement.
This is not to question the fact that Darfur society is marked by high internal mobility.
There are a number of possible reasons for moving. Major tribal movements, such as those
to avoid conflict with the Mahdia or Sultan Ali Dinar, are now a thing of the past. It still,
however, happens that tensions between two tribes cause those living in the boundary area
to move away. The endless search for more reliable water sources can be another cause.
Shallow well areas periodically dry up because of wadis changing course or because the
village outgrows its capacity. Periods of high rainfall can render areas uninhabitable just as
much as periods of drought. A high incidence of a pest such as tsetse can also bring about
a move. As will be discussed in the section on farming, agricultural problems such as weed
infestation and loss of soil fertility are a major factor. Most important of all, however, is the
need to move once population growth has led a community to outgrow its current place of
residence.
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CHAPTER 3
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE PAST
It is typical that the recent past is given undue weight in first attempts to understand the
history of unknown areas. The people and their economic activities are seen as `traditional',
as though they dated from the flood. What has happened in the last ten years is described
as the first change for centuries. Darfur has suffered from this effect. Coming to wider
attention as it did in the 1970s after the Sahel drought, that drought was used to explain all
that was happening in the area. This inevitably led to a series of gloomy analyses marked
by somewhat apocalyptic views of what had happened and correspondingly radical
predictions about what would have to be done if disaster was to be averted.
A typical comment:
Darfur has far to go. It is almost at the bottom rung of the development ladder. If the
people’s possession of material goods is any indication they are among the poorest in
the Northern Provinces. Other indices such as levels of adult literacy, crude birth rates
and life expectancy tell the same story.
Rapid expansion of human and livestock numbers has severely reduced the
carrying capacity of the land and the subsistence pastoral economy has been replaced
by an agricultural one. Present social and political institutions are inherited from the
subsistence economy, especially the systems of land and water rights. In the presence
of a stagnant primitive technology, rapidly expanding population and declining rainfall
the destruction of the environment is accelerating at an alarming rate. (HTS, 1974.)

This quote neatly summarises a line of thinking, to which the drought of the early 1980s
would seem only to give added force.
While in no way wishing to minimise the disastrous proportions of the droughts of the
1960/70s and the early 1980s, or of the environmental issues involved, it will here be argued
that this analysis is based on several false concepts of which the most important is summed
up by the word 'stagnant' used in the quote. The implication is that Darfur is stuck in a
primitive social and technical framework which it is incapable of breaking of its own accord.
This is quite the opposite of the truth. The Darfur economy has been expanding quickly for
most of the 20th century. Any technical changes which were practical were absorbed with
great rapidity. The social and commercial framework shows every sign of adapting
effectively to circumstances where given the chance. More practically, the assertion that in
the early 1970s the people of Darfur are, or were, the poorest in Northern Sudan is open to
question.
The 1967/68 household survey showed an average rural income in Darfur as high as
that in Northern Province, while the cost of living as measured by the average household
expenditure was only just over half (Dept. of Statistics, 1970). The crude birth rate in
1955/56 was similar to Northern Province, Kassala and Khartoum while the death rate, an
equally important indicator of general welfare, was the second lowest in Sudan (National
Census, 1955/56).
While these more pessimistic forecasts are therefore to be discounted, it should be
noted that this makes the job of devising a development strategy more, rather than less,
difficult. It is far easier to analyse a static, 'stagnant' situation and propose effective changes
to avoid disaster, than it is to develop useful plans to help those who are already actively
and effectively helping themselves within the limits of available technology. Above all it
means that it is technology which is the true obstacle, not some imagined social or
economic constraint, which is holding the people of Darfur in their attempts to use existing
techniques. (This will be discussed further in Chapter 7.)
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Darfur is a classic case of the development process called 'vent for surplus'. Defined
by Myint, this theory sees trade as the 'engine of growth' (Myint, 1958). By generating
demand for goods, trade opens the door for and mobilises 'surplus labour and land in underpopulated areas with a smallholder production system. It is presumed to be a costless type
of growth which could be largely self-financed by small farmers and local traders.
Governments or private firms only have to provide improved transport, communication, and
access to markets' (Eicher & Baker, 1982).
Darfur has the surplus land and has been able to find the labour either locally or from
the west. There have, however, been two crucial constraints: transport and water. The
history of the region’s development is therefore one of an increasing move towards
production for export markets as and when they opened up, and as and when the key
technologies to break the constraints became available.
Haaland has described the development of Darfur as a process of 'monetisation'
brought about by the 'vent for surplus'. That is to say that in the beginning the people of
Darfur lived in an economy that was entirely self subsisting. No commodities had a
monetary value: not land, nor labour, nor crops, nor livestock. Cropped areas and the level
of economic activity as a whole was determined by the need to cover subsistence
requirements only.
Once the door to trade was opened, cash immediately became necessary. Trade
brought a supply of consumer goods which could only be bought with cash. At the same
time it opened the way for produce to be exported to earn the necessary cash. If necessary
it would be possible to emigrate to earn the cash elsewhere. However, in a situation where
land is freely available, the main result of rapidly rising consumer needs is that 'there is
virtually no limit to the area a household wants to cultivate provided they are able to mobilise
the labour.'
An incidental effect of this is that communal nafir work parties are no longer attractive
as workers want cash. More importantly, ‘where production is for the market and where
labour can be mobilised from outside the local community, communal land tenure gives a
great advantage to those who have the resources to mobilise wage labour. This invites
agricultural mining i.e. exploiting an area as long as one makes a profit and moving to
another area when it is exhausted' (Haaland, 1980).
This analysis has considerable force. However, the suggested evil interaction between
'monetisation' and communal land tenure is false. The reasons for shifting cultivation are
rooted in the technical nature of the soil that makes it easier to clear new land rather than
protect the old. This is equally true in both subsistence and cash economies. What the move
towards cash cropping and trade does do is accelerate the pace at which any land
exhausting cultivation cycle operates. It does not, of itself, 'invite agricultural mining'.
Governor Generals' reports from the period of the Second World War illustrate how the
role of imported goods was crucial in stimulating production in Darfur: the classic 'vent for
surplus' process. In order to supply the armies in Egypt and the Middle East there was an
urgent need for sheep and cattle from Darfur; the area also exported considerable quantities
of grain. The result was that:
the large amount of cash circulating among the people seriously interferes with the
Darfur economy, for the proceeds of exports which are known to have been over £S
350,000 in 1945 cannot be absorbed by the present volume of imports. Consequently
there is little inducement to the countryman to sell large quantities of his grain, to offer
his services on the labour market or turn his attention to such laborious tasks as
improving the quality of his hides or butter. The countryman has perforce remained
largely self-supporting.

At its simplest, Darfur's economic history may be described in terms of six export
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commodities: slaves, ivory, ostrich feathers, gum arabic, groundnuts and livestock. Each in
turn has led the way in stimulating the Darfur economy and strengthening its links with the
outside.
As already described, the slave trade of the early 19th century was what first brought
Darfur into the Sudanese state, when the great slave trader Zubeir Pasha defeated Sultan
Ibrahim. But Darfur had been involved in the trade long before that. Situated as it was on the
frontier between Muslim and pagan, and with a direct link to Egypt via the 40 days road, it
served as an ideal base for raiding the negro tribes and sending them north. Napoleon,
when in Egypt, wrote to the Sultan Abdal Rahman asking for '2,000 esclaves noirs ayant
plus de 16 ans, forts et vigoureux' to be sent to him.
However slaves were at least as important to Darfur as a source of labour to be used
in the region as they were for export. O'Fahey and Abu Salim suggest that the development
of the Fur Sultanate into a more formal state in the 18th century was in part attributable to
'the employment by the sultans of slaves as soldiers, labourers and bureaucrats' (O'Fahey &
Abu Salim, 1983). The export itself may have done relatively little for the economy. It hardly
provided a major source of employment. One important feature of slaves as an export from
Darfur is worth noting, however: the fact that they can walk, that they are a self-transporting
commodity. With the region's enormously long lines of communication, this was of
paramount importance and transportability remains critical to this day.
Before the combination of motor transport and railway was opened up by the arrival of
the railway at El Obeid in 1913, Darfur had only two routes to the outside world: the 40 days
road starting from Kobbe north-west of El Fasher and running through the desert to Assaiut
on the Nile in Egypt, and another desert route west and north through Wa'iti, Kufra and
Tripoli. Both were arduous and slow.
Ivory and ostrich feathers are almost as portable as slaves: they have a high value for
low weight. Although they may seem rather trivial items to consider in an economic history,
the fact remains that the Victorian era in Europe, a time of ivory billiard balls and ostrich
plumes, was in this way reflected all the way to Darfur. In 1905 Gleichen listed the principal
exports of Darfur as 'Feathers, ivory, pepper, rhino horns, tobacco, camels and cattle from
Wadai'. The importance of the ivory and the feathers was shown by the fact that they alone
bore a royalty of 20 per cent. At that time ivory cost £S 15 to £S 16 per qantar (Gleichen,
1905).
The value of cattle in this early period appears to have been very low. Slatin Pasha,
governor of Darfur before the Mahdia, describes how he agreed to the transfer of a section
of Darfur to Bahr el Ghazzal. He agreed because the only product of the area was cattle of
which Darfur had more than enough. 'I had a surplus of cattle tribute from the numerous
baggara tribes which fetched an exceptionally low price in the market.' (Slatin, 1896.)
Gleichen, in listing the ‘chief articles of produce' of Sudan, mentions only hides and skins,
not beef cattle.
Even at this early period there were some imports. Principal among them were cotton,
sugar and tea, much as they are today. Cotton imports, in particular, marked an early step
away from the subsistence economy for Darfur, which was used to relying on its own
produce from a local variety of tree cotton grown around Jebel Marra. In the days of the Fur
Sultans cotton had been so central to the Darfur economy that it was used as currency in
standard lengths called Taqiya. This takes the history of the Darfur economy still further
back in time; as Arkell points out, there are similarities between the way cotton was grown
and used as currency in Darfur and in West African Kingdoms such as Bornu, a cultural link
long pre-dating even the Fur Sultans (Arkell, 1952).
Slatin also describes the lack of cash in Darfur prior to the Mahdia: ‘There is very little
money in cash in Darfur. The northern Arab tribes who supply transport for the great
caravan road between Assiut and Darfur have a small amount of gold and silver coin, in all
other parts of the province payments are made principally in ‘Takia’, a sort of native-made
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cotton fabric or in European grey cotton cloth’ (Slatin, 1896). Gleichen, however, reports that
cotton growing in Darfur was insignificant by 1905.
Still in this early period, two important minor crops were introduced in the 19th century:
tobacco in the 1820s and tomatoes in the 1870s.
Before the great developments in Nile irrigation, Kordofan was by far the most
productive part of the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan. The total revenue to Government from
Kordofan was more than one quarter of that from all the Sudan in 1904. None of the other
11 provinces came close to this. Darfur, which was not within the Sudan at this point, may
also be presumed to have been relatively well off. The particularly rich Jebel Marra area
gave Darfur a marked advantage.
The reason for Kordofan's prosperity was the overwhelming importance of gum arabic
in the Sudanese economy of the early 20th century. Described as the 'main stimulus to an
economy that was recovering from utter stagnation (in the Mahdia)’ (Beshai,1976), gum
made up 54 per cent of the country’s export earnings in 1903. Even as late as 1923, it was
39 per cent and in 1983, a still important 7.5 per cent. And the fall in the relative importance
of gum was because other sectors, above all irrigated cotton, were expanding even faster,
not because the gum arabic trade itself was not growing very substantially. Figure 3.1
illustrates the pattern of gum exports over nearly a century. The growth shown up to the
1960s can only be described as spectacular. Neither the First World War nor the great
Depression halted an expansion that averaged 2.9 per cent per annum for the 60 years
between 1907 and 1967. Only the Second World War caused any significant halt in this
trend. The greatest boom of all came in the post war period, the 1950s and 1960s: 3.5 per
cent per annum, on average.
The use of gum arabic has a very long history. It has been found used for embalming
Pharaonic mummies. In Europe there is an early record of Philip V of France having
imposed a tax on it in 1349 AD. In those days, and until the 19th century, the trade went
through Tripoli in Libya and Trieste. In the modern era, gum is mainly used in foodstuffs,
confectionery and pharmaceuticals. The required characteristics are that it be non-toxic,
soluble in water, scentless and practically colourless. Sudanese gum, hashab, from the
Acacia senegal tree, is of the highest quality. Although Nigeria, Senegal and Tanzania all
produce gum, none has succeeded in challenging Sudan's monopoly of quality.
One reason for the growth in demand was a shift in European tastes away from boiled
sweets to gums in the 1920s and 1930s, another illustration of how the remote west of
Sudan has been integrated into the world economy for a long time. Gum Hashab comes in
six grades ranging from 'natural' through to 'bleached'. The latter is the highest quality and
consists of selected large drops of gum dried in the sun. Gum from the Talh tree, Acacia
seyal, and the poorer hashab grades, are used in the textile and paper industries. Once
again it may be noted that gum arabic is highly transportable. A given weight has a high
value. This meant that it could be profitable even in the days of camel transport north to
Libya and Egypt,. Nevertheless the arrival of the railway at El Obeid in 1913 gave a
substantial added stimulus.
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The collapse in the gum trade in the early 1970s is as spectactular as the earlier
growth, although the second half of the decade saw some recovery. It is not clear what
brought this about. Possible factors include labour emigration, declining rainfall and
increasing interest in crop production. It has been suggested that a large groundnut harvest
reduces the labour available for gum tapping, although the grain harvest which comes later
seems more likely to clash. However a clash with the labour requirements merely reflects a
problem with price. If gum prices were high enough, the labour would be available. It
certainly appears that after its very long run gum arabic may be encountering market
resistance as users in the industrial world find substitutes. Synthetics and gum made from
the guar bean are one example.
Darfur is a relatively minor gum producer: 1,231 tons of Darfuri gum was sold either
within the region or through Kordofan markets in 1941, against 10,211 tons of Kordofan
gum. However this was still a significant proportion of cash sales in Darfur, roughly the
same value as cattle and twice as important as tobacco and ghee, the other principal export
goods. In 1948 Darfur exports were listed as 'cattle, sheep, camels, tobacco, hides and
skins, gum, melon seeds and samn (ghee): 'much by lorry to railhead at El Obeid four days
away but camels are still extensively used' (Tothill, 1948).
In later years the Darfur's share in gum supply rose. In the early 1970s the region
produced around 20 per cent of Sudan's total exports. This again indicates that the reason
Darfur was less important earlier was that the capacity to trade was restricted - the 'vent for
surplus' was not open - rather than that the area was not capable of producing the crop in
quantity.
The prosperity of neighbouring Kordofan had a powerful effect on development in
Darfur. The fact that government was encouraged to invest in western Sudan inevitably
benefited Darfur. The railway is the most important example. Prosperous neighbours also
provided Darfur with markets for goods such as tobacco and ghee. The importance of the
tobacco crop in earlier days in North Darfur is evidenced by the reports in the 1940s of
protest against the level of royalties on tobacco culminating in riots (Governor General's
Report, 1951/52).
While Darfur was only a minor producer of gum, it was always the dominant producer
of cattle. Between 1939 and 1941 recorded sales in South Darfur were between 94 and 136
per cent of the whole country's exports (Governor General's Report, 1939-41). Naturally, not
all of those sales were of export cattle and some may have been transfers within the herding
community. However the region's dominance is evident. Sales in Darfur still exceed the
nation's exports, even in the early 1980s. In 1980/81 more than 31,000 head were sold in
Nyala market alone, the vast majority adult bulls. In 1981 Sudan only exported a little over
18,000.
The history of cattle exports from Sudan, and hence the demand for Darfur cattle, has
been extremely erratic. Two extraordinary boom periods have been divided by equally sharp
depressions. The booms were caused by the two World Wars. In both, the normally
restricted demand for live cattle became virtually limitless as the British tried to maintain
their armies in Egypt and the Middle East. Even the recent strong demand from Saudi
Arabia and other Middle Eastern countries has failed to raise exports much above half the
level achieved in 1942. Figure 3.2 illustrates this. Sheep exports paralled those of cattle until
the 1970s when they began to expand independently, presumably in response to Arabian
and Middle Eastern demand. These are shown in Figure 3.3.
Groundnuts, the third great export commodity from western Sudan, was the last to
achieve importance. Growth in Sudanese exports following the Second World War was due
to rapidly rising demand in Europe and elsewhere together with the decline of Indian exports
from 44 per cent of world exports in 1929 to nil in 1965. After that Nigeria took the lead
followed by Senegal and Sudan which had 11.8 per cent of the world's trade in 1965
(Beshai, 1976).
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The rapid expansion of Sudanese exports began in the early 1950s and, in the first
phase, continued to 1965. The extension of the railway to Nyala in 1959 enabled Darfur to
participate in the second half of this rise. By 1964/65 it was estimated that Darfur produced
36 per cent of the Sudanese crop, as against 29 per cent in Kordofan (Low, 1967). There
followed a setback to 1970 and then a second, even more explosive, rise to 1976 and a
disastrous slump up to the present. Figure 3.4 shows the way the exports moved.
Groundnuts are used for two purposes, confectionery and oil. For confectionery, high
quality undamaged nuts, called hand picked selected, are required and a low oil content is
preferable. Naturally the opposite is true for oil where the oil content is the most important.
Darfur - and indeed western Sudan - is ideal for growing confectionery nuts. Pest damage is
relatively slight and the oil content is lower. However much of the crop inevitably gets
damaged in processing so much ends up being milled for oil as well. Latterly Sudan's
European customers have become more concerned about the problem of aflatoxin. This is a
poisonous condition in groundnuts caused by a mould growing on the nuts if they are stored
badly after harvest and get damp. Doubts about this were one reason for falling exports in
the late 1970s. It is of particular concern in confectionery nuts.
The evidence of these three export goods is that the Darfur economy has been
through a number of periods of boom and bust. The strongest and most prolonged boom
came after the Second World War when gum arabic exports entered their period of most
rapid growth up to 1965, the wartime cattle boom lasted through to 1960 and the early
phase of the expansion in groundnut exports lasted to 1965 as well. There would then seem
to have been a slump to 1970 for groundnuts and cattle and to 1975 for gum arabic .
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This latter period of slump, however, is deceptive. Domestic Sudanese consumption
has been rising steadily. While gum arabic goes purely to export, cattle and groundnuts
have important domestic markets. It may be presumed that domestic demand for both cattle
and small stock was growing steadily through most of the first half of the century. As the
great irrigation schemes of the Gezira and elsewhere became established, and the
Khartoum metropolis grew, so incomes rose. Demand for meat rises particularly quickly
when this happens. Similarly as Sudan's groundnut production grew so did its oil pressing
capacity. This too meant that if the export trade failed there was still a market for oilseeds
for pressing into cooking oil for the domestic market.
Figures 3.5 to 3.7 show the quantities of major commodities marketed through Nyala
between 1961 and 1983. It can be seen that although there are wide fluctuations these are
not nearly so exaggerated as the national export figures. Cattle throughput is particularly
steady. Even the export ban of 1975/76 failed to greatly depress Nyala sales while the sharp
rise in the 1980s reflects destocking through the rinderpest epidemic and then the drought,
not a sudden increase in demand for exports. Groundnut quantities marketed also appear to
be almost wholly determined by the rainfall not demand. As might be expected gum arabic,
the purely export crop, shows more variation.
Notwithstanding the smoothing effect of domestic consumption, and the relatively
small effect demand conditions appear to have had on quantities marketed through Nyala in
the last two decades, the overall conclusion remains that Darfuri producers react very
rapidly to market opportunities. The way groundnuts developed from virtually nothing in the
late 1950s, before the railway, to a crop second in importance to millet only by the mid1960s, is one illustration. The way Sudanese cattle owners, among them the Darfuris
predominant, were able to raise their export surplus from 8,000 head in 1938 to 50,000 in
1942 is even more striking. The Condominium government's experience in the 1940s
showed how the people of Darfur were quite capable of moving into the cash economy
when it was profitable and of moving back out again if there were no consumer imports
worth buying with any money they might earn. It is worth emphasising that all these
developments are the result of private initiative. Even the introduction of the Barbeton
groundnut variety, now grown by almost all, is credited to one merchant's initiative.
The development of trade in Darfur produce has had a major impact on the internal
balance of the economy. Where the heartland of the Fur state, around and to the west of
Jebel Marra, was well suited to a subsistence economy, it lacked the space to develop a
major cash crop. Coincidentally the export products - gum, cattle and groundnuts - were all
well adapted to the south and east of the region where there was scope for expansion
provided certain key constraints were broken. The result has been a significant shift in
balance.
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The first sign of this was the establishment of the capital of the later Fur sultans at El
Fasher, on the plain to the north-east of Jebel Marra. As described in Chapter 2, this set the
seal on the Fur Sultanate's move down from the mountains to the wider crop lands of the
savannas. Similarly, the establishment of Nyala, and the extension of the railway to that
town, confirmed a second shift of emphasis to the qoz crop lands and the cattle herding
areas of southern Darfur.
Other factors have contributed. First, the arrival of large numbers of motor vehicles
undermined one of the great strengths of the north, its vast camel herds for transport.
Second, the firm inclusion of Darfur in Sudan conclusively turned its attention eastwards to
the Nile whereas before it had also faced north along the Darb al Arbalin to Egypt and west
to Wada'i and West Africa.
The poor rains of the 1970s and 1980s have only reinforced all these tendencies. A
quote from the Governor's Report for 1945 serves to illustrate how long the drift southwards
has been under way: ‘The persistent migration from north to south has been checked by
good rains over the northern areas. Lack of water in the north and easy living in the south,
combined with increased public security everywhere encourages this southward drift, a
natural and inevitable movement' (Governor General's Report, 1945).
Crucial to this whole process was the development of techniques to farm the qoz. It
was only here that a sufficient expanse of land was available that could, within the limits of
hoe cultivation, both feed the increasing population, especially the expanding urban
communities that could not feed themselves, and grow substantial quantities of groundnuts.

DEVELOPMENT OF QOZ AGRICULTURE
In the production of surpluses of grain (to support livestock herders), gum arabic and latterly
of groundnuts, qoz agriculture has provided the main driving force to the development of
Darfur for several decades. Without new technology to raise yields, there was limited
potential for expansion on the wadi alluvial soils of the north and west of Darfur, the old
heartland of the region. On the qoz, however, there lay available very extensive areas on
which cropping was, and is, very profitable. As discussed in Chapter 4, the poor fertility and
low yields are more than offset by the low costs.
Four circumstances have contributed to the development and expansion of farming on
the qoz: strong markets for millet; a new crop, groundnuts; the widespread availability of
cheap steel handtools; and improved water supply. Increasing population has been the main
reason for the demand for millet, but the strong local preference for millet and the fact that
the people of Darfur could afford to pay for that preference is also important. Few more ideal
crop combinations than millet and groundnuts could be devised for the higher rainfall
sections of the qoz (ideal that is in terms of profit, not necessarily in the effect on the soil).
Although the underlying market for millet was always strong, this did not prevent the
inevitable variations between good and bad years, meaning that good yields led to poor
prices or vice versa. Groundnut prices, as an export crop, were not affected by this so
farmers were able to recoup the full benefit of good harvests. Although they did become
vulnerable to the risk that international prices might go against them, in general this meant
that farmers were able to build up their activities more quickly without the set-backs
inevitable when growing a crop for local markets only.
None of this would have mattered if it had not been possible to develop highly
specialised techniques to support life on the waterless qoz. Prior to the introduction of deep
boreholes, groundwater was wholly inaccessible, lying at depths of several hundred feet.
Only in limited locations does the existence of impermeable soil below the sand trap water in
reach of hand dug wells. Qoz cropping would therefore have been restricted to strips
alongside alluvial areas where there were shallow wells if it were not for the development of
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a specialised technique using Tebeldi, or Baobab, trees and watermelons.
Round the bottom of the trunk (of the Tebeldi tree), a small pool is formed. This catches
the water during a storm and it is then put into the tree by means of leather buckets
(dilwas). Water so stored remains sweet to the end of the hot weather, so that good trees
are a valuable form of property and are let or sold either with or without the adjacent
land.
The melons on which whole villages, including horses, cattle etc, depend are
gathered and stored in heaps for future use. The natives grow them on the same ground
as the Dukha (millet) or else separately. The skins are saved and given to the goats
when the grass dries up' (Gleichen, 1905).

It is claimed, by the Hamar of Kordofan, that one Mekki Ibn Hajj Mun'im was the first to
hollow out a Tebeldi tree in this way for water storage, in the mid-19th century. Although it is
likely that the idea was considerably older, this report does indicate that the widespread use
of this technique is relatively recent. The Hamar, as the main proponents of its use,
increased considerably in power up to the Mahdia and this may be regarded as the first
stage in the opening up of the qoz (MacMichael, 1922).
The importance of the Tebeldi was such that when relations between the Sultan Ali
Dinar of Darfur and the British ruling in Khartoum worsened in 1915 and 1916, the major
concern was that the Sultan might succeed in raiding Kordofan and destroying the many
thousands of trees on which the area depended.
Even with full Tebeldis and a large crop of watermelons it was not possible for
everyone to spend the whole year on the qoz. More normally the bulk of the household
would complete the harvest and bury the grain in pits (Ar. Mathmur) before leaving with the
livestock to the alluvial areas where they could pass the dry season near the wells. A few old
men would stay behind to guard the grain. By the end of the dry season they would be
reduced to digging up succulent roots, Fayu, for water.
The first boreholes in the qoz were drilled in the late 1940s. These were all at the
larger market towns, such as El Da'ein, Abu Jabra, Abu Karinka and Mazrub. The real
expansion came in the late 1960s. Figures for the WSDC area, which covers more than just
the qoz but almost all the boreholes in South Darfur, show the pattern:
Bores Drilled
8
28
26
239
104
405

1951-55
1956-60
1961-65
1966-70
1971-75
Total

Although the use of Tebeldis allowed the qoz to be cropped, it was a limited technique.
Apart from the fact that there are only so many Tebeldis, and some areas have few, the
labour of raising water to pour it into the hollow trunk and then lift it out again was
considerable. The expansion of farming on the qoz would have been greatly limited if this
had remained the only way to get water. The introduction of deep boreholes has radically
changed the situation. With the exception of areas such as the south-west of Qoz Dango in
Southern District, where the underlying rock is basement rather than water holding
sandstone, there is now no reason for any part of the qoz to be inaccessible to cropping. It
would, however, be impossibly expensive to put boreholes so close together as to put all the
land within walking distance. Here one further development has made a considerable
difference, a development to delight the soul of the most ardent intermediate technologist.
For it is a combination of old truck axles and empty 44 gallon drums that has brought vast
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areas of qoz into range of the hoe. With a Bedford truck axle, complete with wheels and old
tyres, it is possible to make a flat horse cart on which to put oil drums full of water and take it
to farms up to 20 km from a borehole. This is the ubiquitous Karu, also used for carting all
kinds of goods around the towns of Darfur. On the flat sandy grassland of the qoz, the big
truck tyres travel easily and the small Darfur horses seem to have no trouble pulling water
considerable distances.
Lastly the two necessary inputs for qoz farming, aside from seed and sweat, have
become much more widely and cheaply available than before: the axe and the flat steel hoe,
or hashshasha. Although the bush on the qoz is not dense, considerable effort is involved in
clearing crop land even with the help of fire. It is still common to fell the trees in the first year
and let them dry and the termites start to attack them before coming back the next year to
burn them. Without reasonable steel axes the effort would probably have been too much.
Similarly although the soils are light and easily hoed it would be impossible to control the
weeds without a hoe.
Both these tools, and indeed all small steel implements, have become relatively much
cheaper in the last few decades. Once again the reason is a low level local technology which
has devised the means to forge scrap car springs into nearly every tool used in Darfur from
arrow heads to gin traps big enough to catch a buffalo. Before this development hoes and
axes were a major import for Sudan: 'Metal goods such as axes, hoes and Fasses’
(Gleichen, 1905). In an even earlier era, the mid-17th century, iron hoes were so valuable
that they were currency in Kordofan (MacMichael, 1922).
Although land is free, or virtually so, there remains some capital costs involved in
opening up the qoz. Clearing the land is the most costly item. In the early era, preparing the
Tebeldi tree was also expensive. Costs of moving are not so great particularly when the
move can be carried out gradually. Perhaps most important, the farmer and his family will
need to live in the period between clearing and their first harvest. Because the yield the first
year after clearing is poor, it takes at least two years to reach full production, and there is
always the risk of bad rainfall. This may further delay the time when a full return is received
for the effort invested.
All of this can be financed by farming households provided they work gradually,
perhaps not clearing all the land at once and maintaining their old farm until the new one is
in full production. However this is only possible if the new land is merely an extension of an
old area. To develop a new area it is essential that a relatively large area is cleared at once,
to drive back the frontier with the pest-harbouring bush. For this reason, and because of the
risk that full production may be delayed, trade capital has undoubtedly played a role in the
development of the qoz. There are various credit arrangements under which farming
households can finance themselves. However some entrepreneurs are also investing in
clearing and farming larger tracts of qoz on a purely commercial basis: tracts of up to 100
hectares are not uncommon. The farmer hires gangs of labourers to farm this. In an earlier
era the establishment of Hakura estates farmed by slaves represented a similar investment.
The fact that expansion on the qoz was the main source of development in the Darfur
economy did not mean that there were not important developments in the northern and
western areas. The more diverse and restricted soils meant that development came through
the exploitation of a number of minor opportunities. The introduction of tomatoes and
tobacco in the 19th century has already been mentioned.. A number of other new crops have
been introduced. Foremost amongst them in the 20th century are potatoes, citrus fruit and
mangoes. The area of other crops also expanded, especially chillies and onions. The area of
citrus in 1943 was reported to be 40 feddans (17 hectares) where by 1977 there was 913
hectares of fruit trees in the main Jebel Marra area alone, not including substantial areas of
mango on Wada Nyala and minor areas as far as Radom.
It will be noted that these crops are all high value fruit and vegetables. With the
exception of dried chillies and dried tomatoes, they are predominately destined for the higher
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income urban communities of Nyala and El Fasher. This underlines how development in
various parts of Darfur is becoming increasingly integrated and interdependent. While the
south-east provides the export earnings to finance imports, the north-west concentrates on
consumer foodstuffs to support the growing urban community.
As on the qoz, developments in the north-west have been dependent on new
techniques as much as on new crops and market opportunities. ‘Onions, the chief annual
crop grown under irrigation appears to have expanded rapidly', stimulated by the introduction
of the shaduf, 'which was unknown in earlier studies and appears to have been introduced
only in the last five years' (HTS, 1977). This technique enables small areas to be irrigated
from shallow wells using a bucket, or dalu, on the end of a balanced beam, the shaduf, to
assist in raising water. The diesel driven irrigation pump, common along Wadi Nyala and
found elsewhere, is used to irrigate larger gardens, usually including both mangos and
vegetables.
One general development, which does not directly affect agriculture but which has
probably been the biggest single advance for the domestic economy, is the introduction of
the diesel driven flour mill. The saving in labour offered by these machines is quite
incalculable and their value is illustrated by the fact that there are few market villages left in
Darfur which do not now have mill despite the endless difficulties over spares and diesel.
Farmers will travel considerable distances and pay high rates to have their grain milled. It is,
of course, women's labour which has been released. To illustrate the significance of this, 94
per cent of those interviewed in a WSDC survey took their grain to a commercial mill at an
average cost in 1984/85 of 30 piastres for 8 ratl of grain. A family might expect to spend £S
590 a year on milling.
The hessian sack represents another relatively new input in the region which has had
an impact far greater than might be expected from something so simple. Before it was
introduced, Darfur produce had to be packed in matting made from dom palm leaves or
wicker baskets. Both of these are laborious to make and far from ideal for transporting large
quantities of heavy goods like grain. It is not exaggerated to say that without sacking trade
would be considerably restricted. The extremely high price put on virtually all forms of
containers, bottles, tins, plastic cans, however secondhand, helps to emphasise how
revolutionary a ready supply can be in a remote and developing economy like Darfur. Sacks
sell for more than £S 52 each, a significant proportion of a crop's total value.
Over-simplifying greatly, the Darfur economy may be seen to have developed in three
sectors: export production in the south and east; production for the local market in the northwest; and services in the towns. It is in the rapid expansion of those towns that the extent of
development may be seen. The way the urban population has grown is described in detail in
Chapter 2. While part of this reflected an increasing government presence, the bulk of the
new urban populations were involved in trade, craft or industry.
One indication of developing trade is the transport service based in the towns. Before
the Second World War there were less than 100 vehicles in Darfur, government and private.
There were 66 in 1938. By 1970 there were 786, and by 1987, 2,334. Maintaining and
otherwise servicing this fleet is a key urban activity.
Apart from flour milling, which is now so widespread as to be no longer a purely urban
activity, groundnut processing is the most important industry. Up to 1961/62 almost all the
groundnuts sold through Nyala market were already shelled by the farmers by hand. As
soon as the railway reached Nyala in 1959, merchants began to establish mechanical
decorticating plants. The speed at which they did this may be seen in the fact that by
1972/73 virtually no hand shelled nuts were sold. These plants were established all along
the railway line and subsequently in other producing areas such as Buram.
The next stage in the processing of groundnuts is oil pressing. Once the nuts are
shelled they can be sorted and, while the best quality are reserved for export, the rest are
pressed for oil in Nyala. Small diesel driven units are used and the oil is filtered and canned
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in reused four gallon tins for sale locally and export to Chad and the CAR. The local market
for oil is so strong that in 1985, when the drought of 1984 had destroyed the local groundnut
crop, some millers were importing groundnuts from Khartoum to keep their machinery
working.
Provided that harvests recover, there remains scope for further development in the
groundnut industry. Packing in new hygienic containers would be a considerable
improvement and one merchant is already considering establishing a plant to produce plastic
cans for this. More important would be the introduction of refining and deodorisation. At
present the untreated oil may present an aflatoxin risk and it does not keep well.
The soap industry also involves the treatment of vegetable oils but experiments with
groundnut oil have not been successful. The factories in Nyala rely on cottonseed oil from
Khartoum. Once again the product is marketed to Chad and the CAR, as well as in Darfur.
Although some of the region's production of hides and skins is exported, much of it is
tanned locally using traditional methods. This is done in villages throughout the area but
there is also a larger operation in Nyala where the leather is dyed as well as tanned. This is
used to make all kinds of leatherwork but most importantly traditional slippers (Ar. Marqub).
The best quality, however, are made from hides imported from Khartoum tanneries. A
government financed, modern tannery was established in Nyala in the mid-1970s but it has
yet to overcome the recurrent shortages of key inputs and become fully operational.
Among other industries, there are bakeries in the main towns and many of the district's
headquarters. These produce bread from wheat flour for the urban population. Macaroni is
also made in Nyala from wheat flour. The production of agricultural implements - hoes,
knives, axe heads, etc. - is another major activity centred on the main towns, especially
Nyala, but travelling blacksmiths are also found in the rural markets. With the expansion of
the towns there has been a big increase in the demand for bricks and they are now made in
most district headquarters. Lime is also burnt for plaster and mortar where it can be found.
Although it is found throughout the region, not just the towns, the use of cut and dried
dom palm leaves to make mats (Ar. Burush) and ropes is a very important industry. Large
quantities of these products are sold and every household has one or two mats Pottery is
equally important. Other household goods which are locally made include baskets, leather
buckets and water bags. There is also an active business in converting steel from cut down
oil drums into suitcases, frying pans and many other items. There is even a foundry in Nyala
which melts down old aluminium alloy cans to make spoons and cooking pots.
There have been two industrial surveys in the Sudan: one in 1970/71 and the second
in 1978/79. In the event field work for the second survey was delayed in Darfur until 1980/81.
Coincidentally this period of 10-11 years saw a particularly rapid expansion in industrial
activity in Darfur (Dept. of Statistics, 1972 and 1983). In 1970/71 there were only three
industrial establishments with more than 25 employees, all oil mills, in the province. By
1978/79 there were 38 of these larger units. The majority were still involved in the ground nut
and oilseeds industry: 6 oil mills, 28 groundnut hulling plants and 2 soap factories. There
was also one bottling factory and one large metal workshop. There were two weaving mills
but these were closed at the time of the survey.
There was an equally rapid expansion among the smaller units with less than 25
employees: from 41 to 345. These were also predominantly in the food processing category:
some smaller oil mills, but most important 192 mechanised flour mills and 120 bakeries. Four
smaller soft drinks producers disappeared between 1970 and 1978, presumably swamped
by competition from Khartoum and the new larger factory in Nyala.
Outside the food sector there were two small soap factories and one printer, both
activities new since 1970. Small metal workshops rose from 4 to 23, principally involved in
the production of hand tools but two making metal furniture.
As indicated by the population statistics, much of this industrial expansion was in
South Darfur, above all, it may be assumed, in Nyala. There were no factories with more
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than 25 employees in the northern province and 62 per cent of the largest food and drinks
sector among the smaller units were also in the south. Only in metalwork did the north
outweigh the south.
The total value of production by the industrial sector in 1978/79 was £S 33,949,000.
The added value, a broad measure of the net contribution to the economy, was
£S 512,407,000. The sector employed 3,172 people whose average annual earnings were
£S 321. Much of the groundnut processing work is seasonal so this did not represent the
individual's total annual wage. In the less seasonal small firm sector (less than 25
employees) average earnings were £S 507, which is probably a reasonable indication of the
annual wage.
The 1970/71 survey also covered handicrafts. The principal activities in Darfur were
drinks (25 per cent), weaving (45 per cent), tanning and dying skins (15 per cent) and
metalwork (7 per cent). The survey specifically excluded homeworkers. It would in any case
be virtually impossible to distinguish between those who are involved in craft full time and
those who are part time homeworkers. The estimated 1,825 establishments producing
£S 990,000 per annum must have considerably underestimated the total level of handicraft
activity. There were, for example, very few makers of dom palm matting recorded when this
is one of the biggest single craft products of the region. Pottery and furniture making also
appeared to be under-represented. Brick making is a rapidly expanding business in both
large and small towns.
It has already been mentioned that much of the processing work in the urban sector is
seasonal. Except in extraordinary years the groundnut hullers in particular will only work the
dry season. This provides useful off-season employment after the harvest.
Apart from servicing Darfur itself, the urban community has been developing a role as
a supplier to the states to the west, Chad and the CAR. This is partly as a staging post in the
export of central Sudanese production such as onions, which are scarce in CAR, but
significant quantities of Darfur-made soap and groundnut oil also go to the west. Trade with
the CAR is by treaty exempt from the heavier export taxes; avoidance is also easier. Darfur
cattle and grain also go to the west, although it is not known how important this is.

THE ROLE OF CAPITAL
Capital inevitably has a crucial role in assisting the kind of developments described in Darfur.
The level of investment has been low in relation to the development achieved. Most of the
small industries in Darfur still use little machinery compared to the quantities of goods
processed and the labour used. As already described, qoz farming requires little investment
to expand and the livestock industry requires virtually none.
Rather than investment it is in trade that capital has had its most important role to play.
For the Darfuri farmer and livestock owner to be encouraged to expand his production and
sell his produce, he has to be supplied with consumer goods whose purchase and transport
has to be financed. Similarly the purchase and transport of Darfur produce for export also
requires capital. Although this necessary finance may be described as short-term, in that it is
not invested in machinery with a life of years, it is still long-term as far as trade capital goes.
It will, for example, be a matter of months between the time a merchant buys cattle in Darfur
and the time he receives payment after trekking them to Omdurman. On the import side, the
long, slow process of moving goods to Darfur is compounded by the fact that many of them
are sold in small quantities to country people who will only be able to pay on credit. Once
again the trader has to budget for a long delay between purchase and sale of goods.
The role of capital in a development process is crucial but it is almost always regarded
with suspicion. Haaland, for example, forecasts a process whereby greater involvement in
the cash economy leads to a larger number selling cash crops in order to buy subsistence
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crops. This will lead to wider price variations which inexperienced cultivators will misjudge
and 'thus be forced to sell land or become exploited in credit relations. In such a situation the
Jellaba (traders) have an enormous advantage and it is likely that a pattern of landlordism
will emerge' (Haaland, 1980).
While it is attractive to see the farmers and herders of Darfur as helpless underdogs in
this sympathetic, if rather patronising, manner, the reality is somewhat different. Since there
are, as is agreed by all, few property rights vested in land, it is impossible for the
'
inexperienced cultivator' to be 'forced to sell land'.
With regard to credit relations, there is little hard evidence to support the widely held
view that all rural credit is charged at extortionate rates. The relationship between the
borrower and the lender in Darfur is in fact very finely balanced. In some ways the borrower
is more powerful. He has no land which the lender can claim if he cannot pay. The lender
has no legal right to interest, although it is paid and an accepted fact in the area. The people
of the region are highly mobile and it is a simple matter, and not uncommon, for a man to
escape financial obligations merely by going away. All this reflects the underlying fact that
with land abundant, and capital also to a certain extent, labour is the most sought after
commodity and entrepreneurs are forced to pay for it. This includes offering reasonable
credit.
The idea that cultivators will be caught out by violent fluctuations in the price of
subsistence crops is also unlikely. They are, after all, closest to the land and the crops and
they will, if anything, be better aware than the merchants if a severe shortage is likely. In the
worst case they retain the option of withdrawing from cash crop production and reverting to
subsistence. The reports from the 1940s already quoted have shown that they are perfectly
capable of doing this.
None of this is to deny that more exploitative relationships can exist and many may
develop in the future, particularly if the situation ever arises that land has a value, and that
the better off succeed in alienating the larger part of that land; even more so if a situation
arose where the average farmer could not be sure of guaranteeing his own subsistence if he
had to. Nor is it to say that cultivators always achieve the best possible deal and are never
cheated. That would be to describe a market in paradise. It is merely to say that in Darfur in
the 1980s the general run of market and credit relations are as fair and honest as it is
reasonable to expect.
It is not uncommon to find discussions of development in Darfur treating capital rather
inconsistently. Having raised the spectre of unjust credit relations, and hence difficult access
to capital for farmers, Haaland then attributes over-investment in livestock to a lack of
alternative investment opportunities. 'Since there was no investment opportunity in
agriculture (land being communal) people invested their profit in cattle' (Haaland, 1980).
Since a lack of investment opportunities automatically implies a surplus of capital looking for
a home, it requires that there be some invisible barrier between the livestock and farming
sectors for the two arguments to be consistent. Such is not the case. The widespread,
indeed dominant, pattern is for farmers to keep livestock. They clearly shift resources
between the two perfectly easily.
The argument is flawed in another way too. There is absolutely no reason for the fact
that land is communal to prevent investment in agriculture. As has already been argued it
merely means that the most profitable such investment is an extension of area, and this is
precisely what has been happening. These confusions are typical. Some reports interpret
recent developments as indicating that the Baggara are being forced to settle by a
decreasing range of resources. Comments such as 'the subsistence pastoral economy has
been replaced by an agricultural one' are followed in the same document by the statement
that 'there is very little growth potential in the traditional agricultural sector for profits cannot
be invested in land and labour. The only possibility is to invest in the pastoral sector, that is
to acquire animals and graze them on the open range' (HTS, 1974). Once again this misses
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the point that there is still scope for investment in land and labour, by extension of area.
In reality the situation is both more complex and more simple. The complexity lies in
the fact that the people of Darfur are skilled at dealing with rapidly changing economic and
environmental circumstances. For some of them it will indeed be more profitable to invest
surpluses from cropping in livestock. For others the reverse will apply. Haaland, himself,
demonstrated that among the Fur in the 1950s and 1960s there was a tendency to
'nomadise'. In Radom around 1975, on the other hand, the Fellata cattle keepers were going
against their traditional wisdom not to combine ‘qurun (horns) with jurun (granaries)' and
taking up cropping because of high millet prices. Mustafa Abdel Rahman Mustafa, writing in
the same book, notes that there was still investment in livestock in Radom but that the
investors were putting their cattle out to hired herders rather than `nomadizing' themselves.
The difference between the Fur around Jebel Marra and those in Radom Mustafa explains,
in terms of the differing distances to the rangeland, the differing nature of the profits from
cropping in the two areas. It is probable also that there were considerable differences in
relative prices and hence the relative benefits from cropping and livestock between the
1950s and 1960s and 1975 (Haaland, 1980).
This is where the reality may be simply summed up by saying that the agriculturalists
of Darfur direct their investment towards the most profitable activity at any one time. It is
therefore misleading to talk of over-investment in livestock relative to farming or anything
else. For if over-investment is to be operating at very low levels of profit, then there is overinvestment throughout the Darfur economy, not just the livestock industry. This is where the
true problem lies, not in a shortage of capital to invest leading to `unjust credit relations', nor
in an investment imbalance between crops and livestock, but in a general lack of profitable
investment enterprises, particularly those accessible to the less well off.
In years of better rainfall even the poorest may achieve a surplus in Darfur. It is in
finding a profitable home for that surplus to protect it from the bad years and allow it to grow
that they face their biggest problem. In essence they have only three options: livestock for
breeding, extension of the cropped area by hiring labour, or the purchase of goods to take
round the rural markets trade markets. In all three the high level of activity might well be
seen as over-investment.

MIGRATION
The impact labour emigration has had on Darfur is difficult to assess. It is clearly a significant
feature with Darfuri communities scattered throughout central Sudan. Emigration may be
seen as having affected the region in the following ways:
Drawing off population permanently so that whole families move away.
Long-term migration where the links with Darfur are retained and in particular serve as a
channel for money earned elsewhere to be fed into the regional economy.
Temporary migration, principally by males, who then return bringing with them significant
savings for investing in the regional economy.
The only firm evidence, from the 1955/56 census, would seem to indicate that emigration
from Darfur is relatively low. Where 68,000 people had moved into Darfur at that time, only
70,000 had moved out (see Table 2.7 and discussion following). Clearly the recent poor
rains may have encouraged the people of the area to emigrate. Overall, however, it appears
that short-term migration of the third type is most common. Young men travel east to make
their fortune and return to Darfur to settle down and either spend or invest it. The most
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significant inpact on the local economy may have been through that investment. The
relatively rapid pace of development in Darfur has meant that there remain ample
opportunities in the region and no particular reason to emigrate for long.
This does not mean that there were not periods when the irrigated or mechanised
sectors of central Sudan, or indeed work overseas in Libya or Saudi Arabia, was not very
rewarding and attractive. It does, however, mean that the level of emigration has been low
and steady and does not represent a rush to escape a poor and declining economy.
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CHAPTER 4
AGRICULTURE
FARMING AREAS
For arable farming Darfur may be divided into two major areas: the basement complex in the
north and west and the sandy qoz covering the east and south of Darfur region. In the northwest alluvial soils along the wadis are the most important source of crop land. In the southeast, the alluvials are more extensive but more difficult to farm and the sandy soils are the
basis of farming.
There have only ever been two surveys of agriculture covering Darfur region as a
whole: a sample census of agriculture for the year 1964/65 (Dept. of Statistics, 1968), and
an aerial sample survey carried out in 1976/77 (VRA/RMR, 1972). More recent, smaller
surveys confirm that these older surveys are still valid in many respects, at least to draw an
outline of the pattern of agriculture.
The latter survey, carried out by flying sample transects in a light aircraft, measured
the cropped area in Sudan as a whole. This was part of the National Livestock Census and
Resource Inventory. Table 4.1 shows the cropped area in North and South Darfur during the
1976/77 season and the per cent of the national total.

TABLE 4. 1 DARFUR CROPPED AREA 1976/77
Rainfed
Km
% Sudan
11,278
19.2

Mechanised
2
Km
% Sudan
0
0.0

2

North Darfur
South Darfur
Total

Irrigated
Km
% Sudan
7
0.05
2

6,691

11.4

121

1.0

44

0.3

17,969

30.6

121

1.0

51

0.35

The Table shows that Darfur is an extremely important contributor to the rainfed sector but
insignificant in the mechanised and irrigated sectors. Only Kordofan, with 19,000 km 2 , had
more rainfed cultivation. Between them these two western regions made up 63 per cent of
the sector nationally. More unexpected is the continued dominance of North over South
Darfur as late as 1976, at least in terms of cropped area. In 1973 over 56 per cent of the
population of Darfur lived in the southern province and the poor rains since 1967 have given
the impression that the wetter southern province was becoming more important. However it
is likely that farming in the North is more extensive, with larger areas sown to compensate
for lower yields. This may partly explain the greater cropped area in the North.
The 1964/65 sample survey revealed that the average holding in Darfur was only 7.06
feddans (2.96 hectares). Over 99 per cent of holdings were under individual management
with the remainder being worked in partnership. Eighty-four per cent had only one field and
96 per cent no more than two. As discussed in the section on land tenure, the vast majority
held their land without any form of rental, either owning it or having free customary use. In
essence, therefore, the farmers were almost all small but independent agents.
A questionnaire survey was also carried out as part of the National Livestock Census
and Resource Survey in 1976/77. Table 4.2 shows the average area per household of each
crop for Darfur in 1964/65, and North Darfur and South Darfur in 1976/77.
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TABLE 4. 2 CROPPED AREA BY TYPE OF CROP
Hectare

Sorghum
Millet
Sesame
Groundnuts
Vegetables
Tobacco
Peas/Beans
Maize
Pepper
Okra
Etc.
Total

Darfur region
1964/65
0.51
1.77
0.05
0.45
0.03
0.04

0.10

2.95

South Darfur
1976/77
0.25
1.54
0.19
0.63
0.08
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.13
0.05

North Darfur
1976/77
0.28
2.57
0.26
0.18
0.05
0.14
0.05

2.98

3.53

Despite the long period between the two surveys, the results of both are very similar,
especially for South Darfur. Subsequent, more restricted, surveys have only confirmed the
main conclusions: that millet is more important, at least in area, than all the other crops put
together, and that only sorghum and groundnuts of those others are at all significant. The
one exception is sesame, which was not important in 1964/65 but more so in 1976/77.
The differences between North and South Darfur for 1976/77 are as might be
expected. In the North, where rainfall is lower, areas are greater to compensate for lower
yields and the proportion of millet and sesame, which do better on less rain, is higher.
Groundnuts and vegetables need more water and are more important in the south.
It is interesting that the average per household cropped area for 1976/77, multiplied
by the 1973 census estimate of the number of households increased to allow for three per
cent population growth to 1976, gives a total cropped area of 16,990 km 2. This is just 1,000
km 2 less than the directly measured cropped area of 17,900 km 2 shown in Table 4.1. That
the results should be so close is perhaps coincidental; that results based on three separate
surveys should be broadly in accordance gives confidence that they are all reasonably
accurate.
The total land area of Darfur is 489,500 km 2: 169,000 in South Darfur and 320,500 in
North Darfur. Of the 24 separate ecological zones discussed in Chapter 1, many are of little
or no agricultural use, particularly those in the far north of the region. 96.4 per cent of the
rainfed cropped area and 100 per cent of the irrigated area is confined to 12 zones. Table
4.3 lists those zones, their location, the total area and the area sown to rainfed and irrigated
crops as recorded in the 1976/77 survey, together with a description of the land formation.
Only some 311,500 km 2 lie in these 12 zones. The remaining 178,000 km 2, or 36 per
cent of Darfur, is of virtually no farming interest. Even within the 12 usable zones, only 5.6
per cent is cropped: perhaps a little more if allowance is made for expansion since 1976.
Nevertheless the descriptions of some of the zones show that the scope for expansion may
well be limited. 'Heavily eroded', 'steep slopes ', `sand and stone desert' are phrases
indicating that the proportion of useable land within each zone is likely to be small.
In terms of the north-west/south-east division proposed as a simplified classification of
Darfur farming, zones 11 and 41 form the south-eastern section. All the rest go to make up
the north-western. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show a highly schematic illustration of the way the
different crops are grown in different zones.
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There are three key factors which determine the way Darfuri farmers manage their
agriculture: ease of cultivation, soil fertility and access to water. Ease of cultivation because
farmers who only have hand tools cannot manage heavy or hard soils. On the other hand,
the heavier soils are usually more fertile. The light sands, easiest of all to hoe, are very
infertile. The importance of the last factor, water, is self-evident; areas without drinking water
cannot be farmed, however good the soil.
The division between northwest and southeast reflects the influence of all three
factors. As the number of different zones would indicate, the northwest is much more varied
but broadly the soils there are heavier and more fertile. Some are too heavy to work but
there are others which are well suited to traditional hand cultivation. The most important are
found along the valleys where there is good alluvial soil.

TABLE 4. 3 IMPORTANT ARABLE FARMING ZONES OF DARFUR

01

South Darfur Western District

02

South Darfur Western District
South Darfur - W, SW,
Central Districts
North Darfur - W, SW,
Central Districts
S. Darfur - W District
N. Darfur - W District

03

05

11
14

S. Darfur - Central, E,
S Districts
N. Darfur - E District
N. Darfur - N. District

19

N. Darfur - Central,
N, W Districts

33

N. Darfur - W District

34

N. Darfur - W District

35

N. Darfur - Central
District
S. Darfur - E, S
Districts

41

43

S. Darfur - S.W District

Steep mountains with volcanic and
basement soils. Dense or open woody
cover. Medium grass cover.
Steep mountain slopes with volcanic soils
and dense woody cover.
Jebels in heavily eroded pediments.
Basement soils. Scattered Acacia with
sparse grass cover.
River valleys. Alluvial soils. Thorn
thickets/medium grass in south, scattered
busy in north.
Gently undulating sand sheet. Sandy soils.
Woodland with medium grass cover.
Undulating sand and stone desert.
Scattered trees and bushes except where
concentrated on water courses.
Flat wadi and wadi fans. Alluvial/Stony soils.
Sparse woody cover with patches of dense
grass cover.
Undulating basement steppe. Shallow soils,
scattered Acacia. Sparse grass.
Steep scarps/undulating sandstone
plateaux. Shallow soils. Scattered Acacia.
Spare grass.
Gulleyed/undulating pediment. Eroded
soils. Dense Acacia thickets. Sparse grass.
Undulating with extensive drainage
network. Mixed sands and alluvials.
Medium woody cover. Medium grass
cover.
Undulating basement with wadis through.
Basement/Alluvial soils. Acacia woodland.
Sparse grass.
Total
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Area
Km²
11,887

Cropped
Area Km²
525.4

Cropped
Area Km²
14.3

1,206

100.9

5.2

74,693

3,084.8

10.0

4,719

943.1

15.8

114,367

7,391.7

-

45,538

710.4

-

27,064

671.2

-

4,408

1,204.7

1.8

2,969

566.8

0.9

4,987

436.4

-

17,039

1,497.7

-

2,582

190.0

3.9

311,459

17,323.1

51.9
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By contrast the soils in the south and east are either light but infertile sands (qoz) or
sandy clay loams which are particularly heavy and difficult to work (naga'a).
Water in the north-west is relatively well provided. Shallow wells along the many wadi
courses can provide water through the dry season. In the south-east water is a major
problem, one that has only begun to be solved with the advent of deep boreholes. Without
boreholes water is only available during the dry season in the alluvial areas. Farming is only
really possible on the sandy soils because the alluvials in this area are too hard to till by
hand. For this reason farming in the south-east used to be largely confined to the
boundaries where the sandy qoz for farming (zone 11) was in easy reach of the water
sources in the alluvium (zone 41) and to those parts of the alluvium where there were ridges
of sandy soil (Athmur) that could be farmed. As already discussed, much of the history of
agricultural development in Darfur over the last century reflects the way in which the water
problem on the qoz was solved so that it now provides the largest single area of cropped
land. Fourty-one per cent of all rainfed crop land in Darfur lies on the qoz (zone 11). Much of
what is cropped in other zones is on similar sandy soils where they occur.
The National Livestock Census also surveyed the availability of water in the different
areas. The indices of the relative availability of water for the 12 cropping zones shown in
Table 4.4 illustrate the division between north-west and south-east.

TABLE 4. 4 RELATIVE AVAILABILITY OF WATER
DARFUR 1976/77
North-West
Cropping Zones
01
02
03
05
14
19
33
34
35
43
South-East
Cropping Zones
11
41
All Zones

North Darfur

South Darfur

3.04
23.69
0.09
1.31
59
3.30
0.20
-

14.10
18.14
8.38
41.15
2.69

0.13
0.63

0.40
0.79
4.92

The rainfall distribution cuts right across the north-west/south-east pattern. The rainfall
decreases in a north-easterly direction so that farmers in the south-east get approximately
the same rainfall as those in the north-west. The long-term average in Geneina, for
example, is close to that for Nyala, well to the south and east.
The north-western area has been the heartland of agriculture in Darfur, comprising as
it does the Western and Central districts of both provinces, Wadi Salih district, South Darfur
and Northern and South Western districts, North Darfur. At the 1983 census some 66 per
cent of the settled rural population lived in those 7 districts although they only cover 37 per
cent of the land area (excluding the vast northern desert). The two largest districts of all,
each with a population approaching 400,000, were Western district, North Darfur and
Central District, South Darfur: one north-west and the other south-east of the Jebel Marra,
the core of the whole north-western farming area.
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Table 4.5 shows the settled rural populations of the districts in 1983 together with the
land area and population density of each for 1983 and 1955/6.

TABLE 4. 5 FARM POPULATION DENSITY
Farm Population
1983

Area
2
Km

Density
1983

Density
1955/6

93,954
104,235
184,455
371.191
242,276
996,111

119,543
29,992
21,670
18,894
26,534
216,733

0.79
3.48
8.51
19.65
9.13
4.60

0.62
1.68
4.48
15.21
3.41
2.77

South Darfur
West District
Wadi Saleh District
Central District
S & S.W. Districts
E. District
Total

195,180
150,383
393,333
407,715
183,947
1,330,558

12,383
25,928
34,012
43,980
41,367
157,670

15.76
5.80
11.56
9.27
4.45
8.44

7.64
3.82
2.27
1.92
1.30
2.60

Regional Total

2,326,669

374,403

6.21

2.70

North Darfur
N. E. District
E. District
Central District
W. District
SW & N Districts
Total

Notes: 1 An area of 121,966 km 2 of northern desert is excluded, as is the far south-west of South Darfur.
2
Areas from 1955/56 census with 1983 districts taken to match the following 1955 census areas:
North Darfur NE District = area 331, E = 322, Central = 327, W = 371 & 312, SW&N = 332.
South Darfur: W = 351, Wadi Salih = 352, Central = 341, S&SW = 342, E = 343. As there have
been several boundary changes, it is impossible to work out exactly how these match up.

The Table illustrates how the districts of the north-western farming had a markedly higher
density in 1955/56. Particularly striking is the density in Dar Masalit or Western District
North Darfur. It is also clear that while these districts were still more heavily populated in
1983, the districts of the South and East were catching up.
The hilly north-west was more important early on because of the widespread
availability of manageable, fertile soils close to permanent or at least long-lasting water
sources. The area is generally well drained unlike parts of the south where flooding makes it
impossible to live, or difficult to access, during the rainy season. However it is also broken
with the relatively small patches of good soils interspersed with much that is rocky, badly
eroded or too hard to cultivate. It is well suited to smallholder subsistence farming where it is
more important to be able to grow smaller plots of a number of different crops than to grow
large areas of one or two cash crops.

CROPS
With increasing population and urbanisation and with improving transport the Darfur
economy has shifted well away from subsistence, towards cash. In particular, a cash market
has developed for food grain, to feed the urban market and food deficit areas, and for
oilseeds, to feed both expanding domestic and export markets. The south-east where
cultiviable soils are relatively extensive, albeit rather infertile, is better suited to cash
cropping and has seen a rapid expansion in the cropped area as a result.
To sum up, farmers in the north-west typically grow small areas of a wider range of
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crops, especially where small scale irrigation is possible while those in the south-east grow
larger areas of fewer crops, above all grain and oilseeds. Table 4.7 summarises survey
results on cropped area from the JMRDP and the WSDC areas, typical of the north-west
and south-east respectively.

TABLE 4. 6 AVERAGE AREAS SOWN PER HOUSEHOLD
JMRDP
Millet
Sorghum
Groundnuts
Sesame
Watermelon
Okra
Tomato
Mixed Crops
Other
Total

Hectare
0.78
0.55
0.04
0.02

%
46
32
2
1

0.03
0.04
0.18
0.06
1.70

2
2
11
3
99

WSDC AREA
Hectare
%
2.85
62
0.69
15
0.83
18
NA
0.02
0.4
NA
NA
0.03
0.6
0.18
4
4.60
100

Sources: JMRDP 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985: Annex Il. Average cropped area and average percentage distribution
over four years surveys. WSDC: WSDC,1983. PMEU Farmer Survey.
Note: Small amounts of crops marked NA in WSDC are included in 'Other'.

Household sizes in the two areas appear to reflect the different farm sizes. In the
WSDC area the average household in 1982 had 6.22 residents as against 4.98 in the
JMRDP 1982 survey. However, it is difficult to find a definition of household that suits the
Darfur social framework so estimates of household size are somewhat questionable.
In the Jebel Marra area the most common 'mixed crop' is sesame and sorghum, and
in the WSDC area groundnuts and sorghum. These mixes occur in specific locations where
soil types are suited. Groundnuts and sorghum are, for example, mostly found in the alluvial
areas of East District, South Darfur. The minor crops are of two types: those which are
locally important and those which are grown very widely but in small amounts. Watermelon
is an example of the first. Although it is widely grown throughout Darfur as a source of ready
water in the fields, it is only a field crop in its own right on the qoz in the most easterly parts
of the region, especially the Ma'aliya area. Okra, by contrast, is grown everywhere but in
small plots a quarter of a hectare or less, as is characteristic of the second type.
It is important that the averages in Table 4.9 showing a range of different crops should
not be allowed to conceal the fact that very many farmers grow only one crop. They may
have a small household vegetable patch, called J‘ ibraka’, but that apart, they only grow
either millet or sorghum. A further significant number grow only the two grain crops. This is
true of both north-west and south-east. The WSDC survey, for example, showed 40 per cent
of farmers growing only one crop in 1982 and a further 11 per cent growing only grain.
Although the basic cropping pattern is very stable, it is well to emphasise that the
farmers are fully aware of market prices and responses to changes can be rapid. The most
striking example is the way groundnut farming developed from nowhere to the second
largest crop between 1950 and 1965. Even in the first year after the 1984 famine farmers
were responding to a very substantial increase in the price of Kerkadeh (Roselle) and were
planting large areas of a crop which had been of little importance for some years. Some
larger grain farmers were complaining that they could not get harvest labour because
people were all working on the kerkadeh, which is particularly hard and slow to harvest.
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FARMING TECHNIQUES
Much the same farming techniques are used in both north-west and south-east. Using local
terminology, the basic farming operations are as follows:
Arabic Term
Hash Murr
Tirab
Shatal
Hash Jankab
Shalikh
Raqa'a
Maqan
Qatii
Kusayb
Qalii
Daqq
Kashkash
Sakab

Meaning
Literally meaning bitter hoeing this refers to the
hardest, first weeding.
Sowing.
Transplanting seedlings from nursery plot e.g. tomatoes, onions.
Second and subsequent hoeing.
Thinning.
Reseeding or gap-filling where plants have died.
Transplanting or gap-filling using thinnings.
Cutting the heads of grain crops.
Second cutting of grain heads.
Lifting groundnuts.
Threshing grain.
Knocking groundnut pods off the plants after drying.
Cutting the stalks of grain crops.

The first task of the season is almost always planting the millet or sorghum. In most
areas this is done after the first rain, which is enough to guarantee germination, usually in
late May or early June. Although the field may be cleared of last years stubble, land for
millet is rarely cultivated before planting. For sorghum cultivation is somewhat more
common but only about half the farmers in the WSDC area do so. The JMRDP area is
similar. `Most farmers in the area, except those in the Jebel, do not till the land before
planting' (JMRDP, 1985: Annex II).
Whether cultivated or not, the millet or sorghum is sown in widely spaced hills. The
planting hole is usually made with a long-handled small headed hoe (Ar. Kadanqa) striking
downwards. The seed is then placed in the hole and the earth scuffed over with the foot to
bury it. With one man on the hoe, and a second carrying a bowl of seed to plant behind him,
large areas can be planted very rapidly. Hill spacings vary between 0.7 and 1.5 metres on
the square. Quite a large number of seeds is put in each hole, ten or more. This is presumably to help ensure germination although it does mean that the hills have to be thinned
out later. Two or three plants are usually left in each after thinning. Table 4.7 shows the
seed rates for grain that result from a lot of seed in widely spaced holes.

TABLE 4. 7 SEED RATES
Kg/Ha

JMRDP
WSDC

Millet
17.20
8.61

Sorghum
20.25
15.92

Groundnuts
89.18

Sources: JMRDP, 1982: Annex 11 averaged; WSDC unpublished 1984 Farmer Survey.
Notes: Groundnuts seed weight ‘in-shell’.

Better soils and rainfall in the JMRDP area mean that closer spacings are used and
this is why the seed rates are higher.
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THE FARMING CALENDER
Once the season has opened with the planting of the grain crops, farmers enter the peak
period when they have to juggle a number of different activities. The grain itself has to be
weeded for the first time (Murr), and possibly thinned (Shalikh), or even reseeded (Raga'a).
At the same time, they want to plant their groundnuts or other crops as early as possible.
Planting groundnuts is a much heavier task than planting grain crops. First, the land has to
be cultivated (Murr) before planting. This cannot be delayed as it can for millet or sorghum.
Second, groundnuts are planted much closer together, with 30 cm or less between plants so
more work is involved here also.
As the use of the same name Murr indicates, the first weeding of crops after planting
is considered to be the same as cultivation if it is not done first. Both jobs are done in the
same way, as indeed is the second, Jankab, or weeding. A long handled push hoe called
Hashshashah or Jarrayah is used. The hoe has a wide crescent shaped blade and on light
soils rapid rates of work can be achieved. However, it quickly becomes difficult to use on
wet or heavy soils. It may then become necessary to weed by hand pulling individual plants.
This takes much longer, apart from being a particularly tedious job, and it is the biggest
single reason why the light soils are more profitable.
It the rains start early and continue steadily then the Murr/Jankab labour peak is less
of a problem. If, however, they are late or patchy, the farmers may have to reseed their
grain crops one, or even two, times and therefore find it increasingly difficult to spare time
for groundnuts. It is noticeable that the quantity of groundnuts sold through Nyala market
has varied in close concert with the rainfall (see Figures 1.4 and 3.6). This may reflect the
way poor rainfall affects farmers ability to handle the extra labour of planting the crop in a
bad season as much as it does the direct effect on yield.
In the WSDC area in 1982 the percentage of plots sown in each of the first four
months of the sowing season was as follows:

PERCENTAGE OF FIELDS BY DATE OF PLANTING

May
June
July
August

Millet
6.4
52.7
32.7
3.5

Sorghum
1.4
39.0
36.5
14.2

Groundnuts
2.6
18.1
49.0
21.9

Source: WSDC-PMEU Farmer Survey 1983.
Note: Dates were not given for all fields and this is why the totals are less than 100.

These figures show that, while millet was in general planted earliest and groundnuts
latest, all three crops were planted over a long period. This reflects the high variability of
rainfall. Where some areas had rains early, and so planted early, others had to wait. What it
does not mean is that the labour effort of planting in any one area was spread over this long
period. The need to get as much as possible of all three crops planted on the good rains
forces the farmers to cram the job into a short time.
Once the high peak of weeding the grain crops for the first time and planting the other
crops is past, the effort slackens off while the second weeding is completed. After that there
is a slack period during late September and October until the harvest in November.
Most local varieties of grain, except in North Darfur, take relatively long to maturity,
120 or even 130 days for sorghum, while the Barbeton groundnut takes only 90 days.
Despite their being planted last, the groundnut harvest therefore starts first, or at least at the
same time as the grain. Figure 4.3 shows a generalised calendar illustrating the way the
different crops relate.
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Grain is harvested by jutting off the heads at the top of the stalk. This may be done
with any knife or with a small blade set in a wooden handle called a Tikdim. The cut heads
are gathered together and stored on a rough platform a few feet off the ground (Ar. Jurn) to
dry before threshing. The millet varieties sown are often very mixed. Because it cross
pollinates easily it is difficult to maintain a pure strain of millet. It has also been suggested
that a mix of varieties is safer in conditions of uncertain rainfall, Whatever the reason the
period during which the crop matures can be prolonged even within one field. As the planting period is also often prolonged, the harvest can take quite a long time. If supplies run
short farmers may cut some immature millet early on and then the main harvest may take
several visits to the field as the different plants mature at different rates.
Threshing is done using a wooden flail (Ar. Madaqq). The threshing floor is usually
prepared in the field by clearing a patch of earth. It is sometimes smoothed and hardened
by pouring water on and letting it dry. Threshing is commonly done by hired labourers who
are paid in kind. They mostly come from the north, or areas which have not had a good
harvest, and they travel around seeking the work. The Zaghawa tribe, and their women
especially, are noted for this. Threshing is often delayed for some time and the heads may
even be stored unthreshed if so required.
Groundnuts are harvested by pulling the plant out of the ground whole with the nuts
attached to the roots. They are then stacked in circles with the leaves of the plants to the
centre, and the roots and pods outward. Three or four concentric circles like this are built up
to form a stack as high as a man. The groundnuts are left to dry in these stacks for a week
or so before the pods are knocked off the roots and bagged. The haulms are usually
bundled and saved for fodder.
Traditionally grains used to be stored either in underground pits (Ar. Mathmur),
principally in the qoz areas, or in stores made out of sticks, mud and dung standing on
wooden pillars a few feet above the ground elsewhere. These Dabangas are thatched so
that they look like small huts on stilts. Both of these are still in use but not as much as they
used to be. In the days before motor transport and active markets for grain, any surplus
from good years might have to be stored for a long time, first because there was no market
and second because there would be no chance of buying from elsewhere in a later, bad
year. It is not now necessary to store for so long, although many farmers do still keep grain,
especially millet, for two years or more. A 1983 JMRDP survey showed the following percentages storing grain in sacks and dabangas and the period of storage:
JMRDP Survey Area
%
Storing in:
Sacks
Dabangas
Storing for:
1 year
1 - 2 years
More than 2 years

76
30
28
40
33

Source: JMRDP, 1983: Crop Protection Report.
Notes: As some farmers stored in both Dabangas and sacks and some stored
different lots for different periods the percentages add up to more than 100.
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PEST AND DISEASES
Naturally pests and diseases are a major consideration for farmers. Table 4.8a shows the
percentage of plots on which the various pests were reported in the WSDC area in 1983,
while Table 4.8b shows similar analysis for the JMRDP area.

TABLE 4. 8a MAJOR CROP PESTS
PER CENT PLOTS AFFECTED
Pest
Striga
Nafashah
Stem Borer
Birds/Animals
Termites
Kasaaj rh
Drought
Locusts
Other

Millet
40
7
2
5
12
6
-

Sorghum
4
16
12
6
19
3
9

Groundnuts
I
(2)
2
(10)
2
2
32
13
4

Source: WSDC, unpublished data.
Notes: 1 Striga is specific to grain crops. Its appearance for groundnuts must be in error for something else.
2
The word Dud or worm is used to indicate stem borers but it can be used for any form of larva.
Stemborer does not affect groundnuts so something else must be meant here.

TABLE 4.8b CROP PESTS AND DISEASES
NUMBER OF REPORTS
Aphids
Armyworm
Blister beetle
Grasshopper
Flea beetle
Mole cricket
Nafaasha
Stemborer
Termite
Whitefly
Birds
Monkeys
Mould
Smut

Millet
5
13
6
4
12
4
1
6

Sorghum
3
14
6
4
2
7
5
2
1
1
5

Gnuts
1
1
-

Chillie
1
1
6
-

Okra
13
2
1
-

Tomato
2
1
1
-

Totals
3
19
33
10
8
1
12
11
8
9
1
2
1
11

Source: JMRDP 1983: Crop Protection Report.

As the most common pest on the most important millet crop, the parasitic weed striga,
known locally as Buda or Tadu, is by far the most significant. It plays a very important role
in the way farmers manage their land. Naf`asha is reportedly relatively new in the area as
an important pest and indeed in the Sahel and Sudan zones as a whole. It first appeared in
Africa after the drought of 1972. The caterpillar of a moth, it develops in the millet and bores
a spiral pattern on the head lifting the mature grains off. Birds are the main animal pest for
millet in the WSDC area, monkeys were a problem for sorghum and ground squirrels (Ar.
Sabar) for groundnuts. The higher incidence of animal problems for sorghum reflects the
fact that it is grown in the alluvial areas where the bush is dense. Kasaajrh is the local term
used to describe pests that attacks the roots of groundnuts so that a plant with no visible
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disease dies. It may be that this is in fact termites. Among the other pests there were a few
cases of cattle straying onto the crops.
Although farmers describe almost all their pest problems as serious, the impression is
that some are more important than others. Despite the wide incidence of Kasaajrh, the
groundnut crop seems generally healthy. Drought is the only serious risk. Even on millet,
striga is the only pest that can outweigh the effect of poor rains. However the level of pest
attack can vary greatly from year to year. In 1985, for example, farmers were reporting that
stem borer was having a serious effect on millet for the first time in living memory. Nafasha
was also considered to be worse than before.
By comparison with the various pests, crop diseases are of little significance. Smuts
are widespread on millet and sorghum but no farmers actually reported it as a serious cause
of loss. Downy mildew and leaf spot on groundnuts are also present but again no one
reported them. The fact that farmers do not report these common conditions shows that they
attach little importance to them. In this they are supported by the 1983 JMRDP Crop
Protection Report which assessed their economic importance as minor.

CROP VARIETIES
The variety of a crop and the degree to which it is adapted to the environment has a
considerable bearing on its success. There is, in fact, a wide range of different millet and
sorghum varieties in Darfur. JMRDP has established a collection, for that area, of 180
different sorghum and 80 different millet lines.
It is not always easy to establish what varieties are grown. The varieties themselves
are not clearly defined but represent more a range of types each differing only slightly from
those closest to it. Millet, because it cross breeds easily, is particularly difficult to classify.
Although farmers do recognise different varietal names, they do not often use them,
referring to their own crop merely as baladi or local. Even where a variety name is
commonly used, that does not guarantee that a crop given that name in one area is
necessarily particularly close to one given the same name in another. Table 4.9 lists the
various local names for millet and sorghum recorded in 1983 survey in the WSDC area and
the percentage of fields sown to each.
The way in which the local names do not describe very well defined varieties is illustrated for
sorghum by the names Najad and Thagil. The latter just means heavy, or long season, and Najad is
often divided into two subgroups: one ‘heavy’, one ‘light’.

TABLE 4. 9 LOCAL GRAIN VARIETIES
Millet
Name
Wad al LahaW
Dimbi
Bayudah
Kano
Sharubah
Ahmar (lit Red)
Asfar (Yellow)
Not specified

Sorghum
Name
% of Fields
Feterita
17
Fasikh
13
Thaqil
12
Abilay
11
Naiad
8
Abu Dhiqn
5
Zarazira
4
Other named varieties
8
Not specified
22

% of Fields
26
9
7
2
0.3
1
3
54

Source: WSDC unpublished data.
Note: Other named sorghum varieties include Dabar and Qadam a/ Haman, both recent introductions from
central Sudan, Azraq (blue), Andarwah and Qalaq alJamus (lit. ‘scared the buffalo’).
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JMRDP has tested the different strains it has collected and shown that they cover a
wide range of qualities. In particular the time to maturity varies greatly. Figures 4.4a and
4.4b illustrate the percent distribution to 50 per cent flowering of the millet and sorghum
strains. Sorghum is predominantly longer maturing. The greatest number of strains reached
50 per cent flowering at around 90 days, which meant that they matured at about 120 days.
The greatest number of millet strains reached 50 per cent flowering at 65-90 days to
maturity. In both crops the varieties in the most common maturity range were also the
highest yielding. However there was also a wide range in the period to flowering: over a
month between the earliest and latest sorghums, and just a month between the earliest and
latest millet. The range in length to maturity would be expected to be even longer. These
results indicate both that the crop is well adapted to the area and that there is a sufficient
range of genetic material to allow for changing rainfall or other developments.
By contrast with the grain crops, there is only one groundnut variety of any importance
and that is Barbeton. Technically it is a bunch type. Despite its relatively recent introduction
into the area, it is now so well established that it is described as baladi (local). There is also
a Bambara type of groundnut grown. Called Abunqawi, it is sold boiled as a snack but is
only a minor crop.

IRRIGATION TECHNIQUES
Despite the relatively minute area of irrigated land in Darfur, irrigated crops are of high value
and are therefore of greater importance than the area would indicate. A number of new
crops have been introduced in the last few decades and new techniques developed. Urban
expansion and rising incomes have led to a strong market for fruit, vegetables and high
quality animal fodder. There is correspondingly keen interest in expanding the irrigated
area.
There are four forms of irrigation in use: gravity fed from the perennial streams on the
higher slopes of Jebel Marra, from shallow wells lifting by hand, from shallow wells with
mechanical pumps and by flood spreading.
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The terraced land irrigated from the Jebel Marra streams is mainly used for growing
citrus, vegetables and wheat. Vegetables are often grown underneath a citrus crop. A
JMRDP survey showed the following distribution of crops in three Jebel Marra areas:

Number of fields in which planted
Citrus
57

Mango
20

Guava
1

Garlic
14

Potatoes
19

Onions
56

Etc.
16

In low lying areas, or close to the wadis, farmers can dig temporary wells each year. These
narrow wells are unlined or lined with millet stalks. They yield water fairly slowly and as the
dry season continues the water table drops and the well has to be deepened regularly. The
well may even collapse during the dry season and have to be dug again. Flooding during
the next rainy season usually sees the well filled in by silt.
To raise water farmers either use an ordinary rope with a bucket or leather water bag,
or they use a Shadouf. This is a pole mounted on a pivot with a bucket at one end and a
counter weight at the other. The balance of the pole and counter weight make it easy to
raise the full bucket. The area irrigated using a Shadouf is usually very small: 800 m2 on
average in one JMRDP survey. The water is applied to tiny basins around 1.4 m2 each. To
justify installing a mechanical pump, a more permanent well is usually necessary, either
brick, or more rarely, wood-lined. In order to avoid their silting up in the way the Shadouf
wells do, these are sited higher up, usually in the banks of the wadis. Pumps driven by
Lister diesels using a belt are the most common. Despite their large structure, these wells
are also low yielding and it is often not possible to use the full capacity of the pump. It has to
be switched off for long periods to allow the well to recharge. The average area irrigated
from one well recorded by JMRDP in 1984/85 was between 2.2 and 2.6 hectares. The
pumps were operated by groups of farmers, each of whom farmed a part of the land
irrigated. The water is applied on larger basins than with the Shadouf: between 15-20 m 2.
As the Shadouf produces very little water the crop has to be irrigated often. Onions,
for example, are watered once a week. With the diesel pumps the crop is watered less often
but more heavily, once every 10-14 days. This means that onions, to take the commonest
crop as an example, are irrigated around six times altogether from a diesel pump or twelve
from a Shadouf.
In the 1984/85 JMRDP survey (JMRDP, 1985: Annex II) covering mostly pump
farmers, but also some Shadoufs, the percentage of plots planted to each crop was as
follows:
%
40
22
3
4
11
4
4
1
2
5
4

Onions
Wheat
Chick Peas
Alfalfa
Okra
Tomatoes
Broad Beans
Potatoes
Sorghum
Chilli
Etc.

Gardens of fruit trees along the wadi banks are also commonly irrigated using diesel
diesel pumps on brick lines wells. The gardens of Nyala are the most striking example of
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this. Annual crops are often grown among the trees.
The last form of irrigation depends on exploiting the water of the temporary floods
during the rainy season. This is done in two ways. Where the wadi has levee banks higher
than the surrounding land, it is possible to divert the flood water into small channels cut in
the bank from where it flows into the field downstream. This is a difficult operation. If the
flood is too low then no water is obtained. If it is too high, or if the flow through the channel
is not carefully controlled, then there is a serious risk of the wadi bursting its banks. The
wadi Bulbul, near Tullus, has changed course several times because of this happening. If
successful, the water diverted is used for supplementary irrigation on tomatoes and chill is
grown during the rainy season.
The second way of using the flood water is found where it does escape from the
narrow defined wadi courses and floods a lower area of cracking clay. This soil absorbs
moisture which crops can take advantage of later. This falling flood technique is used to
grow a high yielding sorghum variety called Barbari. When the surface water has dried off
the flooded area the grasses that have grown up are cleared off, an operation called Tshub,
and deep holes are dug. Sorghum plants, which have been sown on sandy soils earlier, are
transplanted into the holes which are then filled with water to give the plant a start. That
apart, the crop depends entirely on the residual moisture in the clay to see it through to
maturity well into the dry season. This winter sorghum crop is reported to have been introduced relatively recently to Darfur from the area round Lake Chad where a similar
technique is used. Its use has certainly become more widespread since the mid-1970's
when it was first identified and it is now used wherever there is suitable land along the line
of the Wadi Bulbul and Wadi Ibra between Tullus and Buram in Southern District.

FARM INPUTS AND COSTS
Rainfed farming in Darfur may be described as an extreme form of extensive low input, low
output agriculture. Land is still to all interests and purposes free and the only tool which is
absolutely essential is a hoe which costs £S 2 at most. Even the labour effort required is low
compared to other traditional systems. Yields are poor but farming remains surprisingly
profitable simply because the cost is so low.
The labour available is what determines how much land can be cropped and the
management of labour is therefore the key to the farming system. Table 4.10 sets out the
average per hectare labour input for each of the three major crops and the average total
household labour input by operations in the WSDC and JMRDP areas.
These averages summarise a very variable situation where the labour inputs are
different not only between one area and another but even between one farmer and the next.
Generally the larger the farmer's holding, the less labour he uses per hectare. This may be
because his soils are particularly poor and so he does best to have a large area but not put
too much effort into it, or it may be because he is hiring labour and therefore tends to
economise. It should also be noted that the surveys recorded all individuals working as
'
mandays ' even where it was women or children. To the extent that hired labour was mostly
men, they may have worked quicker than family labour.
The figures are likely to be overestimated in that the input was recorded in whole
days. Any jobs which took less than a day were implicitly rounded up. On the other hand
there are a range of extra jobs, such as replanting, preparing threshing floors etc. Many of
the fields are some miles from the settlement so considerable time for walking to work and
fetching water is also required but not shown in the estimates. These factors tend to
balance out the overestimation and the Table therefore gives a reasonable picture of the
general requirements.
Table 4.10 shows how the groundnut crop requires considerably more effort than the
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grain crops while sorghum needs more than millet. Most importantly the extra effort for
groundnuts falls in the early operations; pre-cultivation and planting. This heightens the
clash with the weeding task on the grain crops. The very low input for planting millet
highlights this crops’ particular advantage, the fact that large areas can be planted rapidly.
Of the total per household average labour input, 177 days, or 69 per cent, are taken
up by peak period operations, i.e. pre-cultivation, planting and weeding: 49 per cent by
weeding alone (WSDC Area). If it is assumed that the peak period starts in mid-May and
lasts to the end of August - 15 weeks in all - then this would need 12 mandays per week
continuously through the period. The average family of 6.22 persons (WSDC area) should
have enough adult or adolescent members to match this requirement of two men per day for
six days a week but only just.

TABLE 4. 10 CROP LABOUR INPUTS
Per HA - WSDC - 1982

Before Sowing
Sowing
First Weeding
Second/Third weeding
Harvest
Cut Stalks
Thresh
Total

Millet
Man
days
0.94
4.74
18.33
13.85
12.25
NA
4.09
54.22

Sorghum
Man days

G'nuts
Man
days
15.34
17.18
6.25
19.89
19.31
NA
12.60
90.58

7.62
7.54
18.38
19.58
15.16
NA
7.22
75.44

Total Per Household
WSDC
Man
days
19.1
32.2
64.6
61.1
54.8
2.1
22.6
256.5

1982
%

JMRDP
Man days

1984
%

7.4
12.6
25.2
23.8
21.4
0.8
8.8
100.0

27.2
37.1
60.0
31.9
22.4
NA
14.7
193.2

14.1
19.2
31.1
16.5
11.6
7.6
100.1

Source: WSDC, 1983 Farmer Survey Report; JMRDP, 1985: Annex ll. Figures adjusted and multiplied up from
average per hectare for all crops combined to family equipment on farm size of 1.7 hectare.

In point of fact, many rely on support from hired labour. In some areas, most notably
the Ma'aliya part of East District, South Darfur, this has developed into what can only be
described as commercial traditional agriculture where over 70 per cent of the total labour
input is hired. More generally, 31 per cent was hired in the WSDC area in 1982. More recent
data from the JMRDP shows 12 per cent hired in 1984, a particularly bad year when the
proportion hired would be expected to be low. However it is also likely that the proportion
hired in the north-west area is less than in the south-ast in any year.
Hired labour is normally paid piece rate: the labourer is paid so much per
makhammas, the local unit of area, for field activities; planting, weeding and harvesting.
Threshing is usually paid in kind at one or two malwah, a volume measure, per sack for
grain. One malwah is approximately one thirtieth of a sack. For knocking ground-nuts off the
plants and bagging them, a cash rate per sack is paid. Various combinations of these rates
are possible. It is, for example, quite common to pay a combined rate in kind for both
harvesting and threshing grain. In almost all cases the farmer is required to feed his
labourers as well.
Previous studies have made much of the institution of nafir under which a farmer calls
in a group of his neighbours to help him with one of his farm tasks. He feeds them and is
naturally expected to work on his neighbour’s nafir in return. Attractive as this picture of
social cooperation may seem, the sad fact is that nafir is now very unimportant. Little over 1
per cent of the total labour input in the WSDC area and only 3.7 per cent in the JMRDP
area. The one exception is the upper mountain areas of Jebel Mara itself where nafir is still
common. It appears that these apart, the small remainder is principally a form of social
welfare. If a farmer is sick, or just too old to manage a particular task, other members of his
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family organise a nafir to help him out. Otherwise everyone fends for themselves.
As already mentioned in Chapter 3, the decline of nafir is the result of an increasingly
commercial economy and wider opportunities for profitable employment. Working for ones
neighbours for free no longer seems attractive even if they return the favour. At the same
time farmers complain that just to feed in nafir turns out more expensive than hiring labour in
the first place.
Another labour arrangement which is common, possibly increasingly so, is Sharakah.
This may be translated as sharecropping. But it does not take the same form as
sharecropping in other countries, where the usual arrangement is for the owner of the land
to lease his land out to a sharecropper in return for a portion of the crop. In Darfur, where
land is freely available, it is not that which the 'landlord' offers but rather food or credit. In
return for a stipulated quantity of grain per month and other foodstuffs the sharecropper
carries out all the farmwork and, in effect, manages the crop. At the harvest the crop is
divided equally after the deduction of any expenses. It is also common for the 'landlord' to
allow the 'sharecropper' credit at his shop for household purchases. The bill for this is then
deducted from the latter’s share of the harvest. To emphasise that the 'landlords'
contribution is food and credit, not land, it is possible to find sharecroppers who are farming
their own land. Someone else is paying their living expenses in return for a share of the crop
and the share appears to be the same regardless of whose land is farmed.
However both nafir and sharakah are exceptions. Straightforward payment plus food
is the norm. Table 4.11 shows the normal rates for the main field operations in 1981, 1982
and 1983 as recorded in the WSDC survey. The rates shown are per hectare but these
have been converted from the actual per makhammas figure (at one makhammas : 0.55
hectare).

TABLE 4. 11 AGRICULTURAL HIRE RATES
£S PER HECTARE

Pre cultivation
Plant
1st Weed
2nd Weed
Harvest

1981
NA
3.80
26.30
18.70
10.30

Millet
1982
(28.27)
5.60
37.22
25.09
12.69

1983
(48.49)
6.62
47.05
26.62
11.80

Sorghum
1981
1982
NA
(39.58)
NA
5.64
NA
35.62
NA
25.67
NA
15.81

Groundnuts
1981
1982
27.64
29.09
18.91
19.38
NA
(43.64)
21.09
25.87
13.82
16.18

Source: WSDC-PMEU Farmer Survey, 1983 and unpublished data.

As has been mentioned, land for millet is not normally cultivated before planting, both
first and second weeding being done after. Conversely groundnuts are usually cultivated
with only one weeding after planting. Either strategy may be used for sorghum depending
on location and variety. Farmers do not therefore hire labour to preweed, first weed and
second weed, but rather hire either for preweed and second weed, or for first weed and
second weed. For this reason the less common option has been bracketed in Table 4.11 to
indicate that it is a cost to be substituted for the more common one, not added to it.
It is not possible to give a totally accurate figure for threshing payments because of
difficulties over clearly identifying the units in use. The most commonly reported figure was
two malwah per sack which is to say one fifteenth of the total production. For groundnuts the
average payment for Kashkash was 71 piastres per sack in 1982, up from 40 piastres in the
1981 season.
These rates convert into an equivalent daily wage as set out in Table 4.12; 1984
figures for the JMRDP area are also shown.
The rapid increases in the agricultural wage during the early 1980s, a period of poor
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rain and harvests, is a strong indication that labour is the scarce commodity and therefore
able to defend itself against inflation. The average annual increase in the cost of planting
between 1981 and 1984 was 35 per cent (WSDC millet 1981, to JMRDP, 1984) and the
increase was similar for the other activities. The daily wage for threshing grain showed a
particularly steep rise. This was because the payment is made in grain at a time when
market prices for grain were rising extremely rapidly. Although the famine of 1984 inevitably
knocked wages back, the relatively good rains of 1985 saw farmers already complaining
that there was not enough labour for the harvest.
Three main labour-use strategies may be identified: total reliance on family labour, a
family based operation with labour hired in to deal with peak weeding and threshing
requirement, and lastly full 'commercial' operation with hired labour responsible for the
whole season from planting through to threshing. In the latter case farmers may either hire
labour for each operation separately and keep the overall management under their own
control, or they may effectively hand management over to their labourers. This second
option often takes the form of Sharakah ('share cropping') rather than straight hire.
It is not uncommon for a farmer to run two strategies in parallel as it were. They may
manage one field, or one crop, directly with family labour only while using hired labour on a
second field. Table 4.13 sets out the percentage of those growing each of the three main
crops who followed each strategy for that crop in the WSDC 1982 survey.

TABLE 4. 12 AGRICULTURAL WAGES

Pre Cultivation
Plant
1st Weed
2nd Weed
Harvest
Threshing

DAILY EQUIVALENT (£S)
WSDC Area
Millet
Sorghum
1981
1982
1983
1982
0.78
1.18
1.40
0.74
1.32
1.86
2.44
1.46
1.21
1.72
1.92
1.29
0.71
1.01
0.96
1.03
0.62
2.87
NA
2.44

G’Nuts
1981
1982
1.52
1.56
0.99
1.13
1.05
1.25
0.62
0.82
0.43
0.84

JMRDP Area
All crops
1984
1.63
1.93
1.87
2.50
1.91
4.61

Source: WSDC–PMEU Farmer Survey, 1983, and unpublished data. MRDP–1985: Annex 11.

TABLE 4. 13 LABOUR COMBINATIONS FOR MAJOR CROPS
% FARMERS
Family
Qoz Ma'aliya
Qoz Habbaniya
Qoz Dango
Alluvium East
Alluvium West
Basement
ALL

23
28
28
40
43
37
33

Millet
Fam/
Hir
35
39
73
48
50
56
52

Hired
48
3
2
9

Sorghum
Family Fam/ Hired
Hir
36
27
27
(33)
(67)
(50)
(58)
67
22
9
80
13
7
39
35
4
57
27
6

Family
27
67
70
72
(40)
(62)
59

G’nuts
Fam/ Hired
Hir
30
39
33
22
4
22
2
(60)
(25)
26
10

Source: WSDC-PMEU Farmer Survey, 1982.
Notes: 1 Bracketed figures indicate samples too small to be meaningful.
2
Farmers using nafir labour, a small proportion, are not included in the above so the totals do not all add
up to 100 per cent.
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The Table shows that the majority of farmers use at least some hired labour on their
millet crop but that both sorghum and groundnuts are more often grown using family labour
only. This pattern emphasises how central millet is to the farming system. It is the crop into
which every effort is put, even if it means hiring labour. The other two crops, by contrast,
offer the opportunity to absorb slack family labour once the big push for millet is over.
In this context it is worth noting that it is sometimes the female members of the
household who grow groundnuts. It appears to be the case that the husband is obliged to
provide the staple grain. While the wives are expected to assist him with the grain crop, they
are also free to crop a further area under their own control if they wish and have the time.
Groundnuts is a common choice for this extra plot even if the household head grows none.
The money earned from the ‘wife's plot' is for her to use as she likes.
An unanswered question is the source of the hired labour. There are five principal
possibilities: seasonal migrants from the South, especially Dinka, migrants from drought
affected areas to the North, members of the nomadic cattle herding community, members of
the urban community and members of the farming community itself who cannot finance their
own farm operations and so have to work for others on hire.
Seasonal migration by Dinka from the South has certainly been an important source of
hire labour in the eastern half of the WSP area in the past. It does not appear to be so
important at present and has perhaps yet to recover from the disruption in relations between
the Rizeiqat and Dinka tribes in the late 1970s.
Long-term migration from the north and west has been running at high levels for
several years. It seems that the migrants often establish themselves in stages. The first
stage is farming for hire. It is likely that these are the major source of hire labour.
Nomadic cattle herders would naturally be passing through the cultivation areas early
in the cropping season. They may take advantage of this to earn money by working for hire
as they move. It is also possible that the very large urban population of Nyala and the
relatively large one of AI Da' in provide a reservoir of seasonal labour for cropping.
The farming community itself might also provide its own hired labour if there were
some groups too poor to finance independent cropping for themselves. Such groups might
include younger men trying to build up money to establish themselves and other, poorer
members such as divorced women. However, the evidence appears to be against this
possibility. Respondents to the survey were specifically asked if any household members
had done agricultural work for hire and very few had done so.
With labour being by far the most important farm input, and with hired labour still only
meeting at most 30 per cent of the requirement, it might be expected that there would be a
close relationship between family size, which determines how much labour is available, and
the area cropped. Since land is freely available it would seem theoretically highly likely that
the family cycle would determine the household's cropping. Young, newly married couples
would farm small areas but once their children were old enough to work the farm would
expand. Then when the children themselves married they would leave the household and
the cropped area would decrease once more.
In fact the link between family and farm size is only strong in the JMRDP area. There
the `high positive correlation (r = 0.80) between tilled area and man equivalents available to
a household support the hypothesis that holding size is limited largely by the supply of hand
labour available.' (JMRDP, 1982: Annex II.) In the WSDC area, however, the correlation
between household size and cropped area is lower (r = 0.23) (WSDC, PMEU Farmer
Survey, 1983).
It may be that the WSDC correlation would be greater if the household size were
adjusted into man equivalents. However the greater use of hired labour in the WSDC area is
probably the major reason for the weaker link between family and farm sizes. By hiring
labour, farmers can crop more than their family resources would allow. Another reason
appears to be the greater importance of livestock. Statistically there is a clear three-way link
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between household size, farm area and cattle herd size: larger households have larger
herds as well as larger farms. Naturally this implies that they have to split their greater
labour resources between cropping and herding and hence they cannot achieve so great an
increase the cropped area.
The relationship between the household's development cycle and the farm size is
complicated. Because extended family relationships are important, households often include
relatives from outside the immediate family. Young couples often remain members of their
respective parents' households long after marriage and even the birth of their first children.
As a result there is no marked link between the age of the household head and the farm
size.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
Apart from labour the only other things needed for farming are the tools and the seed. The
tools and equipment are so simple and so cheap that their cost is almost insignificant. The
most important of them are as follows:

Tawriah
Hashshashah/Jarrayah
Kadanqa
Fa's
Tikdim
Sacks/Raikas/Sawsal
Madaqq

Short handled hoe/pick for digging.
Push hoe with broad crescent shaped blade.
Long handled small headed hoe for digging seeding holes.
Axe.
Small blade set in a wooden handle for cutting grain heads.
A raika or sawsal is a clay lined wicker basket
used for storing grain but sacks are now the more common.
Threshing flail made of a heavy wooden block on a long
handle which is used for beating the grain.

With the exception of the madaqq, all the tools have a steel blade and a wooden handle.
The blades are forged in the local market towns out of old car springs. They can, with
resharpening, last five or six years.
The larger ones, the hoes and the axe, cost around £S 2 each while the tikdim costs
less than a pound. It is not essential to own all of them. As threshing is often done by hired
labour, the madaqq is less common with farmers. The short handle and digging hoe, the
push hoe and the axe are the only ones owned by the majority. The total annual cost of
tools is therefore as little as £S 10.
Sacks, on the other hand, are expensive and rather more perishable. Substantial
quantities have to be imported to Darfur each year and they cost as much as £S 2 each in
rural markets. For a farmer who sells a significant proportion of his crop this can be an
important cost. Seed is only a major input cost for groundnuts because of the high seed
rate.

CROP YIELDS
Table 4.14 sets out the average yields for the three major crops in both WSDC and JMRDP
areas between 1981 and 1983:
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TABLE 4. 14 CROP YIELDS
Kg/HECTARE
Millet
1981
1982
1983

WSDC
388
375
226

Sorghum
JMRDP
1,011
1,000
590

WSDC
543
666
373

JMRDP
913
1,602
1,312

G'Nuts
WSDC
778
668
456

Sources: WSDC-PMEU Farmer Survey, 1983 and unpublished data; JMRDP, 1982-1985: Annex 11.
Notes: ' WSDC estimates: farmers reported total yields in sacks = reported area in makhammas.
One makhammas = 0.55 ha, one sack grain = 90 kg, one sack. Groundnuts = 45 kg.
2
JMRDP estimates Mean of sample crop cutting results and farmer estimates in sacks.
One sack of millet = 100 kg. One sack of sorghum = 90 kg.

The JMRDP sorghum yield for 1981, which is lower than in later years, appears to
reflect a peculiarity of that year's sample. That apart, the results do show a relatively steady
yield for all crops in 1981 and 1982, with a marked decline in 1983. This is consistent with
the general rainfall pattern for the three years. Although the annual total for 1983 was higher
than 1982, in many places the distribution was particularly bad with an abrupt cut off in midSeptember. The eastern district of the region had a particularly bad year.
Accurate yield estimation is especially difficult in a highly variable environment like
Darfur. In almost all surveys the coefficient of variation for yield was between 50 and 90 per
cent. Nevertheless the figures in Table 4.14 represent the results of two separate series of
surveys carried out by different organisations each with a new sample of farmers every
year. They therefore have a wide coverage and show a reasonably consistent picture. It
should however be noted that because the sack conversion factor used for millet in WSDC
is only 90 kg against 100 kg in JMRDP, the WSDC estimate may therefore be 10 per cent
underestimated relative to JMRDP. In actual fact it is believed that a sack of millet weights
105-110 kg and even sorghum is close to 100 so all the figures are somewhat
underestimated.

CROP GROSS MARGINS
Table 4.15 shows partial budgets and gross margins for the three main crops in the WSDC
area between 1981-1983.
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TABLE 4. 15 CROP GROSS MARGINS
PER HECTARE
Millet
1982

Sorghum
1982

Costs
Cultivation (Murr)
Plant (Tirab)
First Weed (Murr)
Second Weed (Jankab)
Harvest (Qati'/Qal i')
Thresh (Daqq/Kashkash)
Total Labour Cost

5.60
37.22
25.89
12.69
11.16
92.56

5.64
35.62
25.67
15.91
15.00
97.84

25.87
16.18
10.50
101.02

Seed Rate kg/ha
Seed Price £S/kg
Seed Cost

8.60
.44
3.78

16.00
.33
5.28

85.00
.31
26.35

Total Cost

96.34

103.12

127.37

375.00
165.00

666.00
219.78

668.00
207.08

68.66

116.66

79.71

Yield kg/ha
Value of Output £S
Gross Margin

Groundnuts
1982
29.09
19.38

Source: WSDC unpublished data.

The gross margins are calculated using market rates for the labour cost. For the
household using family labour, the total return to a hectare of crop would be the Gross
Margin, plus the Total Labour Cost which would represent the reward for their labour: £S
161.22 for millet on the figures in the table. This divided by the total per hectare labour input
of 54.22 man days (Table 4.10) would give a return of £S 2.97 per man day, sufficient
indication of the high rewards achievable in qoz cropping and indeed in farming in Darfur
generally.
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CHAPTER 5
LIVESTOCK AND RANGE
Darfur is the Sudan's most important livestock production area. In the National Livestock
Census, the January 1977 livestock populations for Darfur, Northern Sudan and Sudan as a
whole were as follows:

LIVESTOCK POPULATION - 1977
Cattle
Head
S.Darfur
N. Darfur
Darfur Total
N. Sudan
All Sudan

%

Sheep
Head

%

Goats
Head

%

Camels
Head
%

2,735,360
908,024
3,643,384

17.1
5.7
22.8

1,232,024
1,409,625
2,641,649

7.6
8.7
16.3

1,117,220
1,229,441
2,346,661

10.2
11.2
21.4

142,083
226,109
368,192

5.8
9.2
15.0

10.224,693
15,965,290

64.0
100.0

12,869,381
16,232,481

79.3
100.0

8.811,925
10,969,148

80.3
100.0

2,213,149
2,449,994

90.3
100.0

The Darfur cattle herd was nearly twice the size of any other province and only
Kordofan had anything approaching the same number of goats. Kordofan was also more
important for camels, and both Kordofan and White Nile for sheep, but Darfur was still an
important producer of both of these classes. Relatively little livestock is marketed out of
Southern Sudan so Darfur's contribution to the marketed surplus is all the greater.
Because so much of the livestock migrates from one area to the next as the seasons
go round it is difficult to assess completely the importance of the different ecological zones
for livestock. The only regional coverage comes from the aerial survey of the National
Livestock Census. This was carried out at one season of the year, in this case between
November 1976 and January 1977 (VRA/RMR,1977). Nevertheless the distribution
recorded in the survey, which is shown in Table 5.1, indicates that relatively few zones are
dominant. Around 60 per cent of all four major livestock classes were recorded in only three
of them: the basement complex (zone 03), the qoz (zone 11) and the baggara alluvium
(zone 41).
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TABLE 5. 1 LIVESTOCK POPULATION AND DENSITY (PER KM2) BY ECOLOGICAL ZONE
SUDAN NATIONAL LIVESTOCK CENSUS - 1977

01 - Steep Mountains
03 - Basement Complex
05 - Basement Valleys
06 - S. Flood Plains
07 - Urn Ajaja Scheme
10 - Northern Desert
11 - Qoz
14 - Semi-Desert
17 - Jebel Meidob
18 - Berti/Tagabo Hills
19 - Wadi Howar
33 - N.W. Basement
34 - N.W. Sandstone
35 - N. Basement
36 - Gizu
37 - Bahr al Arab
39 - Regaba Alluvium
41 - Baggara Alluvium
42 - Qoz/Alluvium Transition
43 - Wadi Bulbul etc.
Total
South Darfur
North Darfur

Head
149,591
1,514,731
112,421
96,066
38,516

Cattle
%
4.1
41.6
3.1
2.6
1.1

Density
12.6
20.5
23.8
8.3
88.3

455,694
52,554

12.5
1.4

4.0
1.2

18,372
40,726
55,850
97,610
2,523

0.5
1.1
1.5
2.7
0.1

1.1
1.5
12.7
32.9
0.5

155,272
151,457
499,516
31,696
147,551
3,642,442
2,735,366
907,076

4.3
4.2
13.7
0.9
4.0
100.0
75.1
24.9

59.8
12.1
29.3
6.6
57.2
7.4
16.2
2.8

Sheep
Head
%
86,423
3.3
931,193
35.2
61,501
2.3
-

742,661
48,651
38,231
119,492
148,663
51,464
7,386
90,402
16,736
53,715
78,581
86,924
59,830
18,720
2,641,554
1,232,023
1,409,531

28.1
1.8
1.4
4.5
5.6
2.0
0.3
3.4
0.6
2.0
3.0
3.3
2.3
0.7
100.0
46.6
53.4

Density
7.3
12.6
13.0
-

6.5
1.1
11.0
7.1
5.5
11.7
2.5
18.1
24.2
20.7
6.3
5.1
12.4
7.2
5.4
7.3
4.4

Goats
Head
%
79,779
3.4
736,084
31.8
86,212
3.7
88
0.0
384
0.0

Density
6.7
9.9
18.3
0.1
0.9

384,927
109,034
6,126
51,800
178,853
95,853
109,543
68,576

16.7
4.7
0.3
2.2
7.7
4.2
4.7
3.0

3.4
2.4
1.8
3.1
6.6
21.8
36.9
13.8

9,967
83,787
212,793
19,470
69,165
2,310,826
1,117,216
1,193,610

0.4
3.6
9.2
0.8
3.0
100.0
48.4
51.6

3.8
6.7
12.5
4.0
26.8
4.7
6.6
3.7

Camels
Head
%
31,747
8.6
91,932
25.0
1,144
0.3
30
5,209
107,081
33,328
2,590
7,250
16,237
6,322
11,719
2,593
6,548
6,890
2,019
26,244
4,560
3,497
368,182
142,084
226,098

0.0
1.4
29.1
9.0
0.7
2.0
4.4
1.7
3.2
0.7
1.8
1.9
0.6
7.1
1.2
1.0
100.0
38.6
61.4

Density
2.7
1.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.9
0.7
0.8
0.4
0.6
1.4
4.0
0.5
9.4
2.6
0.2
1.5
0.9
1.4
0.8
0.8
0.7

Note: Five zones had little (02, 13, 21) or no (15 and 16) livestock in them. The total number of cattle in the first 3 was 22,266 (0.6 per cent), sheep 981 (0.049 per cent),
goats 8,385 (0.4 per cent) and camels 1,242 (0.3 per cent). Most of these were in 02.
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The greater importance of South Darfur for cattle is not surprising. Indeed it is worth
emphasising the relatively substantial herd found even in the more arid northern province.
The importance of the other three classes in the south is more surprising: nearly 40 per cent
of camels, for example, a class for which North Darfur would seem more suited. The
conclusion is that the two provinces are much more similar than might appear. This goes
together with the fact that rather than the different classes of stock being found in different
ecological zones they are to a large degree all concentrated in the most favoured zones,
above all the basement complex, zone 3, where the greatest single proportion of all four
types is to be found.
Table 5.2 sets out the percentage of households owning livestock recorded in the
various surveys which have been carried out in Darfur.

TABLE 5. 2 PROPORTION OF HOUSEHOLDS OWNING LIVESTOCK IN DARFUR

1964/5
1976/7

1982
1983
1984
1984
1984

Sample Census of agriculture
National Livestock Census
S. Darfur
N. Darfur
WSDC Farmer Survey
WSDC Farmer Survey
WSDC Farmer Survey
JMRDP Farmer Survey
JMRDP Livestock Survey

Cattle
48.3
66.9
51.0
58.0
63.0
41.5
32.0
59.0

Per cent
Sheep
Goats
9.9
36.6
29.2
33.1
9.0
11.0
6.4
NA

74.7
70.3
52.0
58.0
59.1
62.0
NA

Camels
26.7
18.2
29.7
NA
NA
NA
18.0
NA

The variations from one survey to the next underline the way in which sample
selection can affect the results depending on whether concentrations of higher or lower
ownership happen to get selected. Nevertheless the results are largely consistent. They
underline the importance of cattle, in North as well as South Darfur, owned by a very
substantial proportion of the population, at least 50 per cent. Goats are owned by much the
same proportion but sheep and camels less widely so. Camels have different functions as
they may be kept for transport or for breeding and meat and milk production like cattle or
small stock. Percentage ownership can therefore be misleading as it does not distinguish
between households that own one animal as a beast of burden and those that manage
larger numbers as a producing herd.
Herd and flock sizes were not recorded in the earlier two surveys. Table 5.3 shows the
averages recorded in WSDC and JMRDP surveys. It is important to note that these are the
herds by ownership. As cattle owners often cooperate in herding, the number of animals
managed as one unit is often larger. The HTS surveys of the mid-1970s measured these
management units and they showed an average herd size of around 100 head in the
western half of the WSDC area in 1973 (HTS, 1974; HTS, 1976), that is about three times
the average ownership in the area. Other stock are more often managed individually but not
always. The larger herd size in the WSDC area, compared with JMRDP, highlights once
again the difference between the north and west and the south-east of the region.
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TABLE 5. 3 AVERAGE NUMBER OF ANIMALS OWNED
Cattle

Sheep

Goats

WSDC Area
Farmer Survey - 1982
Farmer Survey - 1983
Farmer Survey - 1984
Nomad' Survey - 1984

22.7
30.1
25.9
82.9

29.1
34.4
20.4
63.6

11.3
10.8
12.0
23.0

JMRDP Area
1984 Farmer Survey
1984 Livestock Survey

4.2
9.1

NA

6.71

NA

Notes: 1 JMRDP Farmer Survey recorded "small stock" ie sheep as one case

It is probably futile to try to estimate livestock numbers in Darfur too accurately. Many
attempts have been made in different surveys. While the 1976/77 Aerial Census provides a
relatively reliable base even that can only be taken as an estimate. Many varied statements
have been made about the way the livestock population has been changing. Even if the
census was accurate the 1985 population depends as much on those changes as on the
early position.
Going back rather further, the classical description of the way livestock populations
have developed in Sudan suggests that, after rinderpest epidemics in the late 19th century
reduced population to a very low Ievel, there has been very rapid growth through most of
the 20th century. This meant that by the 1960s and 1970s the range was seriously
overstocked. This growth was attributed to increased security under the Condominium
which put an end to tribal disputes and to improvements in animal health culminating in the
JP15 Rinderpest Vaccination campaign of the early 1970s which put an end to that disease
for a while.
It seems likely that this description is too dramatic. It ignores the fact that pastoral
herding is relatively labour intense. An individual household can only manage a certain
number within its labour resources. The 20th century has seen a rapid expansion in crop
farming inside Darfur, and vastly improved opportunities for labour elsewhere in Sudan or
abroad. The proportion of labour devoted to livestock almost certainly decreased as a result.
Added to that is the fact that until the introduction of hafirs and boreholes the available
rangeland was already restricted by access to water. Because of this overstocking was
already an issue in 1935 (Gillespie, 1965). For all these reasons it seems unlikely that
growth in livestock populations exceeded that in the human population. It is more likely that
the average herd owned by each family is smaller than it used to be, that is to say that
livestock has expanded less rapidly than the human population.
The human population has been growing fast and the expansion in the cropped area
has cut back the available range, so this is not to argue that there has not been a very
significant increase in stocking. The densities shown in Table 5.1 are sufficient indication of
the pressure, however seasonal, in some parts of Darfur. The total herbivore biomass per
km 2 was calculated in the National Census to be 3,542 kg or 11.81 standard livestock units
(Isu) in South Darfur and 996 kg, 3.32 Isu, in the North. As averages these conceal the fact
that the better areas are more heavily stocked while others are of little use for grazing.
Surveys in the 1970s (HTS, 1974; HTS, 1976) estimated that a safe, sustainable,
stocking rate of one Isu to ten hectares (i.e. 10 Isu per km 2) in the better areas of South
Darfur would prevent further range degradation. They further estimated that stocking in the
area covered was about twice that in two of the most important zones for livestock, the
basement and the baggara alluvium (03 and 41). The stocking recorded by the National
Census is also above that recommended level: 15.7 Isu per km 2 in the basement in South
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Darfur and 21.0 on the baggara alluvium. Nevertheless it must be stressed that assessing
carrying capacities on range as extensive and varied as that of Darfur is an inexact science.
In particular, the variation in rainfall may be expected to effect large changes between one
year and the next. The HTS surveys were in fact carried out in rather poor years. It is also
impossible to calculate the actual stocking rate exactly given the way stock move around.
On the basis that overstocking and low rainfall have had a significant effect on the
range quality, it was argued that the hardier and more prolific classes of stock, above all
goats, were expanding at the expense of cattle. Survey results indicated that cattle herds
were declining and goat flocks expanding.
To sum up, these arguments led to the view that livestock production, above all cattle
production, were in long-term decline. Expansion in the first part of the century had put
excessive pressure on the range. Increasing population was directing range land to
cropping. Drought had only worsened an existing downward trend. The ever decreasing
performance of cattle herds would force more owners to turn to cropping instead and so the
process was self-reinforcing.
This view clearly has major policy implications. It suggests that overstocking must be
tackled if disastrous losses are to be avoided and that the livestock industry must somehow
be protected from the cultivators. The validity of this interpretation of the way Darfur is
developing is discussed further in Chapter 7. For the moment it is sufficient to say that there
is no particular reason to believe that the size and distribution of the Darfur livestock
population is greatly different from that in 1976/77, although the drought of 1982-84, the one
major change since that time, has undoubtedly resulted in significant destocking.

LIVESTOCK MANAGEMENT
Discussions of livestock management in Darfur, and in Sudan as a whole, have tended to
focus on nomadism and groups perceived to be nomads. This is unfortunate for two
reasons. First, it ignores the fact that the majority of the herd is now in the hands of farmers,
that is to say those whose interest in cropping is significant if not actually greater than their
interest in livestock. Second, it has led to comparisons between the performance of
‘nomadic' and ‘sedentary' herds. These comparisons appear to show that nomadic herds do
better, and that the nomads are consequently better herders. This in turn leads back to the
question of how best to develop the livestock industry given the developing pressures on
rangeland.
The claim that nomads are better managers of livestock rests on a misunderstanding
about efficiency. For this is not properly measured by the calving rate, said to be higher
among nomads, or by the mortality, said to be lower. It is measured by the return a
household gets to the effort it puts into managing its livestock. If, for example, the family is
heavily involved in cropping it may make perfect economic sense to neglect the livestock
somewhat in order to ensure that the crops are properly managed. The argument is
completely reversible. It would be equally wrong to criticise nomads for being bad farmers.
They too would merely be making a sensible decision to concentrate their effort on their
animals.
This should not be taken to show that farmers should not have livestock or that
nomads should not crop. Both sides benefit from being involved in the other's primary
activity. It helps to spread the risk of being over-dependent on one business. It fills in gaps
when the household's labour would otherwise be underemployed. It allows those with
access to good grazing resources but poor cropping resources to use both and vice versa.
But in truth the division between settled and nomad is largely false. There is a continuous
spectrum between those who are wholly dependent on cultivation and those wholly
dependent on livestock. Only a few are at either end of the spectrum. The majority are
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somewhere in the middle. WSDC ‘farmer' surveys show around 50 per cent owning cattle
while the ‘nomad' survey gave 69 per cent having crop land (WSDC–PMEU, 1983 Farmer
Survey; 1984 Nomad Survey).
Far from there being a division between livestock and cropping the two activities are
complementary. This can be overlooked because they are not integrated as they would be
on European farms where the cattle would be fed on crop residue and the crops fertilised
with manure. In fact most farmers prefer to keep their livestock well away from their fields
during the rainy season to avoid damage to the crops. They do graze over the stubble and
occasionally stall the herds on the field to create fertility but this is not common. Instead in
Darfur the complementarity between stock and crops lies in the seasonality of labour use
and of food supply. Crops require labour during the wet season to produce grain for the dry
season. Livestock needs labour, for watering, during the dry season but the breeding
animals come into milk during the wet season at a time when grain reserves are low. In
these two aspects the activities go very well together.
This is shown by the fact that as the cropped area increases so do the livestock
holdings. Table 5.4 shows the cropped area and livestock holding by household size for the
1983 WSDC survey. As an household gets bigger so it invests part of its extra labour in
farming and part in livestock: in short the larger the household, the larger both the cropped
area and the stock holdings.

TABLE 5. 4 CROP AREA AND LIVESTOCK HOLDINGS BY HOUSEHOLD SIZE
Household
Size

Number
Households

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9 - 10
11 - 12
>12

47
73
66
48
31
13
26

Crop
Area
(Ha)
6.63
6.10
8.76
9.34
8.89
11.65
11.47

Cattle
%
Owning
53.2
56.2
53.0
79.2
64.5
69.2
80.7

Av.
Herd
27
34
28
25
20
36
48

Sheep
%
Av.
Owning
Flock
10.6
16
16.4
32
6.1
7
14.6
59
3.2
20
15.4
70
15.4
32

Goats
%
Av.
Owning
Flock
40.4
8
56.2
13
59.1
7
68.8
7
61.3
14
69.2
13
65.4
20

Source: WSDC-PMEU Farmer Survey 1983.

While the majority of Darfur people are stock keepers as well as farmers, the balance
between each activity depends on their access to resources more suited to one or other and
also to market and other circumstances. It is possible to meet farmers now who have been
major livestock herders in the past and before that farmers, having changed as their
personal situation best suited them. Whole villages will state that their first reason for
moving to any area was cropping but good harvests allowed them to diversify into livestock.
The fact that true nomadism is not as important as is often believed does not mean that the
majority of herds are not moved quite long distances as the seasons go by. WSDC surveys
show that 55 per cent of cattle owning farmers trekked their herds at least some distance in
1982. In the JMRDP 1984 survey a slightly different question was put and revealed that 17
per cent of sedentary owned cattle were grazing some distance from the village at the time
of survey.
Almost all livestock movements are designed to get the herds into the basement
complex in the wet season and onto the low lying alluviums in the dry. There are several
reasons for this movement. First, the best grass is on the basement. To make maximum use
of this it is best to use it during the rains, the peak producing season. Second, the alluvium
is flooded during the wet. This makes it hard to live there for people as well as animals. The
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flies become a major pest and it is very difficult to move around. The lower valleys are
important for cropping in West Darfur so that is another reason for keeping out of them.
However the pattern is infinitely variable. Rainy season migration is a lot more flexible
than was previously thought. Migrations can no more be described in terms of lines of
movement but more in terms of a diffuse kaleidoscopic pattern (HTS, 1974). This was aptly
illustrated in the years 1982-84 when poor and scattered rains meant that the herders had to
greatly shorten their migration to the north. Many of them changed the direction as well.
During the dry season water is the most important factor. On the basement there are
no wells either deep or shallow and it is impossible to graze out of reach of a wadi or alluvial
plain in which wells can be dug. At the same time the grass on the alluvium which was not
grazed during the wet becomes available.
The other major ecological zone, the qoz, offers extensive but relatively poor quality
grazing. Because the soils are deficient the grasses are as well. Herders describe qoz
grazing as 'not salty'. In the dry season there is no water to be had except, expensively, at
boreholes. During the wet it appears that herders prefer to get their cattle into the better
basement grazing. Some herders state that the qoz is 'too cold' during the rains and the
cattle therefore find it difficult to rest and so do badly. This appears to be particularly true of
the western Qoz Dango where few cattle are kept. The eastern qoz, of the Ma'aliya and
Rizeigat, is more heavily stocked and the Qoz Habbaniya serves as a principal wet season
grazing area for some Habbaniya and Fellata.
Within this broad pattern there are many variations. There is, for example, a great deal
of movement early in the wet season in the opposite direction to the later main season trek
up onto the basement away from the rains. At that early period herders try to move towards
the rain called rushshash, or 'sprinkling', so as to capture the first green growth before
conditions become too wet. In the south-east this means that the herders move further
south to meet the approaching rains over the Bahr al Arab while in the west they move
down to the qoz. This early flush of growth is called Shawqara.
In North Darfur a similar special movement takes herders with camels and sheep
northwards after the rains to an area called the Gizu, where the cooler winter months
encourage plant growth on residual moisture.
Livestock owners suggest other reasons for the migrations, or at least other
advantages to making them. One important reason is that it breaks the cycle of tick
infestation in a area of intensive grazing if the cattle can be taken away to an area which is
not infested for a period. The movement onto the qoz in the west at the early rushshash is
said to serve this purpose. It is also suggested that grazing green grass on the qoz helps to
purge the animals of the 'dust' they have picked up from grazing the dry season range as
closely as possible. More generally it appears likely that moving from one ecological zone to
another helps to balance out the particular deficiencies of the grazing on each.
The extent to which any individual livestock owner takes part in the seasonal
migrations is infinitely variable. Some do not move at all, others merely cross the border
between one zone and another between seasons, while others will travel the breadth of
South Darfur from south of the Bahr al Arab and into North Darfur within a few months. The
same individuals may travel very different distances between one year and the next. The
extent of all the migrations is greatly curtailed by poor rains.
Although there is much to be learnt about the techniques of transhumance used in
Darfur, it appears that most herds move fairly rapidly between a series of loosely defined
holding areas where they spread out to graze. They do not spend the whole year in constant
motion. The most important holding areas are in the low lying areas where the wells provide
a focus for the dry season and in the north where the wet season grazing is concentrated to
a greater or lesser extent around the Rahads, or pools, holding water for the stock between
rainy periods.
The principal stock routes, or moraheel, are defined by custom, and latterly enshrined
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in local government orders. They are supposed to be 40 ropes or 120 metres wide.
Cultivators are required not to crop the moraheel. Each main route has many subsidiaries
branching off it or running parallel and although the individual herder will usually stay within
the complex attached to one main route he will use any one of the many branches
according to circumstances. There is no formal attachment of routes to any one group and
nothing to stop a herder moving from one to another. It is not unusual for a Bani Halba
herder, for example, to have taken his cattle north-west towards Chad at one period in his
career and south towards the Qoz Dango at another. This particular individual in fact then
gave up migrating with his cattle altogether.
The way in which differing environmental endowments affect the management of
livestock and the migration pattern in particular can be illustrated from WSDC survey data.
Table 5.5 summarises the percentage ownership, herd size and other cattle management
features for six separate land systems in the project area. A land system is equivalent to an
ecological zone or a subdivision of one.

TABLE 5. 5 CATTLE MANAGEMENT FEATURES

Land System
'
Qoz Ma aliya
Qoz Habbaniya
Qoz Dango
Alluvium E
Alluvium W
Basement

WSDC Area - 1982
Av. Herd Size
% Hiring Herders
24.8
47.5
25.8
66.7
29.2
63.6
25.0
26.0
31.8
21.7
30.8
21.4

% Owning
68
45
46
75
49
52

All

60

26.9

37.2

% Trekking
52.5
73.3
95.4
36.4
78.3
50.2
55.2

Source: WSD-PMEU Farmer Survey 1983.

In areas where the percentage ownership is high, Qoz Ma'aliya, Alluvium E. and the
basement, cattle owners are less likely to hire herders and less likely to trek their livestock.
By contrast the average herd size varies very little between land systems. This shows that
where the area is less suited to cattle, owners have to send their stock away for part of the
year. In order to do this without neglecting their crops they hire herders. Table 5.6
summarises further data from the WSDC survey showing how the differing management
patterns affect herd performance.

TABLE 5. 6 HERD PARAMETERS BY MANAGEMENT CATEGORY
Hired Herders

Family Herders

N

Herd
Size

% Adult
Female

Calf
%

Transhumant

42

45.57

40

44

65 32.06

40

54 107 37.36

40

51

Sedentary

29

26.17

47

65

44 17.98

42

61

84 20.81

44

63

All

71

37.64

42

54

120 25.61

41

58 191 30.08

41

56
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Herd
Size

All
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% Adult Calf N
Female %

Herd % Adult Calf %
Size Female

The conclusions from these figures are simple but important:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The larger the herd the more likely it is to be transhumant.
The larger the herd the more likely it is that herders will be hired.
The percentage of breeding females is higher in 'sedentary' herds.
The calving percentage is higher in 'sedentary' herds.

The last conclusion is surprising. All previous studies indicated that nomadic herds were
more productive than sedentary ones: 65 per cent calving rate as against 39 per cent in the
SDLUP Study, 50 per cent against 38 per cent in the Savanna Phase II Survey (HTS 1974;
HTS, 1976). On the other hand all three studies show a higher percentage of breeding
females in sedentary herds.

TABLE 5. 7 BREEDING FEMALES (PER CENT OF TOTAL HERD)

SDLUP - Study Herds
Savanna Phase II
PMEU 1983

Sedentary
51
45
44

Nomadic/Transhumant
46
42
40

The likely explanation of this pattern is that the owners of smaller herds are more
interested in milk production than raising calves to maturity for cash sale.
The management of cattle, and other livestock, is highly seasonal not merely because
of the migrations but also because their needs in the dry season are very different from
those in the wet. The majority of calves are born in the late dry and early wet season: 77 per
cent born between March and June in 1973 (HTS, 1974). This means that the herds enter
the rains with a large proportion of females in milk with calves at foot. The management of
these is the most important activity during the rains. During the dry season watering the
herd and finding adequate grazing near to water becomes the sole preoccupation.
The people of Darfur think in terms of four seasons:
Kharif
Darat
Sayf
Rushshash

The rainy season. Approximately four months from mid-June.
The cool dry season. The time for harvesting. Three months to mid-January.
The hot dry season. To mid-May.
'
The early rains or showers' season. Some herds go south to meet the rains.
One month.

Because these seasons are defined in terms of the weather, which is after all what matters
to the farmers and herders, they are variable in length. The Kharif can be long or short, early
or late, and so can all the others.
As already indicated, cattle owners will vary the way they manage their breeding herd
depending on their requirements. The balance to be struck is between milk and calves. A
household that requires milk will tend to allow the calves less. This inevitably affects their
development and this single fact probably has most to do with the perceived 'better performance' of nomadic herds. As they are larger the quantity of milk available is greater, and
less is needed to give to neighbours or labourers, so the calves do better.
European cattle farmers, who require more milk and not calves, will usually kill or sell
the calves almost immediately. The zebu type to which all Sudanese cattle belong will not
accept this. The female will not let down the milk except in the presence of the calf. In order
to prevent them taking all the milk calves are restrained shortly after birth. When the herd
goes out to graze they are kept in the village or sent to graze separately. They are only
allowed access to the mother at milking time in the morning and evening. Even then the
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number of teats they are allowed to suckle is gradually reduced.
As shown, it appears that those with smaller herds put more importance on milk. They
rarely allow the calves free access to milk. Only if a calf is felt to be of particularly high
quality will it be left to run with its mother and take all the milk it wants. Given the very
seasonal calving and the poor grazing during the dry season milk supply is also very
seasonal. Off-season calves are therefore particularly likely to do badly.
Sales, too, are seasonal. By far the larger proportion of cattle are sold during the
Kharif wet season. This is partly because the herds are at the north of their seasonal round
and so near to the larger markets. More importantly, there is only a limited period during
which it is possible to trek cattle out to the east, Darfur's major market. There is only enough
rangeland and water between Darfur and Khartoum during the late wet and early dry
seasons. If they are to avoid having to keep their purchases expensively for nearly a year,
traders must buy at the beginning of the rains.
Once the wet season comes to an end and once the harvest is complete, keeping the
livestock watered and fed becomes the dominant preoccupation for all. The burden of this
task is considerable. Each livestock owner has to decide how far south he can afford to go.
If he goes too far it will become difficult to get north in time to prepare the farmland. If he
does not go far enough, or if he delays his departure, he may be trapped in an area of
rapidly diminishing grazing with no way of escaping because the wells on the way south
have dried up and the forage been burnt or grazed off.
Borehole water is expensive and there is a serious risk of breakdown cutting the herd
off at a crucial moment. Most herders therefore prefer to establish themselves near a
shallow wellfield (Ar. Idd). Table 5.8a shows the distribution of herders in the WSDC Nomad
Survey by their use of the various different water sources at different seasons. Table 5.8b
shows the same for the Farmer Survey.

TABLE 5. 8a DISTRIBUTION OF HERDERS: NOMAD SURVEY 1984

Kharif
Darat
Sayf
Rushshash

W/yard
2
12
4

Sani
3
-

Idd
1
48
5

Hafir
1
-

Rahad
72
72
1
64

Bahr
10
-

TABLE 5.8b DISTRIBUTION OF HERDERS: FARMER SURVEY 1984

Kharif
Darat
Sayf
Rushshash

W/yard
4
17
51
10

Sani
4
9
3

Idd
1
14
75
5

Hafir
3
-

Rahad
126
93
4
118

Other/NA
3
4
2
2

Source: WSDC-PMEU Nomad Survey 1984 and unpublished data.

Table 5.8a shows how the majority manage to water their cattle mainly from standing
water in pools (Rahad) for three out of the four seasons. In the Sayf - dry - season however
they have to use shallow wells; in the Idd, permanent hand-dug wells, Sani, or pay for water
at the wateryard. Only those who settle around the Bahr al Arab are able to get at the
remaining standing pools in the bed of the watercourse. Table 5.8b only shows the principal
source for each season. Many of the herds will have used other categories occasionally on
their migrations.
A well field, or idd, is normally sited in a low lying area of alluvial soils, usually flooded
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during the wet season. Here the herders dig their wells at the beginning of the Sayf dry
season: January or February in the south of Darfur in 1984. The well is just wide enough for
a man to get down inside to dig it out, and it is rarely lined. A wooden framework may be
fixed round the top to prevent it collapsing and Dom palm leaves put in the bottom to
prevent the bucket picking up dirt. Besides each well one or more troughs or basins have to
be made for the cattle to drink from. This is done by raising a low rim made out of earth
about 30 cm high and then packing clay inside the rim by mixing it with water and trampling
it down with the bare feet. Sometimes cut down oil drums are used instead. In North Darfur,
and on the qoz where there is no clay to make basins, hollowed out tree trunks were the
traditional alternative.
Because the area floods during each wet season the wells fill. Transhumant families
return to the same well each summer but they have to dig it out each time. In the basement
areas even settled villagers depend on the idd. They use the same techniques unless they
have a more permanent brick lined well (Ar. Sani) which does not silt up. As the water table
sinks with the passing of the dry season so the herders have to keep deepening their well
nearly every day. In May 1984 the average depth in the southern areas of South Darfur was
5 metres, though the maximum recorded was 12 metres.
The water is drawn from the well usually with a soft leather dalu, or water bag, pulled
hand over hand with a fibre rope. The dalu has a wooden rim to keep it open. As water
seeps into the wells very slowly this soft bag is essential to scoop up the little that lies on the
bottom. Using the dalu the water is transferred to the trough. The stock are only brought in
to water when that is full. As the dry season goes on this becomes a slow and arduous task.
The wells are deep and the water comes very slowly. Herders even south of the Bahr al
Arab said they were working nearly 24 hours a day to raise enough water.
Digging the wells, making the basins and drawing the water are all sometimes done
for hire. In 1984 having a well dug cost on average £S 35 with an extra 4 or 5 pounds for
each basin. Labourers to raise the water cost £S 41 per month over 2-4 months. Just over
half the herders surveyed who use the idds paid for having their well dug, their water drawn
or both (WSDC-PMEU Nomad Survey, 1984).
The total cost of watering livestock in each of the four seasons on average for each
cattle owning household in the 1984 Farmer Survey was:
£S
1.90
10.23
37.43
1.86
51.42

Kharif
Darat
Sayf
Rushshash
All seasons

This included the purchase of water from boreholes and the hire of well diggers and
labourers to raise water where this occurred.
It has already been mentioned that owners often hire herders; 37 per cent of all
owners in the farmer surveys and between 40 and 50 per cent in the nomad survey.
(WSDC, op. cit). The hire of herders is only one of a number of ways in which households
try to balance the labour requirements of managing both a farm and livestock. Another
common approach is to hand the cattle over entirely to other owners who manage them as
part of their own herd. This arrangement takes place between members of different tribes as
well as within one tribe. The relationship between the Fellata, a more nomadic tribe from
Tullus, and the Gimr, a farming tribe from Katila nearby, rests on the Fellata herding Gimr
cattle. Similar arrangements are reported from the JMRDP area (JMRDP/HTS, April 1985).
One common technique is for the farmer or settled livestock owner to put his older and
sturdier stock, immature bulls and barren females, out to management with a transhumant
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owner for the dry season. He retains the cows with calves so that he has milk for the
household and so the young calves do not face the long trek.
The relationship is by no means always easy. If the herder happens to change his
migration pattern, the owner has no guarantee that he will ever come back. At the very least
owners tend to suspect that their stock are not well managed. Where the herders are hired
direct these problems do not arise because management control rests with the owner. The
hired man's job is merely to spend all day with the cattle and ensure that no harm befalls
them. As he needs people to cook for him and milk the cattle in season he will live with the
owner's family. If the herd has to move away from the village then some member of the
household will travel with him. Drawing water for the cattle during the dry season is a
separate job which is either done by the owner and his family or by other hired men.
Herding in this way is a job for young adolescent boys or occasionally girls. Children of
12 are considered old enough while girls of 16 are too close to marriage and therefore have
to stop. Table 5.9 shows the per cent distribution of herds by the category of herder.

TABLE 5. 9 HERD MANAGEMENT - WSDC AREA (HERDS BY HERDER)

Farmer Survey
Nomad Survey

Family Head
9
16

Son/Daughter
29
26

Other Relative
24
16

Hired
38
42

Source: WSDC (op. cit).

Among the group described as other relatives, brothers and sisters were the most
important. It seems likely that where cattle are herded by relatives this is under reciprocal
arrangements whereby one brother looks after the cattle while the other concentrates on
farming. Hired herders are often related as well.
The payment for herding is according to a standard customary arrangement. The
herder gets one madmun cow, between 12 and 18 months old, for 5 months herding, plus
food and clothing. Appropriately, specific provision is also made for footwear. The rate is
adjustable with a Jad', 18-24 months, for 6 months or a nearly mature cow for a year's work.
Some additional cash may be given as well and the money equivalent of the beast can also
be paid instead. Clearly payment in the form of young cattle nearing maturity is an important
way for young men to build up a herd early in life by working as a herder. Alternative
arrangements are found in the south-east of the region where Dinka work for the Rizeiqat.
They are always paid cash for herding.
Apart from water and grazing livestock owners’ other preoccupation is disease. The
most significant cattle diseases with their local names are:
'

Rinderpest
Black quarter
Haemorrhagic Septicaemia
Contagious Bovine Pleuro
Pneumonia
Anthrax
Trypanosomiasis
Foot and Mouth
Babeiosis
Tuberculosis
Internal Parasites

Jadari, Ta un, Abu Dimay'ah
Abu Zaqala
Abu Raqaba
'
Abu Qinayt, Abu Surda b
Huma Fahmiya
Umm Bojani
Abu Lisan
Bawl Dam (lit. blood urine)

Vaccines exist for the prevention of the first five of these while it is possible to both
protect against and treat trypanosomiasis. The veterinary department of the Government of
Sudan maintains a large staff in the region to carry out regular vaccination campaigns and
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to supply trypanocidal drugs, although the service has suffered from the general lack of
resources of late. Perhaps because of the fact that treatments exist, most attention has
been paid to these six diseases, in particular rinderpest and trypanosomiasis.
Rinderpest first made a major appearance in the great African epidemic of the late
19th century when Sudanese herds were devastated. Under the Condominium, first attempts
to control the disease by quarantine were followed by the introduction of vaccines. Effective
tissue vaccine was first used in 1935 but only to control any outbreaks and so 'iron out' the
effect on cattle populations. The first pilot mass vaccination was carried out in Darfur in
1947 under direct payment. It proved so popular that the service was quickly extended to
other parts of Sudan.
In the 1970s the JP15 campaign of mass vaccination, which included several
neighbouring countries as well as Sudan, effectively eradicated the disease for some years.
However, increasing disturbances in those neighbouring countries and Sudan's own
shortages meant that vaccination cover was reduced. Rinderpest reappeared in 1983 and
although an emergency campaign halted it fairly rapidly the risk of the infection moving
between Sudan and the neighbouring countries looks likely to continue.
It has proved difficult to judge the severity of the problem caused by trypanosomiasis.
An early survey in 1971 stated that `the overall incidence of trypanosomiasis in the southern
Darfur cattle population was particularly low, 0.95 per cent' (HTS, 1974). On the other hand
herds which move south of the Bahr al Arab to meet the rushshash rains do come into
contact with tsetse and some catch the disease.
Table 5.10 sets out the causes to which owners attributed their cattle losses in the
various WSDC surveys and in the Herd/Disease survey carried out as part of the National
Livestock Census. The WSDC figures for the early 1980s show that relatively few owners
attributed losses to trypanosomiasis. Even those may be exaggerated in that Umm Bojani or
trypanosomiasis infection is invariably blamed for chronic ill thrift by the livestock owners'
(HTS, 1974). That ill thrift is more commonly caused by very heavy infestation with internal
parasites. On the other hand the National Census figures show tryponosomiasis as being
rather more important.

TABLE 5. 10 CAUSES OF CATTLE MORTALITY

Starvation
Thirst
Diarrhoea
Rinderpest
Foot and Mouth
Trypanosomiasis
Anthrax
CBPP
Blackquarter
H. Septicaemia
Babeiosis
Ticks
Flies/Insects
Etc.

WSDC 1983
Farmers
31.4
12.1
0.3
0.4
0.08
6.7
17.2
9.6
22.0

Per Cent Reporting
WSDC 1984
Livestock Census 1976
Nomads Farmers
S. Darfur
N. Darfur
7.6
16.5
12.0
18.6

35.7
9.6
20.4
26.7

1.4
35.1
3.2
5.7
3.4
13.8
20.9

11.1
0.8
20.9
5.4
4.2
0.8
0.8
3.4
40.6

0.6
22.8
47.5
10.5

Sources: WSDC (ops. cit and unpublished data) Census (VRA/RMR, 1977. Vol.27).
Notes: 1 Some diseases marked as blank in the WSDC surveys are concealed in the 'Etc' category but in small numbers.
2
Babeiosis is taken to be what is meant by Bawl Dam reported in WSDC surveys.
3
Among a wide variety of other cases of loss recorded in the 1984 Farmer Survey were lions (1.1 per cent), Hyena (1.7
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per cent), Waram or swelling (2.3 per cent), Tasamum or poisoning (1.4 per cent) and such oddities as 'fell in well',
'herder hit it' and `vaccination' (sic).
4
In the 1984 Farmer Survey one very large loss of 150 head was attributed to `Abu Zagaalah' or Blackquarter. This has
been excluded in calculating the percentage as one case would distort the result.

One point a comparison of the 'Nomad' and 'Farmer' results makes is that those who do take
their herds to the south for better water and grazing are in effect trading off the risk of
starvation or drought they would face if they did not move, against the risk of
trypanosomiasis. In a dry year the former risk is greater but in a wet one the tsetse fly
breeds more rapidly and so the second risk increases. It may be that the higher reported
incidence of tsetse in 1976 reflects greater rainfall at that period.
However this may be, the fact remains that the greatest single factor contributing to
cattle mortality is the general debility consequent on poor grazing, lack of water and heavy
parasite infestation. This is described by the local word tayy, interpreted as starvation in the
table but more accurately translated as 'debility'. Mortality is highest among very young
animals and among those newly weaned and left to fend for themselves. Although the
animals are under greatest stress during the dry season, most actual deaths are reported at
the beginning of the rains, in the short rushshash season. This appears to result from the
stock being unable to withstand the very rapid change from famine to plenty. Young calves
are particularly susceptible.
There is a deal of local lore on animal health. This includes knowing the plants which
are poisonous if the stock is allowed to graze them. The commonest traditional treatment is
cauterisation. In the National Census Survey this was reported to have been applied to very
different conditions from trypanosomiasis to a broken leg. Various preparations of local
plants were also used as drenches or externally, while more bizarre cures include burnt
tortoise meat and porcupine meat.

CATTLE HERD STRUCTURES
It has been well established that cattle management practices in Darfur are economically
rational. There is little or no social value put on cattle ownership which prevents herders
from selling their animals at the optimum time. This was clearly demonstrated in the 1974
study which showed that herd structures were wholly as would be expected under economic
management. There was no excess of mature bulls and the proportion of the herd in each
age and sex class was such as to ensure that continuance of the necessary stock of
breeding females while male calves were held until they had reached the optimum weight
for sale (HTS, 1974). Subsequent studies have merely confirmed this.
Herders use the following terms to indicate an animals age:

Maslab
Hawli
Madmun
c
Jad
Tani
Rabala
Fatihah
Kilaali

Age
Up to 6 months
6 to 12 months
12 to 18 months
18 to 24 months
2 to 3 years
3 to 4 years
Breeding Female
Fully mature bull

The age equivalents of these classes are only approximate as the animals are judged more
on their inherent maturity than a recorded number of months. Two animals of equivalent age
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can differ considerably in size and maturity. There are also local differences in the way the
terms are used. Nevertheless herders reports of their holdings in these terms give a
reasonable picture of herd structure: a picture in agreement with those recorded in the
earlier surveys where the animals in each age class were counted directly by teething.
Table 5.11 shows the results from three WSDC surveys and compares one of them with the
earlier surveys carried out in the mid-1970s.

TABLE 5. 11 HERD STRUCTURES 1982, 1983, 1984
Maslab

Hawli

Madmun

Jad

c

Tani

Adult
Male

Adult
Female

Total

Head
Farmer Survey 1983
1984
Nomad Survey 1984

3.62
2.15
4.35

3.48
3.39
11.91

3.40
2.88
11.88

2.60
2.77
8.51

2.06
2.60
5.64

2.73
1.42
4.91

12.32
9.26
35.66

30.24
24.47
82.88

Per cent
Farmer Survey 1983
1984
Nomad Survey 1984

12.0
8.8
5.2

11.6
13.8
14.4

11.3
11.8
14.3

8.6
11.3
10.3

6.8
10.6
6.8

9.1
5.8
5.9

40.9
37.8
43.0

100.0
100.0
100.0

Source: WSDC-PMEU Farmer Survey 1983, Nomad Survey 1984 and unpublished data.

COMPARISON BETWEEN STUDIES: PER CENT OF HERD BY AGES
SDLUP Survey
SDLUP Study
Savanna Phase II
WSDC 1983

No. of Herds
51
7
59
189

< 24 Months
37.9
38.7
35.5
43.5

24-36 Months
14.6
10.8
13.2
6.8

Adult Male
7.8
6.1
10.6
9.1

Adult Female
39.7
44.4
40.7
40.9

Sources: SDLUP-HTS, 1974: Annex 3; Savanna Phase ll – HTS, 1976; Annex 3; WSDC (op. cit.).

All the studies give a matching picture in that the proportion of the herd made up by
breeding females is around 40 per cent, and adult males, around 9 per cent. There is a
great deal of variation between one herd and the next and it is unwise to place too great an
emphasis on the changing pattern within the younger classes. Nevertheless two features
are noticeable and may be significant. First, the proportion between two and three years old
is lower in the later surveys. This could reflect pressures to sell off younger cattle either
because of the declining range quality and bad rains or because a market for slightly
younger animals is developing among traders. It is certainly not unusual for merchants to
buy in semi-mature stock, which they hire herders to look after, until they reach sufficient
age to be trekked to Omdurman.
Even in a disastrous year like 1984 it was possible to see herds of such animals being
trekked south and south-west from Nyala market towards the dry season grazing areas
where the buyer was presumably intending to hold them until the next rainy season when
they would be saleable as mature export stock.
The second possibly significant feature lies in the lower percentages in the youngest,
Maslab, class in 1984. This might well be the result of an extremely poor season marked by
the 1983 rinderpest epidemic and poor rains for the second year in a row.
Table 5.12 summarises the seasonal pattern of sales and purchases in WSDC's 1984
Surveys. Where the Nomad Survey shows the nomad sales peak in the Kharif, wet season,
the Farmer Survey has more than 50 per cent in the Sayf or dry season. This reflects the
pressure of a long dry season between the poor harvest of 1983 and the impending drought
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of 1984 on those unable to move their cattle in search of water and grazing. The steady
decline in the average price also confirms that a buyers’ market was developing.

TABLE 5. 12 CATTLE SALES AND PURCHASES 1984

Season
Rushshash
Kharif
Darat
Sayf
All

Nomad Survey
%
Av. Price
16
178.60
32
176.31
26
154.43
26
149.91

Sales
Farmer Survey
%
Av. Price
11
203.33
17
190.96
18
130.44
55
143.82

NA

Purchases
Nomad Survey
Farmer Survey
%
Av. Price
%
Av. Price
3
202.22
28
133.33
45
116.00
47
161.71
14
113.33
21
126.88
41
128.89

155.93

-

NA

114.29

Source: WSDC-PMEU Nomad Survey 1984 plus unpublished data.

Table 5.13 shows the pattern of sales and purchases by the age class of the cattle for
both the 1983 and the 1984 surveys. Once again the pressure of poor rain is evident in the
much higher proportion of older animals both sold and bought in 1984. Broadly it seems that
with poor productivity in 1983 and early 1984 showing all the signs of another poor year
there were few of the younger classes for sale but still fewer buyers. The chances of a
young animal continuing to survive were too small. As prices were low those who needed
money had to sell larger animals to raise enough. The buyers were presumably those who
saw the purchase of an older immature animal as an acceptable gamble. If it survived to the
next good rains it would be certain to become very valuable.

TABLE 5. 13 CATTLE SALES AND PURCHASES BY AGE CLASS

Hawli
Madmun
Jad
Tani
Raba'a
Adult Male
Adult Female

Farmer 83
7.2
9.7
9.2
26.2
47.7
100.00

All Male
All Female

NA
NA

PER CENT
Sales
Farmer 84
Nomad 84
1.2
0.4
9.3
2.8
15.3
20.5
17.3
11.1
14.5
12.1
21.4
26.9
21.0
26.3
100.0
100.0
60.8
39.2

63.2
36.8

Purchases
Farmer 83
Farmer 84
22.8
31.8
6.1
22.7
71.2
13.6
4.6
9.1
9.1
3.0
4.6
100.0
100.0
NA
NA

53.0
47.0

HERD PERFORMANCE
The productivity of a cattle herd is determined by the proportion of breeding females in the
herd, their calving rate, the effect of abortions and still births on that rate and overall herd
mortality. These can be extremely difficult to measure accurately in a transhumant
smallholder system such as that in Darfur. As already mentioned there is a great deal of
variation, from one herd to the next, from one area to another and from one year to the next
depending on the rains and many other factors. Achieving a full understanding is only
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possible by continuous direct monitoring and this can be prohibitively time consuming
except for a very few herds which can never be representative. Interviewing a larger number
of herd owners allows a much wider coverage but they do not all follow events in their herd
very closely so their reports of how many calves are born alive or dead can only be
estimates. This is particularly so where the herd is in the hands of a hired herder. The 1974
survey included a detailed study of seven herds in southern district, South Darfur following
the first approach. WSDC surveys took the second. Table 5.14 summarises the key
parameters

TABLE 5. 14 CATTLE HERD BREEDING PERFORMANCE

Farmer
Nomad
SDLUP
Study Herds

1983
1984
1984

Females Breeding
% of Herd
40.9
37.8
43.0

Gross
0.56
0.58
0.58

1973

44.4

0.62

Calving Rates
Net
% Abortion
0.40
NA
0.42
12.0
0.38
25.0
NA

NA

% Stillborn
NA
15.6
9.9
NA

Sources: WSDC (ops. cit) and unpublished data. SDLUP HTS, 1974: Annex II.
Notes: 1 The gross calving rate is the number born divided by the breeding herd. The net rate is the
number left after abortions and still births divided by that same breeding herd.
2
The WSDC rates are calculated on the year end breeding herd, the HTS on the year
beginning. As the herds seemed to have been in decline in both years of WSDC Surveys this will
have biassed those rates upwards, the year end herd being presumed to be smaller than the year
beginning.

The way the herd develops can be summed up in an opening stock: closing stock
model. This shows how the herd at the beginning of a 12 month period is reduced by
mortality and sales but increased by births and purchases. Table 5.15 shows such models
for the three WSDC surveys and the SDLUP study.

TABLE 5. 15 OPENING STOCK: CLOSING STOCK MODELS

Farmer

Opening
Stock Opening
34.03
100.0
28.56
100.0
93.54
100.0
99.29
100.0

Sales
6.6
9.9
8.6
4.9

1983
1984
Nomad 1984
SDLUP 1973
Sources: as above
Note: Slaughter included in sales for SDLUP

Death
20.5
14.2
15.2
25.2

% of Opening Stock
Slaughter
Bought
NA
0.4
0.6
1.4
2.3
1.5
*1
3.4

Born
14.4
11.8
13.2
27.9

Closing
Closing
87.5
88.6
88.6
101.3

Stock
29.79
25.30
82.88
100.57

These figures seem to show a fairly sharp decline in overall performance between
1973 and 1983. Where the 1973 herd was stable those in 1983 and 1984 were losing about
12 per cent per annum. However this is somewhat misleading. The 1974 report indicates
that the herds studied were more productive then the average. One reason was the
relatively high proportion of breeding females. Useful offtake in the shape of sales and
slaughter was also very low in 1973, although slaughter may just be a means of salvaging
an animal that is about to die anyway.
Nevertheless the marked drop in the calving rate was the biggest single factor in the
difference in the year end closing stocks. A second look at Table 5.14 shows that this was
not so much because of a lower calving rate as it was because of particularly large number
of abortions and stillbirths. Although the SDLUP report did not show details of these it
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indicates that they were few in comparison to those reported in the WSDC surveys.
It is unfortunate that both the 1973 and 1983/84 surveys took place in particularly bad
years for rainfall. Herders still remember 1973 as the start of the long series of poor years
that still continues and it was in fact the last in a series of three bad years, all below the
average for the decade let alone the long-term average. And even 1973 was above all four
years between 1981 and 1985.
It would seem highly likely that rainfall closer to the long-term average would result in
very marked improvements in herd performance. There is no particular reason why herds
could not turn around from decline to growth in one or two years. Better rains would
naturally result in improved range vegetation but its indirect effects would be just as
important. It would greatly widen the areas accessible to water and it would prolong the
period of accessibility so that the great stress of a long dry season on limited areas of ever
diminishing forage could be avoided. In addition crops would be abundant and cheap and
livestock prices higher so herders could cut back on their sales to allow them to build up
stocks.

SMALL STOCK
Just as Darfur farmers will aim to have cattle as well as to grow crops so too they often keep
small stock as well as cattle. There is no particular specialisation in any of these activities.
Sheep are something of an exception in that some large flocks of sheep are encountered
that are owned and managed separately from the other stock, mostly in the east. It is
probable that this is much more common in the north but no data is available.
That apart, it is clear in the WSDC area at least that the more cattle a man has the
more likely he is to have both sheep and goats and the larger his flocks are likely to be. In
particular, transhumant and nomadic cattle owners are more likely to own small stock in
large numbers. Table 5.16 shows small stock ownership by the class of cattle ownership to
illustrate this.

TABLE 5. 16 SMALL STOCK BY CATTLE ASSOCIATION
With Transhumant
Cattle

With Sedentary
Cattle

Without Cattle

Number Owning
Average Flock Size

75
13.0

58
8.8

44
9.9

Sheep
Number Owning
Average Flock Size

24
34.5

8
7.8

3
105.0

Goats

Source: WSDC-PMEU 1983 Farmer Survey.

Among the more transhumant groups covered in WSDC's nomad survey small stock
holdings were even greater. Seventy-two per cent owned goats and 56 per cent sheep with
flocks about double those owned by sedentary farmers (WSDC - 1984 Nomad Survey).
There is little to add about small stock management. As seen the majority are owned
by cattle owners and the sheep and goats effectively tag along with the cattle herd for most
of the time.
The studies of the 1970s showed that goats were very productive in South Darfur
while sheep were less so but both were showing offtake rates of around 50 per cent. WSDC
surveys give a radically different picture which is difficult to explain unless there was serious
bias in one or other survey. Table 5.17 shows the results.
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TABLE 5. 17 SMALL STOCK OPENING/CLOSING MODELS
Opening
Stock
Opening
Goats
Farmer
Nomad
SDLUP

1984
1984
1973

10.76
21.19
49.83

100
100
100

Sales

Death

8.1
10.9
58.5

21.0
26.4
38.5

% of Opening Stock
Slaughter
Bought
10.6
8.8
*1

9.4
2.0
4.7

Born

Closing
Closing

Stock

41.9
25.7
103.0

111.5
81.6
110.7

12.0
23.0
55.17

Sheep
Farmer 1984
18.35
100
1.9
14.9
3.8
0.5
31.3
111.1
Nomad 1984
72.28
100
8.0
19.6
2.7
18.3
88.0
SDLUP 1973
34.70
100
48.4
42.4
*1
7.2
74.3
90.8
Source: WSDC 1984 - unpublished data, and NOMAD survey 1984. SDLUP, 1973; HTS, 1974: Annex lll.
Note: 1 SDLUP figures include slaughter in sales under a general heading of offtake.

20.39
63.57
31.50

It can be seen that the close match in the closing stock percentages, very close for goats,
for the farmers at least conceals vast differences in births, much higher for SDLUP,
cancelled out by equally large differences in offtake and mortality, also higher for the
SDLUP. The most likely explanation lies in the fact that small stock are given little attention
so that the owners are unable to give accurate estimates in an interview surveys like the
WSDC ones. They end up underestimating everything. It is still probable that the true
average performance was lower in a year of poor rainfall and very serious problems with the
borehole water supplies like 1983/84. Goats in particular have to fend for themselves even
for water. Where herders would take active steps to protect their cattle-from drought goats
and even sheep may have been largely left to take their chances. Nevertheless the
discrepancy appears too large for this to be the full explanation.
Despite the lack of attention given to goats they make a very significant contribution to
the diet. They appear to be less important as a source of cash although they help to avoid
the need to sell more valuable items like grain or cattle at inconvenient times. Average
prices reported for the small stock bought and sold in the WSDC surveys were as follows:
£S per Head
Farmers 83

Farmers 84

Nomads 84

Sold
Goats
Sheep

17.04
40.53

16.79
59.77

13.72
39.04

Bought
Goats
Sheep

12.88
83.33

15.24
40.00

11.0
-

At most only 30 per cent of owners reported selling sheep or goats. In 1984 it was only
13 per cent. It appears that among farmers goats are mainly sold inside the community for
immediate slaughter. This is why purchases sales and slaughter are all roughly equal in the
opening closing model (Table 5.17). Among nomads more goats are sold than bought and
sheep sales exceed purchases in both communities, indicating a surplus going into the
commercial market.
The principal disease of small stock appears to be pneumonia in various forms. Three
dialect names are used: Umm Surdab, Abu Nini and Umm Fishayfish. All appear to refer to
diseases of this type. These dominate all disease reports, especially Umm Surdab. Whether
the different names are merely dialect variations or reflect actual difference in the disease is
not clear. In goats the majority may be suspected to be CCPP. Another local name, Abu
Zagala, is tentatively identified as black leg but this was not commonly reported.
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OTHER LIVESTOCK
Three other classes of livestock are important: camels, horses and donkeys. Little is
known about the management of camels in the north of the region, the major
breeding area. Table 5.18 sets out to ownership pattern in the two areas covered by
detailed surveys: JMRDP and WSDC.
TABLE 5. 18 OWNERSHIP OF OTHER LIVESTOCK
JMRDP
Camels
Horses
Donkeys

% Owning
18
16
55

WSDC
Av. Number
1.1
1.1
1.6

% Owning
9
14
82

Av. Number
1.2
1.1
1.9

Source: JMRDP, 1985: Annex ll; WSDC, unpublished data.

All three are primarily used as beasts of burden. Camels are important for moving
small quantities of goods between rural markets. Among transhumant cattle herders they
are often used to carry grain for the Fariq to the remoter grazing areas. They are also locally
important for moving goods in the wet season. Despite the fact that they are poorly adapted
to the wet, they can still get through at times when motor vehicles cannot. The stamina and
carrying capacity of a camel, which can carry up to 200 kg over long distances when
carefully loaded, means that it still has a useful role to play.
Even pack oxen, the traditional beast of burden for the Baggara Arabs, can only
manage about one third of the weight. Few female camels are kept in South Darfur. The
owners buy their animals from the North. In recent years camels have begun to be used to
plough. The JMRDP has been promoting this in the Zalingei area. Kas between Zalingei and
Nyala is another centre of its use and it appears to be spreading quite rapidly towards the
WSDC area in the south-east. One third of the owners in the WSDC area gave this as one
task for their camels but they almost all hired them out for transport as well. Four ploughed
for hire.
Horses are used for pulling carts and for riding. In the WSDC survey again about 25
per cent were for the former purpose. The main breeding areas are in the west and south
west. The Bani Halba tribe of Idd al Ghanam district is particularly known for its horses.
Darfur horses are exported to east Sudan for pulling carts.
There are two types of donkey. The large white Rifawi is a powerful animal particularly
favoured for riding. It can carry a man at speed for long distances. These animals are
almost as valuable as a horse and are treated appropriately. The small dark, Darawi is very
common and sometimes rather neglected but it plays a vital role in fetching water. There is
even a seasonal trade in donkeys which are sold in the areas where water is scarce at the
beginning of the dry season.

VETERINARY SERVICES
There is a strong demand for veterinary services. As already mentioned, the first trial of
mass vaccination in 1947 was made in Darfur and although there were a number of problems, and it took some while to provide safe and effective vaccines, the experiment was
viewed as successful and rapidly extended to the rest of Sudan (Wilson, 1979). This was
despite the herders having to pay. Vaccination is now supposed to be free for national
diseases, or diseases that threaten the whole Sudanese herd if allowed to go unchecked
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such as rinderpest. However, financial shortages have meant that the VSA almost always
has to charge a fee to cover the cost of putting teams in the field. Some district councils
have also imposed levies on vaccination at various times and the total charge to the owner
can be quite substantial.
In the WSDC area in 1983/84 the demand for vaccination was particularly strong
because of the rinderpest epidemic which started in early 1983. The VSA succeeded led in
meeting most of this demand under emergency arrangements. In the 'Farmer' and 'Nomad'
surveys carried out in the area in early 1984, 83 and 99 per cent of cattle owners had had
their stock vaccinated during the previous year. Some of the nomad group appeared to have
had it done twice although it is possible this was because they took separate batches of
stock to the crush at different times.
The fact that all of both sets of owners did not get their stock vaccinated was probably
because they were unable to get to a crush where there was vaccine. Despite the VSA's
efforts a black market in vaccine did develop for a while so there was clearly still some
shortage. Nomadic groups can plan their movements to get to a crush where the more
settled farmers with a relatively few cattle can find it difficult to get their animals vaccinated.
Many of them seem to have clubbed together to send their stock in one herd to the
vaccinators.
Average charges for vaccination were as follows:
£S Per head
0.80
0.58
0.55
0.23
0.65

Nomad survey
Farmer survey - Rinderpest
HS
CBPP
Anthrax

These averages conceal a wide range of different rates: among the nomads, for example,
the minimum was 10 piastres and the maximum £S 2.80. Some herders also reported extra
levies over and above the basic charge.
There is also strong, largely unsatisfied demand for veterinary drugs. Only three items
are widely available: Ethidium Bromide, Teramycine and Gamatox. As a result the first two
are used for a wide range of conditions despite the fact that Ethidium is only supposed to be
for treating trypanosomiasis. During the 1983 epidemic, herders reported using both drugs
to treat rinderpest as well as many other conditions. The percentage of cattle owners buying
each drug and the average cost in the two surveys were as follows:
1984 Surveys
Farmer Ethidium
Teramycine
Gamatox
Nomad Ethidium
Teramycine
Gamatox

% Buying
8.0
10.1
1.3
28.4
9.5
5.4

Cost - £S.
0.79 per
9.43 per
8.00 per
30.81 per
12.17 per
60.00 per

tablet
bottle
bottle
bottle
bottle
bottle

Overall 20 per cent of 'farmer' households owning cattle and 40 per cent of 'nomad'
households purchased drugs at an average total expenditure of £S 21 and £S 104 per
annum respectively.
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FODDER AND SUPPLEMENTARY FEEDING
Almost all livestock feed requirements are met from their grazing and browsing in the open
range. As a result fodder conservation is not normally a major activity except in three
specialised areas. The disastrous 1984 rainy season saw an exception to this. In order to try
to protect their stock owners put a great deal of effort into saving fodder that year. Survey
results for the 1983/84 season, in itself not a good year, shows the relatively limited
importance of fodder conservation.
The first indication of this is the limited number of farmers who bother to cut the millet
and sorghum stalks after the harvest. In 1983 stalk was cut on only 20 per cent of the fields
recorded in the WSDC area. A good proportion of this will have been for hut building. The
second indicator is the purchases of fodder made by stock owners. In the 1984 Nomad
survey 10 per cent bought cut fodder either sorghum stalks or grass but this was only in one
area of southern district. In the farmer survey 8 per cent of livestock owners bought cut
fodder. Five of them bought, Awish, a particularly good type of grass, four sorghum stover
and three groundnut haulms. Half gave the fodder to cattle while the rest went to donkeys or
camels. The average expenditure was £S 33.38. There are two exceptions to the generally
low value put on crop residues and cut fodder. First groundnut haulms which are inherently
good fodder, are almost always conserved. Farming families use this to keep their
household livestock, milk cows, camels, horses and donkeys through the dry season.
Second there is a strong market for fodder near urban communities, Nyala above all. In the
surrounding countryside it is well worth cutting sorghum stalks or conserving grass for
cutting to be bought into town and sold to the cart drivers for their horses. This urban market
also supports the production of alfalfa on irrigated gardens.
Though the bulk of the grain crop residue is not cut, it does not go to waste. A central
feature of livestock management in crop growing areas is the . Talaga. This is when animals
which have been kept on the open range well away from the cultivation around the villages
are set free to graze over the harvested fields. The residues grazed in this way make an
important contribution to the diet helping herds which do not go on a longer migration to last
to the next rains.
One sign of a developing shortage of fodder is the practice of selling standing forage
to be grazed over. This may be crop residues, sorghum most commonly, or natural growing
grasses which have been fenced in and protected during the wet season. This latter practice
is forbidden under customary law but the practice is becoming more common (as discussed
in Chapter 7).
Among the nomad group surveyed 4 out of 74 herders paid for the right to graze
standing forage, mainly grass. The highest quality grass, Awish, cost £S 13 for one
makhammas. As for the conservation of cut fodder, attempts to protect standing forage and
sell it multiply during a drought. Nyala merchants were reported to be buying up such plots
in late 1984, in order to support their trade herds.
Apart from fodder livestock owners also supplement their stocks diet with mineral
salts. Three types are named: Zaqumi, or ordinary salt, Atrun, which is a bicarbonate salt
and Dirayri, which has not been identified. Eighteen out of 74 'nomad' herders bought these
salts for their stock. Zaqumi was most common; Dirayri appeared to be more specifically for
sheep. These salts are mostly used at the end of the dry season or in the rushshash. It is
not clear whether they are used to enable the stock to eat the poor unpalatable dry season
grazing or to supplement the mineral deficient qoz grazing that the stock cross at the
beginning of the wet, possibly it is both. The salts may be fed mixed with grain or more
commonly dissolved in water. In 1983/84 these all cost between £S 20 and £S 25 per
qantar. Those who used salt bought 3.5 sacks for a herd of 80 head.
Grain is also fed to livestock but only under special circumstances or to particularly
prized stock: milk cows, horses and the better class of donkey are examples.
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CHAPTER 6
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
Administratively Darfur is divided into two provinces, twelve districts or areas (Ar. Mantaqah)
and fourty-eight rural or town councils. Within each rural council the villages are grouped
together in village councils and in some there are separate nomad councils as well. In the
larger towns there is a town council at the same level as a rural council and the separate
wards or quarters have councils equivalent to the village councils.
Table 6.1 shows the districts, the number of rural or town councils in each and the
settled population as recorded in the 1983 census (a more detailed breakdown is shown at
Annex II).

TABLE 6. 1 DARFUR REGION 1983
District
North Darfur Province
1
North Eastern
2
Northern (Kuttum)
3
Eastern (Umm Kedada)
4
Central (El Fasher)
5
South Western
6
Western (El Geneina)
Total
South Darfur Province
1
Central (Nyala)
2
Eastern (El Da'ein)
3
Southern
4
South Western
5
Western (Zalingei)
6
Wadi Salih
Total
Total Darfur Region

Number
of Councils
Rural Town
2
2
1
2
1
4
1
3
3
1

Settled
Population
93,954
130,328
111,044
268,988
118,056
427,187

16

4

1,149,557

4
4
4
4
5
3

1
1
1
-

508,374
215,144
225,552
182,163
212,736
150,383

24

3

1,494,352

40

7

2,643,909

Note: Western district of South Darfur has since been subdivided into Western and Jebel Marra Districts.(Annex
II shows the details of rural and town councils).

The average population per district is 220,000; per rural or town council, 64,400.
Details are not available for North Darfur but in the southern province there are about 30
village councils in each rural council with an average population of 2,460 per village council.
The farmers of Darfur mostly live in small, widely scattered hamlets and each village council
may represent ten or fifteen of these. In some cases the hamlets may all belong to one
related group but in others they may belong to several different tribes. Cohesion within the
village councils varies considerably as a result. Some settlements are even divided between
more than one village council.
As is discussed below, the local administrative framework has been changed several
times in the post-independence era. The overthrow of the Numeiri regime in early 1985 has
meant that further changes are likely and the position is therefore uncertain. Nevertheless it
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is worth describing the system as it was during the early 1980s. It is probable that any new
arrangements will be broadly similar.
Under the Regional Government Act of 1981 the Regional Government, in the regional
capital El Fasher, became the supreme executive authority in Darfur. The Governor had
vice-presidential status. An elected People's Assembly sitting in El Fasher held the
legislative powers. The Governor was also elected, subject to Central Government approval,
and he chose his regional ministers.
Administratively the Regional Government worked down through the provincial
Commissioners of the Northern and Southern Provinces to the Executive Directors (ED) of
the Districts. The ultimate executive authority at this level lay with the elected District
Council (DC), to whom the EDs, as officials of the administrative service, were responsible.
There was, or was supposed to be, an Executive Officer (EO) at each Rural Council
headquarters responsible to the Rural Council as the ED was to the DC. There was no
council at the provincial level but the Provincial Commissioners played the central role in the
administration of supply, security and most other aspects. Given the size of the region, the
difficulties of transport and the shortages of resources, effective coordination was only
possible from the provincial capital even though the formal responsibility might be with the
districts. For the same reason the Regional Ministries maintained provincial offices to
coordinate their work in the districts.
For practical reasons much of the effective power to act remained with the Provincial
Commissioner and these provincial offices. Formally, however, it was the DC's that were
responsible for the execution of almost all government functions. The important exception
was security. That apart the field staff of all the ministries were considered to be within the
DC budgets.
Table 6.2, showing the regional budget for the year 1405 AH, which ran from
September 1984 to August 1985, helps to illustrate the administrative framework at that
time.
Although the role of the traditional tribal leaders had been steadily reduced during the
post independence period they retained some importance. First, they were still responsible
for the collection of the cattle tax. Second, the more senior of them were members of the
Provincial Commissioners' Advisory Council whose principal task as the mediation of major
tribal disputes.
It is worth describing the history of local government in Sudan in some detail. Three
key elements in the existing situation have long roots and the appropriate relationship
between them is still an issue, one with vital implications for the path of development. The
three are the administrative service appointed by Government, the tribal leaders of the
Native Administration and the elected local councils. The officers of the administrative
service may be seen as the direct descendants of the district officials of the early
Condominium, even of the pre-Mahdia Egyptian service. The present status of the tribal
leaders derives from moves in the decade between 1922 and 1932 to give them a formal
role in local administration. Attempts to widen popular participation in local government,
which started in the late 1930s, saw the first introduction of elected representative councils.
The administration of a country as vast and diverse as Sudan has always posed one
of the most difficult questions faced by government, be it the Egyptian authorities prior to the
Mahdia, the Mahdia itself, the Anglo-Egyptian Condominium or the Democratic Republic
after 1956. Even in the modern era of relatively rapid communication, the distances involved
are such that some measure of decentralisation is unavoidable. The search for a means to
achieve this without dispersing scarce administrative and technical resources too widely,
and without threatening continued progress towards greater unity, has still not ended. The
problem is particularly acute in Darfur, the last region to be joined to the Sudan and one of
the most remote.
In the early decades of the 20th century the British, in their capacity as joint ruler with
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Egypt, sought merely to achieve an acceptable level of security together with sufficient tax
revenue to support gradual developments in services. To do this they relied on a
hierarchical structure of provinces and districts governed by administrators.
Considerable discretion was delegated to these administrators but, as they were few
in number, they had to rely in turn on the local tribal chieftains for advice and, more
importantly, for much of the day-to-day work of policing their tribesman and raising taxes.

TABLE 6. 2 DARFUR REGIONAL BUDGET, 1405 AH
Expenditure - £S'000
1,000
1,091
3,050
7,972
5,404
2,799
17

Peoples Regional Assembly
Ministry of Regional Affairs and Administration
Ministry of Finance and Economy
Ministry of Public Services
Ministry of Housing and Public Utilities
Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Ministry of Regional Assembly Affairs
HQ North Darfur Province
Central District
Western District
Northern District
Eastern District
North Eastern District
South Western District

2,778
3,343
1,736
1,415
1,404
1,010
971

HQ South Darfur Province
Central District
Eastern District
Western District
Southern District
South Western District
Wadi Salih District

2,780
4,017
1,505
1,295
1,498
1,038
823

Note: This is not the total budget as there are other expenditures paid direct by the Regional Government
totalling £S 14.487 million.

This was a continuation of Egyptian policy before the Mahdia when the paramount
sheikhs (Nazir), District Sheikhs (Omdahs) and village sheikhs were first given a formal role
in support of the administrative service. The 1920s and early 1930s saw a number of
ordinances issued granting judicial powers to the sheikhs. Their jurisdiction was restricted to
the individual tribe but they included the power to fine and imprison. These steps were taken
in an essentially pragmatic spirit. They were partly inspired by a need for economy during
the depression and by the need to fill the gap left by the expulsion of Egyptian
administrators in 1924 for political reasons. The policy is summed up in the Milner report of
1919 thus: `Having regard to the vast extent of the Sudan and varied character of its
inhabitants the administration of its different parts should be left as far as possible in the
hands of the native authorities wherever they exist.' (Quoted in Howell, 1974.)
In Darfur the situation was somewhat complicated by the existence of traditional
authorities other than sheikhs. The Masalit and the Fur, for example, each had a Sultan.
However the Native Administration, as it came to be called, allowed the native
administrators the !attitude to apply customary law within their own tribes so this was not a
problem. The differences between tribes were not large.
While this system undoubtedly strengthened the position of the tribal leaders, in some
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ways it also cut their freedom of political action. In particular they remained subject to the
supervision of the all powerful administrative service. It should also be noted that although
not democratically elected their rule required a considerable degree of consent by the ruled.
The position of Sheikh was not hereditary, although it usually remained within one influential
family. Many tribes had internal opposition groups in competition with the leading family
even over positions as high as Nazir. Equally, in a fluid tribal society, it was possible for
those who were especially dissatisfied to move away from the area controlled by their tribal
leader.
Almost as soon as it was completed by the Native Courts Ordinances of 1931 and
1932, the Native Administration began to feel outdated. This was partly for internal reasons.
As Sudan developed, as the towns grew and trade expanded, so the tribal way of life on
which it was built began to weaken. Tribesmen began to find ways to make a living
independently of the tribe. Traders came in who were economically just as influential as the
old leaders. Even those leaders themselves began to find other areas of activity more
rewarding than their semi-official government role although they did receive a salary. The
experience has been summed up thus: ‘“Experiments in Native Administration” resulted in
some useful devolution, primarily of judicial functions, to local notables but (they) also
produced an anachronistic attempt to create or revive large native authorities. This curious
reversal of the policy previously followed by successive Sultans and Governors (i.e. precondominium) was too artificial to succeed generally.’ (Holt, Encyclopaedia of Islam –
Darfur.)
More importantly, however, the Native Administration came to be seen as inappropriate to the aspirations of a modern state. The growing Sudanese educated class and the
British began to look for ways to adapt Native Administration into ‘Local Government' on a
more democratic basis. This process is described in Local Government and Politics in the
Sudan (Howell, op. cit.) on which most of this discussion is based. It is there summed up as
a wish for 'administration no longer according to the tribe a man belonged to but according
to the place in which he lived’.
Local councils began to be established: municipality, town and rural councils. This
culminated in the Local Government Ordinance of 1951. Under that, councils were to
develop by stages, according to the capabilities of the people of each area. The early stages
were controlled by administrative officers but in the final stage the council was to have full
control of its own affairs, in particular finance. The membership was to be locally elected.
However these moves did not affect the Native Administration in that the rural councils
covered large areas and they too had to rely on the tribal leaders to police and tax those
areas. Naturally it was also open to the tribal leaders to seek representation on the councils
and many did so. Omdahs and sheikhs were formally forbidden as Officers of the Court from
membership but it was easy to place other members of their families on the councils.
After independence this evolutionary approach to political development began to
come under attack, especially after the October revolution of 1964. It was then proposed
that the Native Administration, which was still performing the lowest level of judicial and
administrative functions, be completely abolished with those functions handed over to the
elected councils. The position of the administrative service was also weakened by a
tendency to see their influential role as a colonial hangover. Nevertheless the impossibility
of establishing an alternative meant that attempts at reform were half-hearted and the net
result was merely to weaken the existing system rather than replace it.
In theory the Native Courts were to be removed from the control of tribal leaders and
placed under the central judiciary and the post of Nazir was abolished leaving the
administration to deal direct with the Omdahs and Sheikhs. In fact 'as long as the native
administration was capable of exerting political power in the rural areas, political parties, out
of sheer self interest, would not try to eradicate it.' (Howell, op. cit..)
All these processes related to the bottom level of local administration, the districts and
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the areas now known as rural councils. There was a parallel debate about the next tier in
the hierarchy. Under the Condominium rural areas were grouped into districts which in turn
reported to provincial Governors. Some effort was made to develop provincial advisory
councils of local leaders. However once the rural and town councils were established with
corporate status and their own budgets there was little purpose in a provincial council.
This underlines what is one of the central dilemmas. In a country with scarce administrative and technical resources it is more practical to group these services in quite large
units or at least in a hierarchical framework where larger units support smaller ones.
However in a society as diverse as Darfur, and many other rural parts of Sudan, popular
participation in local government is increasingly ineffective in larger units. This tension
between effective administration and effective participation has been a key factor in the
several attempts that have been made to define a workable structure of devolution and
decentralisation. Central Government has also wished to maintain a level of direct political
control and supervision and this presented the same problem: what was the most effective
level at which to introduce it.
The 1960 Provincial Administration Act attempted to tackle these problems by
establishing Provincial Councils. Central Government delegated their powers of control over
the rural councils to the provinces. A Government representative chaired the Provincial
Council and a Provincial Authority was set up as the executive agency. In 1964 the
Provincial Councils were abolished leaving the Provincial Authority on its own.
With the May revolution of 1969 many of these strands came together. First, the Native
Administration was finally abolished, although once again 'the final death sentence was
delayed’. Second, the Peoples Local Government Act of 1971 reworked the whole
framework of rural and provincial councils once again. Essentially the moves of 1960 were
repeated. Provincial Executive Councils were established under the chairmanship of a
Provincial Commissioner whose political role was explicitly recognised by his parallel
appointment as Secretary of the Sudan Socialist Union. The rural councils were greatly
increased in number, from 86 to around 500 in the Sudan as a whole. In addition an
intermediate level of district council was created between the rural and the provincial and a
subordinate level of village council was also created.
The Peoples Local Government act of 1971 vested responsibility for administering all
central (and hitherto local) government services except the judiciary, defence, trunk and
postal communications, foreign affairs and banking in the Peoples Executive Councils at
provincial level. (Davey et. al., 1976).

At the same time the act removed the corporate status of the rural councils which lost
their independent budgets and hence much of their meaning. The Provincial Executive
Council became the sole corporate body and the budget was consolidated at the province
level. Darfur was subdivided into North and South Darfur provinces at about this time. Later
the intervening district councils, whose role appeared somewhat redundant, were abolished.
Among the new powers delegated to the Provincial Executive Council was, for the first
time, security. The police had until then reported to the Ministry of the Interior in Khartoum.
The Provincial Commissioner in particular received wide powers as well as ministerial
status. 'His powers were in fact not unlike those of the Governors of the Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan'.
The delegation to the provinces of powers of direction over provincial departments of
technical ministries introduced the last key element in the current situations: the services
offered by those departments and their coordination at the provincial level. Previously they
had all reported to powerful central ministries in Khartoum.
Subsequent developments must be mentioned although they do not affect this basic
situation. In 1981 the Regional Government Act effectively reversed the division of larger
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regions such as Darfur into two provinces and handed the powers of the Provincial
Executive Council to regional governments. An intermediate tier of district councils was
reintroduced between the region and the rural councils. At the same time the post of
Provincial Commissioner was retained and much of the administrative structure continued to
be based in the provincial capitals rather than at the regional level. Regional governments
were made up of elected ministers with a Peoples Assembly in place of the council. The
appointment of regional governors and ministers remained subject to presidential approval.
Subsequent to the overthrow of the Numeiri regime in 1985 the regional ministers were
removed but the regional administrative framework remains. Although the new regime will
undoubtedly have to give attention to the issue of local government once again, any
changes are likely to continue to be based on the existing administrative, technical and
elements.
To sum up the situation in 1985, there are four elements which must be brought
together and coordinated if there is to be an effective local government:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Administrative Service.
The Technical Services Health, Agriculture etc.
The Native Administration.
The Elected Councils.

The intense level of debate that took place over local government from time to time is
well illustrated in the report on the Administration and Planning Conference held in Nyala in
1976 (Davey ed., 1976). The conference was held at a time when the Provincial Executive
Council and the Provincial Commissioner, relatively newly appointed under the 1971 Act,
were beginning to come to grips with the consequences of decentralisation from the capital
to the province with a contrasting shift of power back from the rural to the provincial level.
Many of the problems discussed in what was a very open series of meeting, are still there in
1985. These may be discussed under three headings: finance, staffing and coordination.

FINANCE
Under the Condominium local administration was largely self-financing and some-times
generated a surplus to pass to Central Government. At that time all security and most
technical services were a central government responsibility. Under the 1951 Ordinance this
position was expected to continue and the Rural Councils were required to maintain
reserve, depreciation and capital development funds out of their own revenue. Provision
was, however, made for poor councils to receive grants in aid. There was also access to
central government loan funds for development purposes.
In subsequent years this position was reversed and the local contribution to both
revenue and expenditure has been in steady decline.

TABLE 6. 3 SUDAN GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE

1955
1958
1961
1964
1967
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SHARES (PER CENT) 1955–67
Central Government
70.0
72.8
75.2
78.4
83.0
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Local Government
30.0
27.2
24.8
21.6
17.0

TABLE 6. 4 LOCAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE: ALL SUDAN, 1966–71
Local Government Expenditure
£S Mil
1966/67
18.385
1967/68
20.640
1968/69
23.882
1969/70
23.865
1970/71
27.870

Of Which Central Government Aid
£S Mil
%
14.249
77.5
16.237
78.7
19.466
81.5
19.271
80.8
22.821
81.9

Source: J. Howell, 1974.

Darfur, on the basis of approved budgets, is somewhat less reliant on Central
Government aid than the average shown in the above table. In both the mid-1970s and the
early 1980s the budgets show central support as low as 65 per cent. However in 1982/83
Kordofan was dependent on the centre for only 75 per cent of its finance as against 83 per
cent for Darfur.

TABLE 6. 5 PROVINCIAL/REGIONAL BUDGETS (£S 1000)

Local Revenue
Central Support
Total
% Support

S. Darfur Province
1975/76 1976/77
1981/82
1,483
1,994
5,400
3,574
3,635
21,800
5,057
5,629
27,200
71%
65%
80%

1982/83
7,000
34,000
41,000
83%

Darfur Region
1983/84
1405 AH
15,521
21,432
38,000
40,000
53,521
61,432
71%
65%

1985/86
9,700
50,000
59,700
84%

Sources: South Darfur (Davey ed., op. cit).
Notes: 1 Darfur Region: Central Ministry of Finance/Regional Ministry of Finance.
2
1405 AH runs from September 1984 to August 1985.
3
1985/86 runs from 16 September 1985 to 30 June 1986.

Unfortunately the regional accounts have now been closed for a considerable time so no
data is available on the actual level of local revenue generated. However it seems likely that
the budget estimates are overoptimistic especially in the dramatic rises expected between
1982/83 and 1983/84, and between 1983/84 and 1405 AH. 1985/86, where the central
contributions rises to over 80 per cent once more, seems to represent the likely true
outcome.
Increasing financial dependence on Central Government has seriously undermined
attempts at devolved local government. Every move to shift more powers of decision to local
governments in effect requires them to spend more. In particular every subdivision into
smaller councils creates a new set of administrative and infrastructure requirements.
However devolution of powers has not been accompanied by an adequate distribution of
resources nor by an acceptance of the need to raise extra revenue either centrally or locally
to meet the extra cost. During the establishment of Peoples Local Government the Ministry
of Local Government explicitly instructed that the new system 'should not involve the
Government in any increased financial burden’. This was a seemingly impossible
requirement given an increase from 86 to 500 councils.
This is not however to deny the fact that the local councils have not done all they should
either to raise extra revenue or to use what money they had wisely. Apart from anything
else, it made political sense to avoid raising local taxes by pressing central government for
increased aid. In one comment: 'for many of the councillors, 'participation' involved, above
all, the opportunity to make demands on the Government, as well as the higher councils.'
However, over the last decade, the Sudan's rapidly deteriorating financial position has
meant that Central Government is less and less able to meet any such demands. This
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culminated in the decision in 1983 that regional governments would in future be required to
meet much of their Chapter 1 (wages and salaries) and Chapter 2 (running costs)
expenditure themselves. Only Chapter 3 (renewal costs) would be met by Central
Government and then at levels determined by the centre. The scale of the problem this
posed for regional governments may be seen when it is remembered that by this time they
were responsible for the whole range of technical services including security, health
education and agriculture.
This decision was preceded by many years in which Provincial Executive Councils (PEC)
saw their budgets cut by Central Government and suffered considerable delays over receipt
of funds. Central Government did not release detailed control of budgets which remained
subject to itemised approval by both the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Local
Government. At the same time there were no long-term projections available from Central
Government to allow the PECs to attempt to plan ahead even if within restricted resources.
In 1976/77, for example, the budget of £S 7 million submitted by South Darfur PEC was cut
to £S 5 million, of which £S 3.5 was a deficit grant from Central Government (Davey ed., op.
cit.).
At the Nyala Conference on Local Administration a great deal of attention was paid to this
issue. At that time, and in 1985 the situation is much the same, the PEC had six sources of
revenue raised locally:
1. 'Ushur or Crop Tax: literally `one tenth', this tax is raised on crops sold through the
markets. It is collected by council clerks who in rural areas travel from market to
market. The payment is controlled in that lorries crops have to produce their tax
receipt and check points are put on major routes in the season.
2. Qat'an or Animal Tax: this is paid at a fixed rate per animal owned, subject to certain
exemptions, at different rates for different classes of stock. The Omdahs and
Sheikhs are responsible for assessment and collection from their people. For this the
Omdah received 5 per cent and the Sheikh 20 per cent.
3. Building Tax: paid on brick buildings in towns.
4. Local Rates: assessed on size and class of houses in towns.
5. Entertainment Tax: on cinemas etc.
6. Other Fees, licences, rents etc.
The approved budgets for 1975/76 and 1976/77 illustrate the importance of each of
these:
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TABLE 6. 6 SOUTH DARFUR LOCAL REVENUE
Budget Estimates
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ushur
Qat'an
Building Tax
Local Rates
Entertainment tax
Other Fees etc.
Total
Central Aid
Total Budget

1975/76
£

1976/77
£

184,470
229,525
4,000
66,380
2,600
996,395

325,000
212,740
4,000
83,850
2,610
1,357,020

1,483,370
3,573,984
5,057,352

1,994,220
3,635,577
5,629,797

Source: Davey ed, op. cit.

The size of the catch-all category 'other fees' etc. warrants some explanation. It
includes an additional fee on crop sales (Gibana), a livestock sales tax, a whole range of
licences for trade, vehicles, driving etc and rent for the use of government buildings and
houses. In addition there is a forestry tax levied on forest products such as charcoal and
incidental items such as the charge paid for keeping lost animals in the pound. Fines
imposed by the courts also come in this category.
That these seemingly more minor items make such a large contribution may partly
reflect the fact that many of them are more urban in nature and hence easier to collect. In
some cases collection is contracted out to tax farmers. The livestock sales tax in smaller
rural markets and the management of lost animal pounds are auctioned off annually for
example. It is of interest that the pound (Ar. Hawamil) is often more valuable than the right
to levy the sales tax in any given village.
It should be noted that a large proportion of these local revenues are likely to vary
sharply from year to year depending on the harvest and the success of the livestock
breeders. This too can present considerable problems to the councils when their resources
are too weak to allow the build up of reserves.
A number of options were discussed at the Nyala conference to tackle the revenue
problem. The point was clearly made that although the 1971 Act had abolished the distinction between central and local services, distribution between central and local revenue
remained. 'Changes in revenue sources and expenditure must be considered together.' On
this basis there should be a review of the taxes assigned by central government to the PEC.
In particular, certain taxes which were locally derived such as the business profits and
personal income tax which were still collected centrally might be reallocated to the PEC.
Local tax rates should be reviewed every three years, animal water rates should be raised
and an export levy imposed on livestock. Adequate incentives should be offered to tax
collectors including the council clerks as well as the Omdahs and Sheikhs.
At the same time it was recognised that this was unlikely to be enough to materially
change the situation. For that reason rural councils, to which there was a certain amount of
delegation intended, were allowed to raise so called ‘self-help' (Ar. Awn al Dhati) and
`development levies’. These were usually applied to crop and livestock sales. Recent years
have seen a proliferation of such levies. The 'self-help' levy is most commonly applied but
there are now also 'education fees' and 'province fees' payable on the sale of some crops.
Local levies are also raised on livestock sales, the sale of government controlled goods
such as sugar and government services such as cattle vaccination.
It was also suggested that local government might raise revenue by establishing profit
making commercial enterprises. In 1976 three companies were registered in which the
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Provincial Executive Council held shares. The companies were to be involved in trucking,
the fattening of calves and the purchase and transport of crops. Various schemes whereby
government agencies became directly involved in production have also been proposed and
in some cases implemented.
Since 1976 many of the proposals outlined in the Nyala conference were implemented
- self-help taxes, review of tax rates, establishment of commercial activities etc. However,
they do not seem to have done much to slow the worsening trend. It seems likely that some
have actually helped to increase the problem. Few of the commercial or production
schemes appear to cover their running costs still less the capital invested.
By the early 1980s the financial situation for Regional Government was very weak
indeed. There were continuous cash flow problems such that wages and salaries were
sometimes paid late. However wages and salaries, that is to say Chapter 1 costs, did at
least receive priority. Chapter 2 (running costs) was continuously weakened. Inevitably
when budget cuts were imposed they fell on Chapter 2 above all. Chapter 3 had virtually
disappeared already. When cash flow problems arose they could only be solved by raiding
an already reduced Chapter 2 to meet shortfalls in Chapter 1.
Budget estimates for the three years to 1405 AH illustrate the relative importance of
the three categories of expenditure.

TABLE 6. 7 DARFUR REGIONAL BUDGETS, BY CATEGORY OF EXPENDITURE
(£S000)
Chapter 1
Chapter 2
Chapter 3
Total

1982/83
26,000
14,099
901
41,000

1983/84
28,900
21,621
3,000
53,521

1405 AH
36,089
22,593
2,750
61,432

On the evidence of the budget, Chapter 2 represents between 34 and 40 per cent of
the total expenditure. However there are reasons for believing that the actual percentage is
much lower. First, the sharp rise in Chapter 2 for 1983/84 almost exactly matches the rise in
local revenue budgeted for: an increase of over 100 per cent. As already argued this seems
extremely optimistic. Second, it is known that Chapter 1 is seriously over budget. Regional
Government was, in 1985, in the process of preparing an analysis of this problem. While still
incomplete, data for 8 of the 12 district councils in Darfur showed that they were all over
budget by 7.5 per cent in the number of staff employed and a further 12 per cent were being
paid at grades higher than allowed for in the budget. For these reasons it seems possible
that Chapter 2 expenditures are less than 20 per cent of the total.
The inadequacy of the Chapter 3 budget is self-evident. Regional Government is
responsible for the repair and maintenance of a substantial capital stock; buildings, vehicles,
roads, power stations, wateryards. etc. The current condition of that stock is all too powerful
a testimony to the fact the Chapter 3 is, and has been, chronically under-financed.
In addition to the three chapters there is a separate development budget. This was for
£S 12.5 million in 1983/84 and £S 10.4 million in 1405 AH. This budget is the channel
through which foreign aid monies flow to regional projects.
The effect of this financial weakness is to be found in a workforce which is underemployed, because of the lack of adequate recurrent finance to run programmes, and
underpaid, despite the overrun on Chapter 1 costs. The impact on morale may be imagined.
The capital stock is in a state of steady decline because funds for maintenance or renewal
are insufficient. The net result has been a steady decline in the level of service offered.
Regional Government, or its successor in the area of local administration, faces some
hard decisions if it is to tackle these problems. There may be scope for management
improvements to lower the costs of operation and, in particular, raise the level of revenue
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locally generated. However the degree of under-financing is such that it seems unlikely that
this will be enough to bring revenue and expenditure back into balance. If so, some aspects
of Regional Government activity will have to be cut back; some may have to be dropped
altogether. Only then will there be enough resources to restore essential services to an
effective level and ensure the necessary recurrent (Chapter 2) and renewal (Chapter 3)
finance to maintain them at that level. It is of critical importance that no new capital projects
are undertaken without total assurance that they will immediately generate adequate
revenue to cover any incremental costs in Chapter 2 or Chapter 3. Aid financed
programmes need to be closely scrutinised to this effect.

STAFFING
In the 1950s and 1960s Darfur was a relatively popular posting in the Government service.
The cost of living was lower than elsewhere in Sudan and it was possible to save money
which made it attractive, particularly to the younger men. Subsequent to the oil price rises of
the mid-1920s, the cost of living in Darfur rose at a time when many professional Sudanese
began to go abroad to earn much higher salaries in the Arabian Peninsular. Darfur began to
suffer acutely from the shortages of qualified staff which have affected all of Sudan in the
last ten years.
This reversal in attitudes to working in Darfur coincided with the extensive
decentralisation moves of 1971. It proved extremely difficult to persuade Central
Government staff to move out to the provinces to take up the posts required by
decentralisation. A satisfactory level of regional staffing was never really achieved. Apart
from the straightforward financial incentives there was a widespread perception, possibly
correct, that staff in the provinces were liable to get left behind in the promotion race and
also in the scramble for overseas training courses, one of the most sought-after perks of
government service.
Various attempts were made to tackle this problem. The `cadre' system whereby
promotion is geared to length of service and hence is to some extent guaranteed was
extended. Special incentives such as the grant of urban land for building, the offer of loans
for car purchase etc. were instituted. However none of these could really combat the rapid
decline in the relative financial position of government servants in the late 1970s and early
1980s. Many of the incentives became devalued as managers were forced to offer them to
more and more of their staff, merely to hold on to the people they had. Cadre-style
promotion built steady inflation into costs. Again managers found they had to offer staff as
rapid promotion as possible merely to retain them. These pressures lie behind the high
percentage of staff who are graded over budget and the overall tendency for Chapter 1
expenditure to expand at the expense of the other headings.
In the early 1980s, as part of the regionalisation process, an attempt was made to cut
through these difficulties by formally dividing government service into separate regional
services. Before this only labouring and low clerical grades were appointed locally. Higher
grades were appointed centrally and although seconded to provincial or regional
government their names remained on a central list which offered the chance for transfers
out of the provinces and access to centrally sponsored courses etc. In 1983 all staff up to
the high grade VII were transferred to regional lists and just before the change of regime in
1985 this was taken further, to grade V. It appeared to be intended that all the staff so
transferred would henceforth expect to serve all of their careers on the regional list and
hence belong to a regional rather than an all-Sudan service. It seems likely that these steps
will shortly be reversed so it will never be known how this attempt to impose the
decentralisation of staff might have gone.
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COORDINATION
In a situation where resources are scarce coordination becomes simultaneously more vital
and more difficult. During the 1970s and 1980s the difficulty has been increased by
repeated changes in the formal framework within which those involved in local government
have been required to work.
In order to simplify the issues involved the functions of local government may be
grouped into five:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Security/Law and order.
Provision of Services.
Revenue Collection.
Supply/Logistics.
Setting Priorities.

The first two represent the basic purposes which local government must meet while the
second two are necessary supporting activities. The last item, setting priorities, highlights
the all important decision-making function.
In essence many of the repeated changes in the local government system boil down
to reallocations of these five. Under the Condominium the situation was relatively
straightforward. Decision-making rested with central government represented by the
administrators who directed the implementation by the Native Administration, as regards
security and revenue collection, and by the technical arms of government in the provision of
services. After Independence the feeling grew that decision-making should rest with the
people of the area, not with the administrative service of central government. Execution
should also rest with elected representatives of the people rather than the traditional
leaders.
At the same time the importance of the technical ministries was growing, those
providing specialised services such as health, education or agriculture. The services offered
were also becoming more sophisticated. Technical staff therefore began to see a need for a
greater role in decision-making or even freedom of action to operate on their own. The result
has been a degree of competition between the Administrators and Technical Officers on the
official side and between those in favour of the Native Administration and those seeking a
greater degree of elected political activity on the popular side. The relationship between
elected representatives and officials has also been a matter for debate.
It is an inevitable feature of Government, at whatever level and in any country, that
tensions of the type described above exist. There is always a tug-of-war between elected
representatives and professional staff and between administrators and technicians in that
staff. The experience of the last 20 to 30 years has shown the futility of attempting to resolve
these tensions by administrative reform, at least as far as local government in Sudan is
concerned. All that has happened is that all parties have endeavoured to strengthen their
position during each round of reform and so the tensions have been increased. At the same
time crucial underlying issues, such as finance, staffing and the appropriate level of services
Government can offer with the available resources, have not received the attention they
should have simply because all interest was absorbed in debates on the system.
It therefore appears likely that local government would greatly benefit from a period of
no-change, when all involved could concentrate on learning to work within a system that
could be expected to persist. Tensions over decision-making will never go away. However,
a period in which the system was fixed would allow all parties to learn to live with each other
and develop effective working relationships to overcome them. It would not be an
exaggeration to say that almost any system would be effective if there were no doubt of it
being allowed to last.
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SECURITY
The provision of an acceptable level of security is the first requirement of any local
administration. The whole tribal structure of Darfur society has evolved to meet the
individual's need for security. Membership of a tribe guarantees support if the individual
becomes involved in a dispute and ensures that there is an accepted set of customary
procedures to resolve it. If government cannot provide a convincing alternative then it will
never make any true impact.
The evolutionary approach adopted under the Condominium involved strengthening
the existing tribal system and making it more formal. While the tribal leaders continued to
play the central role they were increasingly expected to work within guidelines. However,
they retained control of all aspects. They, or their guards, were the policemen as well as the
judges. It was on this point that much of the criticism of the native administration focussed
and the first step in its abolition was the removal of judiciary power.
However experience repeatedly showed that in terms of effect, and especially
economy, there was no substitute for the tribal administration. Government did not have the
resources, especially the manpower, to acquire the kind of detailed local knowledge
essential both for fair judgement and effective policing. Each step in the abolition of the
Native Administration has been succeeded by a reaction in which their powers were
reinstated to at least some degree. The last time this happened was in July 1984 when the
Deputy Governor of Darfur issued a circular instructing that the Native Administration should
be reactivated. In particular the Omdahs were once again to have guards and they were to
take responsibility for the execution of or supervision over a vast range of matters:
everything from health licenses to tribal shows. What was not specified was whether their
judicial powers were to be reintroduced. They were to be supervised by the Executive
Directors of the Districts. For all these responsibilities the Nazirs were to be paid £S 150 per
month, the Omdahs £S 50.
There is no current alternative to a reinstatement of the Native Administration and a
reduction in the number of unresolved disputes is likely to result. However it would be a
mistake to think that the clock can be turned right back. The effects rapid changes in
Sudanese society have had on tribal society have already been mentioned. It is, for
example, unlikely that the more active members of leading families will be greatly attracted
by a salary of £S 150 per month.
Although tribal leaders still command widespread respect the fact remains that
modern education commands more. The traditional sheikhs find it difficult to withstand this.
At a 1974 tribal conference, the usual forum for attempts at mediating disputes, the leader of
one side opened by complaining that he had not been given time to call in his educated
sons to match those present on the other side (Mukhtar, unpublished WSDC paper).
More important however is the way in which the nature of disputes have changed.
'Conflicts although termed tribal, may not by necessity be competition over pasture and
range, but other reasons are always rationalised in terms of this kind of competition. On
many occasions disputes have started as political or local political issues which the
interested parties have blown up into a tribal conflict'. (Mukhtar, op. cit.) Attempts to solve
this kind of dispute in a tribal framework often succeed only in smoothing over the ostensible
cause of disagreement while the underlying causes are unresolved.
The effectiveness of the Native Administration in earlier times should in any case not
be exaggerated. Condominium reports as late as the 1940s repeatedly mention tribal
disputes: Ma'aliya against Berti in 1938, Rizeiqat against both Dinka and Bergid in 1947,
Gimr against Fellata in 1951. Habbania against both Rizeiqat and Beigo in 1949 and Gimr
against Ta'aisha in the same year. It has always been the case that the Native
Administration, to be effective, depended on powerful outside support both to direct its
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actions and guarantee its ability to enforce. Under the Condominium this was provided by
the all powerful colonial administrative service. The assurance of similar support and control
will be essential if the reinstatement is to be successful. Above all there must be
consideration of how the Native Administration may best evolve towards a more broadly
based system.

PROVISION OF SERVICES
The overriding question about Government services in the rural areas is finance. The need
for hard decisions on this has already been mentioned. These decisions are likely to take
two forms: first, cutting down services that cannot be afforded so as to avoid wasting money
on attempts to do more than is practical. Second, introducing the principal of cost recovery
more widely so that where the local people are willing to pay for a service, and ask to do so,
this can be arranged.
For these decisions to be possible it will be essential that a form of budgeting be
introduced that will allow for long-term planning. This will be a formidable task given the
acute financial constraints in the public sector.
Linked to finance is the other key question, namely, the appropriate level for control. It
is here that the balance between centralisation and decentralisation is most difficult to
decide. Generally technical staff prefer to be attached to highly centralised organisations.
This enables them to stay in the mainstream. It also has practical advantages. When
resources are short it is easier to manage them centrally. However this risks the organisation becoming unresponsive to the true needs of the rural people. This remains largely true
regardless of whether the 'central' unit is a Khartoum based central ministry or a regional
ministry in El Fasher. The solution most commonly applied has been to post lower staff
grades out where they are part of the local council while the higher grades remain part of
the central unit.
At present this means that the lowest grades in some regional ministries are posted
out and carried on the DC budgets while middle to higher grades are on the regional budget
and the very highest are still on the central budget. This approach has not proved
particularly successful although it is perhaps unfair to judge it when resources are so
scarce. Field staff are frequently left undirected for very long periods because their
supervisors are unable to get out to visit them. Still worse, they lack the necessary supplies
to continue to work on their own initiative. The result has been that they are forced to remain
idle, often in remote locations. The effect on morale is considerable and so is that on the
public impression of Government services. The effect on staff morale is compounded by
very low pay.

REVENUE COLLECTION
It appears certain that for some time to come the regions will be required to be more
financially self-reliant than they have been recently. As discussed this will almost certainly
require substantial reorganisation of the services offered to reduce the cost. At the same
time there is scope for improvements in revenue collection.
Statistics on household income in Darfur are not available for recent years. The last
income and Expenditure Survey in 1978 showed an average rural income in the agricultural
sector of North Sudan of £S 830 per household (Dept. of Statistics, 1983). The 1978 survey
did not show the variation between regions. The 1967/68 survey which did, indicates that
Darfur rural incomes were 77 per cent of the Northern Sudan average (Dept. of Statistics,
1967/8). Allowing for that but also allowing for inflation between 1978 and 1985 it seems
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reasonable to expect an average income in Darfur of at least £S 1,000 per household.
WSDC surveys show agricultural incomes greater than this in South Darfur as early as 1982
(WSDC-PMEU Farmer Survey, 1983). Naturally incomes are much lower in years of severe
drought such as 1984.
The 1983 census shows a total Darfur population of 638,839 households. In an
average year the total regional income might therefore be £S 639 million, at £S 1,000 per
household. If government were to realise only 5 per cent of this in tax it would command an
annual locally derived revenue of nearly £S 32 million. This may be compared with the
highest budget figure to date of £S 21 million; a figure that in itself almost certainly greatly
overestimates the actual amount collected even when unbudgeted local self-help levies are
included.
However it is evident that very considerable efforts will be required if any level of
successful collection is to be achieved. The reinstatement of the Native Administration will
undoubtedly help to restore the position. However if the tribal leaders are to be successful in
persuading their followers to pay their taxes then they will need the support of a strong
administrative structure that is capable of supervising the triennial re-survey of cattle
holdings. The council staff in charge of market taxation will also require more supervision
and support together with better salaries if they are to raise the levels of collection. It should,
however, be remembered that it is largely to the credit of the existing market staff working
under difficult circumstances that the administration has any locally derived revenue at all.
One option that is increasingly under consideration is direct cost recovery for the
public services such as water and cattle vaccination. There are disadvantages to this
approach. It may prevent the poorest from having access to the services. It may discourage
cattle owners, for example, from having treatment which, by preventing epidemics benefits
the whole economy not just the individual. On the other hand direct charging may be
economically beneficial if it discourages over exploitation of borehole water for example or
wasteful multiple vaccinations by livestock owners.
However the major attraction of direct cost recovery at present is that it may prove
administratively more straightforward. If each service unit is, for example, self-sufficient in all
respects including finance from cost recovery, the problems over government budget
allocations and the establishment of priorities do not arise. At the same time the level of
service operated will be directly linked to the consumers' willingness to pay. Service
department will be stimulated by the need to ensure their own finance first to keep the
service working to their 'customers' satisfaction and second to collect the revenue.
It must be emphasised, however, that the establishment of self-financing public
corporations designed to operate cost recovery services will involve radical changes in the
method of operation and the method of financing. It is not inappropriate to mention that
public service finance is still a topic for heated debate in developed countries and much the
same issues will arise in Darfur. Above all the question of the appropriate charge for a public
service offered by a government monopoly is open to many answers.
At the more practical level the management of capital may be expected to pose
problems. Once again the comparison with European practice is relevant. There public
corporations can raise loan capital guaranteed by government and they can invest surplus
funds to build up reserves for future replacement or investment. If public services in Darfur
are to be run the same way, and to provide a full cost recovery service, how are they to deal
with their varying cash flow requirements?
To sum up, while the capacity to ensure revenue collection is essential it is likely that
the full potential will only be realised through a comprehensive review of tax and financial
policy as a whole. This should cover the appropriate rates, the most cost effective means to
collect taxes and fees and the likely economic impact.
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SUPPLY
Government is directly responsible for the supply of three critical commodities: sugar, fuel
and flour. The latter is for urban consumption and although it is important for the large towns
of Darfur the first two are by far the more critical. At times of famine government also takes
the leading role in importing food grains. Since regionalisation the task has fallen to
Regional Government and there are regional offices of supply attached to the Ministry of
Finance.
The Regional Government can arrange supplies of controlled commodities to Darfur in
one of two ways: either direct using its own resources or by the issue of licenses to
commercial firms. In either case the deliveries are deducted from a total quota allotted
centrally to Darfur region. The goods supplied in this way are sold at the centrally
determined price, plus costs of transport to the consumer. This price is usually considerably
below the free market and issues have to be rationed.
In the case of fuel the rations are controlled by the district and rural councils. Sugar is
distributed through the village councils. Cooperatives also receive allocations and access to
these is a major attraction of consumer coops.
In recent years shortages of supply have been so persistent that the supply function of
Government has come to dominate all else. Administrators have faced the thankless task of
distributing inadequate supplies. The shortfalls have led to inevitable charges of favouritism
or corruption. Local council affairs have tended to revolve round this one central issue. As
early as 1976 it was stated that 'the image not only of the local councillors and the local
government officers, but of the whole local government service has been seriously affected
by this' (Davey ed., 1976). It was then suggested that supply to the lowest level should be
run separately by the Ministry of Supply. This would free the administrative service of this
burden.
The current monthly sugar and wheat flour quotas for Darfur are 3,750 tons and 1,925
tons respectively. These have been in force for about five years. These quotas are
acknowledged to be insufficient for demand. The sugar quota would give between 5 and 6
kilos per Darfur household per month. WSDC surveys show a monthly requirement closer to
16 kilos (unpublished WSDC paper, 1984). Even then it is thought that actual deliveries are
well below quota because of Regional Government’s cash flow and transport problems.
Shortages of fuel can have a devastating effect in an area where very many people
are dependent on diesel driven boreholes for their water supply and diesel driven mills for
grinding their grain into flour. Government services which depend heavily on mobility suffer
particularly from fuel difficulties. Free market prices have on occasion gone high enough to
make trucking fuel in from Nigeria profitable.
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CHAPTER 7
DEVELOPMENT IN THE FUTURE
Up to the late 1960s Darfur appears to have developed steadily, at times spectacularly,
without major set-back. Although perhaps never wholly as subsistence oriented as
sometimes described, there had undoubtedly been a substantial shift away from production
for the local market only and towards the export of a significant proportion of the region's
output. Import consumption had risen correspondingly. Nevertheless the region remained
self-sufficient in staple grains and livestock products so its involvement in cash cropping did
not lay it open to any excessive risk of disaster if the export markets were to turn against it.
This pattern of a general advance, with only minor halts in progress, saw rapid
changes in the region. Population increased substantially and there was a significant
increase in the urban population. The cropped area increased. The impact this had on
rangeland was offset by the provision of water supplies in inaccessible grazing areas.
However, despite the near impossibility of assessing the true balance between the livestock
population and the carrying capacity of the range, there is little doubt that pressure on the
grazing resource increased. By the mid-1970s it was apparent that although there remained
areas of both cropland and grazing, which might be opened up by the provision of water,
these were finite. In the relatively near future it would be necessary to adjust the pattern of
development away from a never-ending extension of the area cropped and grazed. Some
form of intensification would be essential. That is to say that if the people were to maintain
their income they would have to find ways of raising the amount produced off each acre of
land rather than merely adding an extra acre.
That, substantially, remains the position in 1985. The appalling rains of the early
1980s and the economic problems of the Sudan have served to add urgency to the
situation. Just at a time when export markets, both abroad and in the central Sudan, turned
against Darfur, its capacity for self-sufficiency was undermined by the longest series of poor
rainy seasons since records began in 1920. Low rainfall added to the pressure on the land
resource because areas that in better years would have been cropped or grazed became
untenable.
The situation may be summarised under six headings:
1. Rapid population increase and significant urbanisation.
2. A series of poor rainy seasons.
3. Rising costs for imported consumer goods and inputs and more frequent outright
failures of supply as a result of repeated devaluations and increasing transport
difficulties.
4. Arising from the above, major shifts in the relative prices of local produce, and an
especially sharp rise in the value of subsistence crops.
5. Repeated and radical changes to Government organisations which have yet to be
fully absorbed.
6. A deterioration in Government finances and hence in the capacity to support
essential services.
All of these changes would, other things being equal, tend to drive Darfur back in on
itself, back to subsistence. With a greater population to feed, and a restricted capacity to do
so, there will be less spare to produce for export and so earn the ever more expensive
imports. More and more farmers will revert to growing millet. Uncertain public services,
which are essential to trade and security, are a further discouragement to those attempting
to market production. All in all the tendency would be for the development process to go into
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reverse.
It seems probable, at this stage in development, that this would not cause excessive
damage. Unless the rainfall, which has risen somewhat in 1985, falls once again to the
disastrous level of 1984, it is likely that by directing efforts which had gone into export
production back to subsistence the people of the region would be able to survive. Their
standard of living would, however, drop substantially. The many minor imported items which
have become accepted staples of household expenditure would have to be forgone. Even
major items such as sugar and tea would have to be reduced.
It should be stressed that one of the greatest risks of development is that this reversal,
this retreat into the shell of subsistence, becomes increasingly difficult as the development
process advances. Once, for example, there is a major urban community reliant on the
market for its food, any return to subsistence by the producers can leave the townspeople
helpless. Even as early as the 1940s administrators were reporting this effect when a lack of
imported goods to exchange with the rural people meant shortages of grain in the towns
(Governor General’s Report, 1942-44).
However, even if a short-term retreat - or what might be called a tactical withdrawal towards greater subsistence might be called for, and that is debatable, it would be an
admission of defeat for this to become the principal goal of development in the future. It
would mean that Darfur was condemned to low incomes and standards of living and
ultimately the people of the region might be expected to drift away to other areas with better
opportunities.
As has been described, the 20th century has seen rapid development principally through
an extension of area, although there has been some capital involved in the creation of
improved infrastructure (wateryards, the railway etc.) and more in trade finance. This
development has, within the available resources, been relatively evenly spread. It has been
based on smallholder production involving the majority of the population. As a result most of
the people have benefited from the rise in income, although a certain amount of capital
formation may be expected to have resulted in some widening income disparities. The
primary goal for development may therefore be summed up as the maintenance of the
balanced and well-distributed income increases of the past during a critical period of
transition from development driven by area expansion to development driven by rising land
productivity.
lt should be emphasised that this transition from an extensive system based on cropping
and grazing ever increasing areas to a more intensive one based on raising yields per unit
area is inevitable. Once the limited area remaining available for extension is used up the
people of Darfur will be forced to try and raise output per acre. Relating development to
population growth helps to underline how crucial this distinction is. While free land remains
available it is an easy matter to provide for a population growing at, say, three per cent per
annum, by clearing another three per cent of the land. If there is none left to clear then
farmers and herders must raise their output per acre by three per cent each and every year
merely to maintain their standard of living, let alone see any improvement.
It is as well to also understand what intensification involves because it can take two
forms: labour intensification, an increase in the effort expended, or capital intensification, an
increase in the money spent to buy inputs. Labour intensification, on its own, inevitably
implies, by the law of diminishing returns, that the return to labour, the amount earned per
man day, gets less. The logic of this is in Darfur is that if there was any way of raising the
amount earned by working harder on a given piece of land, rather than by adding an extra
piece of Iand, the farmers would not bother extending their area but would concentrate on
intensifying straight away. That they do not do so and that they continue to expand the area
indicates that this is not so. If, therefore, they are forced, by a lack of further land, to extend
into, to intensify their efforts on what they have, then their income will inescapably fall. This
argument applies regardless of whether it is a farmer dealing with cropland or a herder
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dealing with rangeland.
This point is of particular importance because it indicates that once the limits to growth
through area extension are reached there is no alternative to capital intensification. Unless,
that is, it can be shown that the farmers and herders of Darfur are fundamentally mistaken in
what they do now: something that all research work has refuted. The traditional crop
spacings and times of planting have been shown to be about optimum. Cattle herd
structures are well in line with what makes most sense given the available range and market
opportunities. Households clearly allocate their labour in a flexible manner in response to
the profitability of various activities.
All the evidence indicates that farmers and herders are equally rational in the way they
manage their capital. When livestock is profitable they invest crop surpluses in livestock and
vice versa. Unless, once again, it can be shown that this is not the case, it must be deduced
that there is no scope for development through changing the way capital is allocated.
Previous analyses of this situation have tended to dispute this last point, above all with
respect to livestock. The suggestion has been that overstocking reflected over-investment in
livestock and that there were social reasons for that over-investment, principally the fact that
there was no individual property in rangeland which was common to all. This 'tragedy of the
commons' argument, which is discussed below in more detail, was also applied to cropping
where, the argument went, farmers were unable to prevent themselves over-cropping
because they could not protect their fallow under communal land tenure. These arguments
were very attractive. If true they would suggest that merely by adjusting the social
mechanism for land management, two enormous benefits could be achieved without any
increase in imported inputs. Merely by controlling the level of stocking and cropping,
incomes might be maintained and the rate of environmental degradation slowed.
Statements such as: ‘There is little doubt that production parameters including offtake rates,
can be significantly improved by lower stocking rates and improved disease control without
reducing total production’ (MRDP/HTS, 1985) sum up this line of argument.
This may indeed be true but it has not been demonstrated and it will be argued here that
there are, at the least, considerable grounds for doubt. The evidence to support this
idealistic view is weak. Above all it rests on the belief that social institutions in Darfur, in
particular the land tenure framework, are rigid and inflexible. It is because land, both for
cropping and grazing, is communal and no exceptions are allowed that farmers and herders
are forced to adopt low productivity techniques. It has already been shown that low
productivity techniques are the most rational given a perceived surplus of available land.
Most evidence also shows that raising productivity will technically be far from easy. The
truth, therefore, is that the direction between cause and effect is exactly opposite: it is
because low productivity methods are intrinsically best adapted to the area both technically
and economically that a communal land tenure system has developed.
If this is correct then any attempts to raise productivity by altering the tenure system will
be doomed to failure because they will be treating the symptom rather than the cause. It
must first be clearly demonstrated that productivity can be raised both economically and
technically before the tenure issue need, or indeed can, be tackled. This argument may be
summed up from the farmers' or herders' point of view in one question: what is land tenure
worth? Unless it can be proved that his productivity and hence his income will benefit from
tenure then he is unlikely to bother pursuing it. For tenure does not come free. Fences cost
a great deal of effort to put up and maintain and by excluding his neighbours from his land
the owner may be sure that he will be, sooner or later, excluded from theirs.
It is probable that social institutions are flexible enough to allow private land tenure to
develop. It already has, or has begun to do so, in areas where the particular economic and
environmental circumstances make it worthwhile. In point of fact the real reason that land
tenure is of vital importance is that there is a serious danger that once its worth is shown
there will be a rapid move towards private property rights in Iand; a move which, unless
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controlled, will result in a race to grab as much land as possible. Were this to happen then
the chances of a very inequitable distribution would be considerable. Some of the better off
are already setting up larger farms.
The whole question of land management and with it tenure will be dealt with in detail.
This lengthy preliminary discussion is merely to underline one point yet again: that it is only
by the introduction of new technical opportunities, which will inevitably involve some
financial investment and intensification, that development can proceed once the scope for
extension is exhausted. There is little to be gained by attempting to treat perceived
misallocation within the existing resources whether they are the result of outmoded social
institutions or anything else.
To sum up, therefore, the strategy indicated requires the development of more intensive
farming and grazing techniques that will enable the transition from the current low input/low
yield economy adapted to abundant land resources towards one based on raising yields
per unit area through greater investment in land productivity. Timing will be crucial. There
will not come a day, easily foreseeable in the future, when it will be possible to announce
that extensive agriculture is dead, long live intensification. The process will be gradual and it
may be expected that some techniques of medium intensity will be successful only during
the transitional phase while others which are more intensive will fail if introduced too early.
Implicit in this whole argument is the view that it is technical development that must lead.
This may be taken as an attempt to return to an earlier era when development of rural areas
in Third World countries was merely a matter of applying existing modern technology and
opening markets for cash crops. Much of the emphasis in recent years on social institutions
as a constraint to development were a wholly justified reaction to that simplistic faith in
technology. No such wish to return to that faith is intended here. Rather it is believed that
social institutions are important because they reflect a technical and economic reality and
that reality is the difficulty of rising productivity under severe ecological constraints. However
the fact that we do not have the technology does not prove that technology does not come
first, it merely emphasises the importance of the search for it.
Having laid stress on the fact that it is only through the use of at least some additional
external inputs that intensive development can progress, it is appropriate also to stress that
this will mark the definitive break with the subsistence economy. Where trade involves
merely the exchange of local produce for imported consumer goods it is relatively easy to
withdraw from it by substituting local production for imports; for example by growing and
weaving cotton in Darfur once more instead of importing cloth. Where local production itself
depends on imports that is far less simple.
This underlines the fact that a more intensive economy is bound to be more integrated
both internally and with the outside world, more interdependent between various sectors
and more dependent on secure trade links.
Although the future lies in intensification it may be emphasised that this will be only
relative to the highly extensive past. Darfur is vast, its rainfall is low and its soils are not
generally very rich. For this reason, and because it is certain to be more equitable, future
development will continue to rest largely on smallholder agriculture. Directly implemented
projects could not hope to have a significant impact on such a large area and population.
With the possible exception of some mechanisation, the level of capital investment will
remain low and there will therefore be no particular economies of scale to be gained by
encouraging larger operations.
The task of promoting development therefore becomes that of enabling the smallholder
farmer and herder to adopt techniques that will allow him to raise production by investing
more in each unit of land rather than by using up more land. To do this the smallholders of
Darfur will need to be offered:
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1. The necessary techniques.
2. Secure supply of any inputs those techniques may require.
3. A means to offset the inherent riskiness of operating in Darfur.
The reason for the last point lies in the nature of capital intensification. By investing more in
his land a farmer, for example, will inevitably have more at risk. His capacity to recover from
a crop failure will therefore be much reduced. Similarly a herder who knows there is a high
risk of mortality will be unlikely to invest heavily in an improved breed. This is a technical
matter in that an improved breed that had a higher disease resistance would be less risky
but many yield improving inputs tend to reduce the crop or the animal's capacity to undergo
stress. And no breed or variety can withstand a disaster such as outright failure of a
wateryard.

LAND MANAGEMENT
Land management, in all its aspects, is fundamental for it is by management that
productivity must be raised. Three aspects may be discussed: tenure, range management
and cropland management.
As already indicated tenure is secondary to technical advance. However as this point
is crucial to the argument it is best to show in detail that this is the case. The evidence
shows that land tenure is less rigidly communal than is often described and that under
specific circumstances ownership-like tenure is achievable. It also shows that changes in
tenure, and even outright breaches of the expressed customary law, are not uncommon yet
they appear to cause no excessive disruption. Although circumstantial, this strongly
indicates that it is not the social or customary framework that prevents the establishment of
tenure and hence that it is not a lack of tenure that is the primary reason for any failure to
use more productive techniques.
Customary land law may be summarised in three quotes from Tothill (1948) relating to
cropland, grazing land and gum arabic respectively.
Within the village lands each villager has the right to cultivate. If he leaves the village the
land occupied by him is alloted to someone else. There is no inheritance according to
Mohammedan law. Land in excess of the requirements of the village may be alloted to
strangers. The area allotted to a man is supposed to be no more than he can work
('Kifayat Yed').
It is customary for any member of a tribe to have the right to graze his animals at
will over the tribal land of his tribe provided they cause no damage to cultivation or to
gum gardens. The responsibility of keeping animals out of cultivation and gardens is on
the herdsman. Grazing boundaries exist between tribes where ill-feeling has made them
necessary. Similar grazing boundaries may exist between sub-sections of a tribe or
adjoining villages but they are an exception to the common practice. Strangers are
required to gain permission to graze their herds.
Gum gardens fall into two classes, those within the village boundaries and those
outside them. A villager has the right to tap the trees which spring up on the plot of
ground which he has abandoned. A short absence does not deprive him of the right to
tap these trees. It is not unknown for a villager to pay a due to the shaykh for the
privilege of tapping but a stranger is required to do so. Gum gardens outside the
boundaries of the village are regarded by custom to be at the disposal of the tribal chief
who as the agent of the government is entitled to collect these dues from tappers.

This formal, organised control by the community through the sheikh was the classic
arrangement on the qoz in both Darfur and Kordofan. In the former region it is most clearly
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expressed among the Ma'aliya. The first point to notice is that gum arabic was specifically
protected and a farmer could maintain a claim to a field on the grounds that there was gum
arabic in it. In this specialised sense, at least, communal tenure did not imply that a fertilitymaintaining rotation of gum trees could not be maintained.
It should be stressed that once a sheikh had allocated land he had no right to
withdraw the allocation later. Only if the land was clearly abandoned did it return to the
common pool.
Hamza Mohamed Nour El Zubeir, in a detailed study of land tenure among the Fur,
shows how Fur customary land law, in all essentials the same as that already described,
developed from the Hakura system. This was a system of land allocation under the Fur
Sultans which paralleled European feudalism. That is to say that high officials of the Fur
state were allocated estates (hakura) not so much to farm themselves as to administer. In
essence the sultan rewarded his men not by paying them but by allotting them the right to
levy taxes, legal fees and labour dues from the people on a given estate. The Hakura Lord
(Sid al Hakura) in turn usually delegated most of his powers to agents who in effect became
the land sheikhs (Shaykh at Ard). The latter allocated the right to cultivate to farmers.
The latter’s title, Sid al Fas, or Lord of the Axe, illustrates how their basic right was
established by the act of marking the trees for cutting and clearing. Once a farmer had laid
claim to his land in this way he could do whatever he wished with the land in the way of
subdividing it among his family or even subletting it. He could not, however, transfer his right
to others (Hamza, 1979).
The Hakura estates were granted to the great lords of Darfur in written documents
signed by the Sultan. Many of these have been preserved and are still presented in the
courts when disputes over land arise. O'Fahey and Abu Salim describe the system in detail
and present translations of some of these documents (O'Fahey & Abu Salim, 1983). Here it
suffices to quote Hamza in summing up: 'Contemporary systems of land tenure in Darfur
and Kordofan are deeply rooted in the Hakura system. By the nineteenth century much of
the most desirable land west of Jebel Marra and around El Fasher had been parcelled into
Hawakir’. Further south, among the Baggara Arabs a different form of Hakura al Urban, or
Arab Hakura, was supposed to be in force. Under this the tribal chiefs were appointed to
collect dues. However because the Sultan was never able to establish great control over the
Baggara, and because their wealth lay in livestock rather than cultivation, this did not result
in the same formal land tenure system taking root.
With the overthrow of the Fur Sultanate, zakat and other traditional forms of taxation
were abolished, at least as far as government was concerned, although as a religious duty
they were still paid to charity. This took away the feudal elements of the Hakura system.
Many Hakura owners or their land sheikhs slipped back to being merely village leaders.
They retained, however, their role in the allocation of land rights and their power to do this
was generally respected. The abolition in the 1960s of the Native Administration, of which
they formed a part, was what finally undermined their position. In particular they came to be
regarded as landlords which was a misunderstanding of the land Sheikhs' role.
Hamza identified two classes of land among the Fur: Ard al 'Aish (millet land), and the
terraced Ard al Qamih (wheat land). The latter was in all practical respects owned. It could
be abandoned for quite long periods without losing a claim to it. A 1966 case saw the
owner's right enforced after eight years. It could also be bequeathed.
However there were elements of ownership even for rainfed land. It was common for
example to make gifts of both types. It could even be 'sold' under the guise of compensation
payments for clearing or planting hashab. It could be maintained in fallow by continuing to
mark the trees or by weeding. 'Strong evidence is needed to rebut a presumption that the
holder intends to return'. In principle, however, the owners right lapsed after three years
absence (Hamza,1979).
Hamza quotes an interesting case of a woman whose husband gave her half their
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land when they divorced. This she abandoned but it had hashab growing in it and she
informed the sheikh that she intended to return. She even offered to continue to pay him
dues in the interim. When she did return to tap the hashab, and her farmer husband
attempted to stop her, he was overruled.
In essence this evidence showed that there was a progression from free land, through
communal or Hakura ownership, to full individual title. Millet land, Ard al Aish, was largely
under individual control within a communal framework. Ard al Qamih, and also irrigated
land, had to all intents and purposes become individually owned.
A very similar position appears to exist on the qoz lands of eastern Darfur. The people
of the area describe the same traditional communal framework within which the individual
had well defined rights allocated through the sheikh. In earlier days the sheikh would
allocate a complete package to each family, including Tebeldi trees for water, a gum garden
and a site to build a house as well as just the cropland. Any strangers from outside the
immediate area would only be admitted with the Omdah's permission.
In the modern era much of this has become irrelevant. Gum arabic gardens have
become private property and tebeldi trees have been replaced by boreholes. While the
concept that land is allocated through the land sheikh, and that he may reallocate it after
three years’ absence, are still acknowledged, even cropland has become 'shibh Urathiah’,
i.e. near enough heritable. Most farmers in the old established qoz farming areas are able to
hold on to extensive blocks of fallow in one or two neighbouring village areas for seven or
ten years. Provided they do not leave the area altogether they run no risk of losing that land.
An indication of the move towards retaining fallow is that many of the cases now coming
before the courts in the area relate to attempts to return to land.
The last area of Darfur with regard to land tenure is that mainly covered by the
Baggara in the south. Here there is no long tradition of tenure through land sheikhs or
Hakuras. Land is normally held by right of clearance alone without prior permission from a
land sheikh. In much of this area the crop land has in any case been in use for a long time.
A relatively large proportion of the land is therefore already under some degree individual
control. Acquisition by gift or inheritance is more common. It is only in the Qoz Dango in the
south-west of the Baggara areas that larger extents of virgin land combined with a looser
land tenure structure have allowed a relative free-for-all. Table 7.1 summarises WSDC and
JMRDP survey results to illustrate the various gradations.

TABLE 7. 1 LAND ACQUISITION
Cleared
at Will
'HAKURA' Area – WSDC
Qoz Ma’aliya
'BAGGARA' Area -WSDC
Qoz Habbaniya
Alluvium E
Alluvium W
Basement
FREE AREA – WSDC
Qoz Dango
OVERALL – WSDC
JMRDP Area

Per Cent of Fields by Means of Acquisition
Allocated
Bought Rented
Gift
Loan
by Sheikh

Inherited

24

60

-

-

1

3

-

23
60
47
43

10
6
24
14

9
4
3

7
4
2

17
12
4
19

1
9

32
6
21
7

64
46
-

21
18
1
34

3
3

4
7

9
11
-

2
30

5
10
27

Sources: WSDC-PMEU. Farmer Survey, 1983; JMRDP, 1982: Annex 11.
Notes: 1 Described as "Free Gift/Cleared from Bush’.

It should be noted that where 'allocated by sheikh' in the Hakura area means a fairly
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formal arrangement with dues paid etc. and in the Baggara and Free areas no dues are paid
and the allocation appears to mean little more than the sheikh agreeing that there would be
no objection from anyone in the community, who might for example regard the land as
theirs, if a given piece is taken over. Ethnic and cultural differences also have some part to
play. The high proportion of inheritance in the Qoz Habbaniya may reflect the presence of
the Masalit community, drawn originally from the north-west of the region. Similarly the
presence of West African Fellata Hausa and others in the Western Alluvium may be the
reason for inheritance being more common there.
Rights to graze rangeland are treated very differently from cropland. There has never
been any tradition parallel to that of the Hakura in cropland. The widely accepted customary
position is summed up in the saying that three things are free: 'al Hawa, wal Ma, wal Kala' air, water and grazing. The only control, as Tothill describes, is where there are, or used to
be, arrangements between tribes, or between smaller groups, to set up demarcation lines so
as to avoid clashes between them.
That apart the only restrictions on the movement of livestock were those required to
avoid damage to crops. Livestock herders are required to avoid cropped areas during the
season and farmers are recognised to crop on acknowledged livestock routes. Where stock
get into a field there are acknowledged procedures for negotiating compensation for any
damage done. That compensation can be very high. A few hours inadvertence by a herder
can result in him having to sell two or three head of cattle to pay the compensation.
In basement areas, where livestock congregate during the wet season and where
cropland is concentrated along the valleys, the communities along each wadi would
sometimes combine in declaring a whole stretch out of bounds to livestock and fencing it
with thorn. Traditionally the fence could be as far from the crops as possible while remaining
in sight. A day would be set, when the harvest was over, for the stock to be allowed back
down to the wadi. Although these major community exercises appear to have died with the
Native Administration, the concept of the Talaqa, or release, the time when cropped areas
are opened up again to livestock, continues.
Despite the well-defined customary position that rangeland is free that position is
being breached. Both communities and individuals are establishing enclosures whose
purpose is clearly rather more than just the protection of crops. These enclosures are
known, in the ironic local phrase, as Zara’ib al Hawa , or air enclosures. Haaland, reporting
in the mid-1970s, described the village of Diri ‘where about 30 people worked for 10 days
constructing a communal enclosure for the village herd'. He also reports individual attempts
‘to enclose pasture by Zeribas’ (Haaland ed., 1980).
Behnke, working in the same area in 1984, develops this to show that the degree to
which rangeland was being enclosed and cropland acquiring more individual tenure
depended on the distance of the area from the major urban centre of Nyala, an important
market for fodder (Behnke, 1984). In the JMRDP area a relatively recent trend is the gradual
extension of a plot cleared from virgin, year by year, until it includes an area of fallow. A
rotation is then practised within the fenced area and the fallow produces a crop of natural
grass which may be cut and stored (JMRDP/HTS, 1985).
In another part of the WSDC area, the alluvium of southern district, transhumant
herders reported that they had bought the right to graze over enclosed land. In most cases it
was grassland that had been enclosed (WSDC-PMEU Nomad Survey, 1984). All of the
above instances indicate a move towards the enclosure of rangeland by groups or
individuals to conserve fodder, in many cases for sale rather than for the households ' own
livestock.
To sum up the evidence on land tenure it appears to indicate that on cropland there
are varying degrees of individual tenure depending on historical circumstances and quality
of the land. The barriers to the retention of long-term fallow are not as great as had been
assumed in the past. With regard to rangeland the social presumption against enclosure
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appears to be stronger but even this is now widely breached with little apparent resistance.

MANAGING CROPLAND
To a large extent it is the qoz where land management is critical although similar arguments
apply on the Athmur and other sandy soils where farming within the alluvial land systems is
concentrated. On the basement the wadi alluvials, which form the major cropland resource,
are more fertile and so management as a means of protecting fertility is not so crucial.
Because it has a higher value, anyway, it is largely owned by individuals so the
management issue is a purely technical one.
The light sandy soils of the qoz are fragile and infertile. They appear to be capable of
supporting cropping for only a relatively short time before farmers have to abandon the land
and move on. It is only after a long fallow that fertility is restored.
This is the reason why land tenure is perceived to be so important. ‘When fertility is
exhausted and the land abandoned to bush fallow, the cultivator has no easy way of
ensuring that others will not reclear the land before the planned period of bush fallow
expires. As population pressure increases, especially within easy access of watering points,
this problem becomes acute and soil erosion and exhaustion set in' (HTS, 1974).
The result was seen to be that as population increased, and reserves of virgin bush
ran out, so the period that any piece of land was cropped would grow longer, and the
intervening fallow period would grow shorter. A long-term irreversible decline in yields and
the general environmental status would be the outcome.
A particularly strong statement of this view is made by Ibrahim: 'population increase
led to excessive cultivation, which in turn led to enhanced soil erosion and soil
impoverishment. To make amends for this the population which is increasing at an annual
rate of 2.5 per cent had to increase the area cultivated with millet. This meant a fresh wave
of desertification' (Ibrahim, 1984). This description refers to North Darfur. Similar doomladen conclusions were drawn from detailed studies of the balance between cropped, fallow
and remaining virgin bush in the south-east of the region in 1976. In some areas ‘at the
present rates of exploitation it is likely that this small amount (of reserve land) will be
exhausted by 1981 and by 1986 the vast majority of cultivation will have been abandoned.'
(HTS, 1976: Annex 4.)
With regard to the eastern Baggara alluvium, referred to in the second quotation, it
can be said with certainty that the majority of cultivation has not been abandoned by 1986.
Even in North Darfur the capacity of the farming communities of Mellit, Malha and Umm
Kedada to hang on despite the worst drought for a century tends to argue that the
underlying soil status is not quite as disastrous as it might seem. It may also be noticed that
as early as 1944 observers were reporting evidence of 'soil exhaustion' in Kordofan. 'When
travelling in the train from Kosti to El Obeid now-a-days one is struck by the great belts of
Usher (Calotropis Procera) which surround each village, a feature that was hardly noticeable sixteen years ago; the land immediately around the villages has been worn out' (Sudan
Government, 1944). Yet farming continues in Kordofan in 1985.
It would be wrong to conclude from this that desertification and soil exhaustion do not
occur. What does seem evident, however, is that the form it takes, and most importantly the
rate at which it proceeds, are extremely difficult to assess for there are a number of factors:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Soil fertility.
Weeds.
Erosion.
Social factors.
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It is easy to assume that soil fertility is the primary reason for faIlowing the qoz. It is after
all the reason in many other parts of the world. It does not, however, appear that this is the
case. The nature of the soil is different and so is the way fallowing affects it. Qoz soils have
an extremely low nutrient status even under virgin bush. Table 7.2 summarises the
characteristics.

TABLE 7. 2 FERTILITY STATUS OF QOZ SOILS
Southern Darfur
Topsoil (0-15 cm)
Acidity
Cation Exchange Capacity
Exchange Calcium
Magnesium
Potassium
Phosphorous
Zinc
Baron
Manganese
Copper

Weakly Acid
Very Low
Very Low
Low
Low
Deficient
Deficient
Deficient
Intermediate
Adequate

Subsoil
Moderately Acid
Low
Low
Low
Low
Deficient
Deficient
Deficient
Intermediate
Adequate

Sources: Standards from Sanchez (1970) and Young (1976); Data from HTS (1974) and HTS (1976).

Because the soils are so inherently poor it is difficult for a bush fallow to restore much
fertility. Although research has shown some decline through cropping and some response to
a very long-term fallow, both are relatively insignificant. Despite their infertility ‘the light
textures, excellent water absorption, root penetration and the ease with which they are
cultivated using hand implements partially offset the low nutrient status (and) make the Qoz
sands preferred to areas of very fertile clays when the two are available.' (HTS, 1974: Annex
1.)
Trials work has established that substantial yield improvements can be achieved by
the application of phosphate fertiliser. There is, however, no response to nitrogen (WSDC,
1984; JMRDP, 1984; WSARP, 1983). This helps to give some indication of how a fallow
might work by raising phosphate from deep in the subsoil to make it accessible to crops in
the topsoil. However it should be noted that Acacia Senegal, which is commonly
recommended for fallowing, is shallow rooting. It will not, therefore, be very effective at
raising nutrients from deep down. The fact that it is leguminous, and therefore nitrogen fixing
as well, may also be of little importance given the lack of a crop response to nitrogen.
Nitrogen might also be expected to leach out of the soils again very quickly after the bush
fallow is cleared.
In essence, therefore, it appears that bush fallowing in Darfur means leaving the land
for very long periods in order to gain a minimal improvement in fertility which is soon
dissipated again. This fact alone explains why few farmers find it worthwhile to spend great
efforts to protect their fallow. It should be stressed, however, that there remains much
research to be done to establish exactly how the cropping cycle affects fertility.
By contrast it has been clearly established that phosphate fertiliser is economic and
financially attractive in Darfur, and it is hoped to see the use of this become widely
established fairly rapidly. This is, above all others, the proof of the fact that future progress
in Darfur agriculture must depend not on marginal adjustments to the existing techniques
which are well adapted to the existing situation, in this case the nature of the soil, but rather
on well-researched new techniques designed to tackle the specific limitations of that
situation.
It may be argued that the introduction of imported inputs such as fertilisers is, in
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principle, wrong because it will expose farmers to market and other risks, when they could
make more use of manuring techniques such as diyara. This involves penning cattle on
cropland to add fertility. This is done in parts of Darfur but it is not common. For various
reasons it is not always suitable. However the overall logic has already been analysed. If
farmers were to use diyara more often then they already do, it would mean an intensification
of their labour effort to build pens, control the cattle and move them around the fields. The
fact that they do not already do so is sufficient evidence that the rewards in terms of extra
yield are not worth the effort. More generally, it is quite evident that farmers understand their
soils thoroughly and are aware of any useful techniques which already exist to improve their
performance. The extent to which they use those techniques may be assumed to be
economically sensible until proven otherwise. So far trials with cattle manure have failed to
do this (WSDC, 1985).
Clearly it may be asked why farmers fallow at all if the gains in fertility are so small?
The answer appears to be weeds, above all striga (Ar. Buda). As has been explained,
farming the qoz soils depends on 'the ease with which they are cultivated with hand tools’ to
offset the low yield. Once the weed infestation becomes too great that advantage is lost.
Because, in South Darfur at least, secondary regrowth is vigorous it can become impossible
to open up a field again once it has been left for a year or so. It will then be only after a
complete vegetation cycle of many years that it becomes accessible once again. This is
because it will require a complete canopy of climax vegetation to suppress the dense
secondary growth.
Wind and water erosion appear to be relatively minor problems of the more heavily
wooded qoz of south Darfur. Even where the land is cleared the sand tends to form a cap as
soon as the first rains fall and, unless a crop is grown and weeded, a dense grass cover
grows. The winds do not have much chance to get at the loose sand. As the qoz is both
level and well drained water erosion is minimal.
On the alluvium and basement areas, in both of which qoz is still important for
cropping, water erosion is considerable around the fringes of the sandy ridges (Ar. Athmur).
In the north, wind erosion is equally marked. Inevitably it increases the further north it is and
years of bad rainfall make it still worse. Erosion is not something that can be tackled by
fallowing. One or two years cropping is enough to loosen the soil. The only prevention
involves investments in shelter belts, contour bunding and similar protective measures.
Nevertheless the same basic economic fact appears to apply over erosion control as over
fallowing. It will inevitably involve costs and it has yet to be demonstrated that these costs
will result in any significant increase in production to compensate. Ibrahim describes this
dilemma precisely. Cultivation cannot be sustained in areas with rainfall below an
'agronomic dry limit' of at least 500 mm of rainfall without, he says, causing desertification,
the limit to 'desertification hazards throughout rainfed cultivation'. However to enforce such a
limit would 'deprive the inhabitants of that zone of the basis of their existence. It would be
unthinkable as long as no real alternatives can be offered.' (Ibrahim, 1984.)
The most detailed analysis of the way savannah soils are managed and the technical
forces behind it is in Nye and Greenlands' book The Soil Under Shifting Cultivation (1960).
Their study covered West Africa principally but their analysis is almost entirely relevant to
the savannahs of Sudan. A number of brief quotes serve better than any paraphrase:
The attitude of the shifting cultivator to the soil is quite different from that of a farmer in a
''
less spacious environment: The system is not designed to preserve the soil for posterity
- that is an attitude which evolves when there is no more room to expand. Nor do
farmers attempt to achieve maximum yields on a given patch regardless of effort.
There is no doubt that the increasing effort of keeping land free of weeds is often
the primary reason for a patch of land being abandoned’. If land is abundant clearing
can be easier than weeding. Especially as it can be done in the off season which
weeding cannot.
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In the savanna there are many examples of 3 years cropping being followed by
only three years fallow for many years, though fertility declines to a very low level at this
intensity.
For any form of intensified production in the savanna, whether by shifting
cultivation or by permanent cropping, fertilisers, especially nitrogen and phosphate are
essential. Without them the vicious cycle of poor fallows leading to poor crops cannot be
broken.
It seems likely that one of the main functions of the fallow on phosphorous
deficient soils is to mix the phosphorous availability chiefly through the ash added when
the fallow is cleared.

There are many more complicating factors regarding the technical management of
these soils which cannot be covered here. It suffices merely to emphasise once more that
little is likely to be achieved without concentrated research to develop new techniques of
using the soil resources of Darfur to their best effect. Pious exhortations not to overcrop or
to maintain long fallows are likely to receive scant regard from farmers facing the harsh
reality of maintaining themselves in marginal circumstances.
One other point may be emphasised. If, as Ibrahim suggests, there is no way that
sustained cropping is possible in the more northern reaches of the province, then a choice
will be faced. Either the area can be abandoned forthwith or it can be mined for what it will
produce before it is abandoned. It would be possible to argue that the second alternative is
the better in that the people of Darfur are poor now and they will not become any richer if
the north of the region is to be preserved merely on ecological grounds. It will be just as
much a barren unproductive desert if it is so preserved, it will just be a desert with trees on
rather than without. As Ibrahim says, until an alternative livelihood is available, such a policy
is ‘unthinkable'.
The final factor determining the pattern of cropland management is the social one.
True shifting cultivation with a short crop period followed by a move of residence is
uncommon in Darfur. Most reports and surveys have shown that the number of people who
have moved is no more than would be expected from the level of population growth. That is
to say that as they expand communities inevitably outgrow their immediate environment and
some proportion has to move. This may be dealt with in a number of ways. If large areas of
land become available elsewhere then a large group may move. If not the farmers may
retain their old village as a base but find farmland elsewhere and they may spend much of
the season away as a result. In general they do not willingly move their principal residence.
It appears that access to existing services at an established site, and especially the desire
to remain within a coherent social group, are major factors behind the tendency for
population at one cultivation site to grow beyond what it can support on a stable cropping
rotation. There are significant economies to operating as a group. An important one arises
from the fact that climax vegetation harbours pests, especially birds. It is therefore worth
continuing to crop a cleared site even when fertility is low rather than move to a new site
individually and risk heavy pest attack. If a group moves they can clear enough bush to
drive the pests back.
As a result of these factors the current pattern in the most typical qoz areas is for a
group movement into a new area, stimulated by rising population and falling yields at the old
site. Population builds up very rapidly at the new location as related groups follow the first
one and the area accessible to the focal point, the water source, is cleared to absorb this
population. In the early years fairly short cropping periods and long fallows prevail but once
all the bush is cleared further population increase begins to be absorbed by shortening the
fallow and lengthening the cropping period.
Through this pattern the community reaches a critical level at which declining yields
and further population growth force the more active groups to start the cycle all over again
by moving elsewhere. The population at the site then drops back but some groups remain,
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usually the older people. They continue to crop the site much more extensively: at the
extreme two years cropping to fifteen fallow. Yields per unit area are likely to be low but
sustainable at an acceptable level for extensive cropping.
A study in 1984 indicated that this whole cycle, from zero population through to the
start of the decline in population, takes about 25 years in the eastern qoz under current
circumstances (Scott-Villiers, 1984).
In times of stress the tendency for social cohesion to put extra pressure on one area is
increased. Those who are forced to move by poor rains, tribal tensions or any other reason
will have to seek new land. To establish themselves in virgin bush may be difficult. They will
need time to clear land, tracks to water and many other things. It is far easier to seek the
use of land that is already cleared but abandoned in an existing community.
This pattern of rapid group moves in times of drought has been especially evident in
areas newly opened up by the provision of boreholes. lt is, for example, reported that some
of the more recently established communities in Qoz Ma'aliya have developed particularly
fast and paid the price in an equally rapid build-up of farming problems.
Having said that operating as a group means that the bush can be driven back to keep
pests away, it must be said that there is now worrying evidence of an opposite effect. Two
millet-specific pests, striga and nafaasha, are becoming very widespread. The former
probably does more economic damage than any other pest. Because it is parasitic on millet,
the rate at which it spreads is directly related to the density and extent of the millet area
grown. There are indications that the millet areas are now so large, and the barriers of bush
or fallow between them so thin, that fallowing is becoming ineffective in depressing the
striga. Even newly cleared areas are becoming infested very quickly. There may well be
other factors involved but the striga problem does not seem likely to decrease. The
increasing number of large commercial millet farms in qoz areas can only serve as
reservoirs for the build-up and distribution of striga seed.
The conclusion to be drawn on cropland management has perhaps been indicated in
advance. To sum up briefly, therefore, the first priority must be research to develop more
intensive techniques. This process will need to be continuous because there will be a
constant requirement for adaptations and changes as the underlying situation continues to
develop. At each stage of the transition from extensive to intensive a different set of
techniques will be appropriate. With regard to the pressure on land, it would seem that the
correct approach may well be to open up as much land as possible and encourage a rapid
extension of the cropped area. The logic of this is that it will minimise the present tendency
for large groups to move into and crop a given site to a high level of intensity very rapidly
only to speed the whole cycle of community development and collapse. By opening up as
much land as possible the pressure will be spread more evenly. This in turn will mean that
the difficult period of transition from open free land to a situation where it becomes scarce
will also develop more evenly rather than there being incipient scarcity in one area while
relative abundance remains in another.

RANGELAND MANAGEMENT
There is no more complex issue than range and livestock management in Darfur, or indeed
in Africa as a whole. A vast number of different concepts have been used to explain the way
pastoralists manage their operations. Few of them have survived closer analysis or proved
to have anything to offer in the way of development prescriptions. All start from the generally
accepted perception that the African ranges grazed under communal tenure are
overstocked and undergoing a process of continual degradation. This leads to two
questions:
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1. If the range is overstocked, by how much and if the carrying capacity is declining how
fast?
2. Why do the herders not appreciate the problem and reduce their stock numbers
accordingly?
On the first question, many attempts in Sudan and elsewhere appear to have
demonstrated the futility of efforts to count the number of livestock in an area, the relative
inaccuracy with which long-term carrying capacity can be calculated and hence the
impossibility of measuring in any quantitative way the degree of overstocking. The
conclusion of several attempts to count livestock in South Darfur, two carried out using the
identical, aerial census technique, others the completely different approach of sampling
numbers at water points, and all hopelessly inconsistent, was summed up despairingly: 'No
useful purpose is likely to be served by any further direct counts of livestock in the project
area in the foreseeable future.' (HTS, 1981.)
On the question of range assessment, one particularly sour comment does underline the
basic danger of endeavouring to assess a highly variable resource with complex specific
characteristics over a short period when the key factor, rainfall, and many other factors such
as herd numbers, will inevitably be typical of that short period only. ‘Range science applied
to Africa is fraudulent because it has never done adequate local homework before pontificating.' (Eicher & Baker, 1982.)
The unfair aspect of this remark lies in the fact that an accurate range assessment is
extraordinarily difficult to achieve. Different ecological zones support different grasses.
Browse from trees and shrubs is a very significant fodder resource but how significant is
difficult measure. The value of the fodder produced on a given stretch varies from season to
season. The stock themselves have differing seasonal requirements. Some areas of
apparently good range may be inaccessible, not just because of obvious factors such as
water, but also because of ticks, poisonous grasses or even wild animals. The need to
balance the risk of tsetse against the value of good grazing is a further complication. In short
'adequate local homework' is a daunting task.
Setting aside for the moment the carrying capacity of the range, a vast amount of
'homework' has been done in the second question: why do herders hold such large stocks?
The traditional interpretation was the social one, that cattle, in particular, were a source of
prestige or even had spiritual values such that their owners would not willingly dispose of
them. This view has been discredited for some time. On closer acquaintance most herding
societies have been found to operate with hard economic goals principally in mind. Many,
and wondrous, however, have been the ways in which such economic analyses have
flowed. Some have endeavoured to show that a pastoral family has a minimum subsistence
requirement of milk and meat which only a certain size of herd, usually rather large, can
meet. The most detailed such analysis concludes 'that it is rational for a herder to
accumulate a large herd to produce milk for his family as well as to provide an insurance
fund and portable bank' (Dahl & Hjort, quoted in Eicher & Baker, 1982).
However, as pointed out by Eicher and Baker, this analysis fails to allow for market sales
and the fact that most herders do not subsist merely on meat and milk but rather on grain
purchased by selling cattle as their staple (Eicher & Baker, 1982). This is true a fortiori in
Darfur where the slaughter of cattle for domestic consumption is minimal and where
seasonal calving and restricted grazing in the dry season means that subsistence on milk
alone, year round, is impossible. It may be added that many herders will admit to becoming
bored with a milk-only diet. Once exchange is involved it becomes impossible to calculate a
'subsistence' herd because it will depend on the relative price of cattle and grain which is
highly variable. Darfuri cattle owners are well aware of this fact and some can recount in
detail how they built up their herds by growing grain when it was expensive and so could
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buy more cattle and ran them down again later. The extraordinary increases in offtake that
occurred in both World Wars (see Figure 3.2) illustrate that even in the second decade of
the century Sudanese cattle owners were able to vary the size of their herd fairly radically.
More complicated attempts to assess the factors which determine herd size have
focussed on the way in which cattle and livestock in general can act as a store of wealth:
Dahl and Hjorts' 'insurance fund and portable bank'. At their most bizarre these include such
ideas as 'monetary theories' of livestock holdings.
Cattle ownership can undoubtedly help to smooth out the fluctuations in wealth that are
inevitable in an African rain-fed environment. Nevertheless it is apparent that in Darfur, at
least, most of these complexities are irrelevant. The Darfuri cattle owner clearly aims to
achieve the maximum sales earnings from his herd and his management policy, as
described in Chapter 5, is geared to that and little else beyond an acceptable level of milk
for the household.
Accepting that this is so it remains to show how this management policy affects herd
size. There are two aspects: costs relative to sale price and risk. lt is the first that is crucial.
Darfur herders have every incentive to hold their stock for as long as possible. The market
for young animals is restricted and the value of mature bulls of a quality to trek to
Ombudsman and go for export is very high. WSDC survey results for 1984 show the
gradient:

Av. Sale Price Per Head (£S)
83.00
103.00
215.00
231.92
211.79

Mad mun (12 - 18 months)
c
Jad (l8 - 24 months)
Tani (2 - 3 years)
c
Raba (3 - 4 years)
Adult (>4 years)
Source: WSDC (unpublished data).

These were the prices cattle owners reported they had actually received i.e., at the
'farm gate'. Quite clearly selling an animal under two years old means passing up £S 100.
Keeping it for an extra year to four will still earn £S 15 more. Drought and rinderpest meant
that 1983/84 saw herders keen to sell and the price gradient may be expected to be even
steeper in better times.
Where the return from keeping animals till they are older is therefore high the extra
cost is negligible. Grazing is free, cattle taxation, where it is paid, is relatively low and
although animal health costs can be high they are not important compared to the return.
There are only two important costs: water and the risk of loss. In years without epidemics or
drought neither would be such as to leave no profit out of the extra £S 15 gained for holding
stock on until it is fully mature.
It must be emphasised, turning to the second aspect, that a high degree of risk in
livestock herding is not on its own a sufficient cause for a herder to want to hold larger
numbers. For if cattle represent wealth, a larger herd becomes a bigger gamble on a risky
proposition than a smaller one is. If the owner could find a safer home for his money then he
would do better to sell a portion of the herd and so lessen his exposure to the risk of
drought, disease and poor markets. It is only if a minimum level of livestock production is
essential that a high level of risk means that a larger herd must be kept. If, for example, a
household has to guarantee itself 10 cows in milk at any one time to survive, and if mortality
is high and calving percentages are low, then it will have to keep a large breeding herd to
ensure that need is met.
This is quite clearly a subsistence argument. It does not hold where livestock are kept
as part of an exchange economy. As has been extensively argued, Darfuri cattle owners are
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very much in the exchange economy. If, therefore, their cattle are ‘an insurance fund', then
the risks being insured against are outside the livestock sector. That is to say that they are
balancing the risk of a poor crop harvest against the separate risk of poor livestock
performance in the hope that the two do not coincide. Probably more important than any of
this is the fact that livestock offer the chance to move, to escape from a disastrous situation
in one area with some wealth intact. In this sense livestock may well, in Darfur, represent a
relatively safe bet compared to cropping.
Similar arguments apply to the ` portable bank' idea. Classical descriptions of the
characteristics that are desirable in any money or store of wealth usually require that it be
easily marketable, easily portable and indestructible. In those terms cattle are not ideal.
They are a bit better than grain would be, for example, but many other widely marketed
commodities are far better: salt, cotton cloth and hoes have all served as semi-currencies in
western Sudan. Once again it is only really possible for cattle to be a store of wealth in a
subsistence system.
The conclusion is that the reason Darfuri livestock owners keep the number of animals
they do is because it is profitable. If they do treat them as a store of wealth it is because
there is no alternative investment which provides any better combination of security or
return.
None of this conflicts with the most convincing analysis of overstocking: the so-called
'tragedy of the commons'. This argues that because grazing land is open to all, 'the
communal grazing system gives no incentive to the individual pastoralist to reduce his herd
in the hope that he will be able to feed them better, for there is no assurance that his action
will improve grazing as long as others continue to increase their herds.' (HTS, 1974.) There
is a large body of technical literature analysing the economic mechanism whereby this
process takes place to degrees of extreme theoretical sophistication. However, it is worth
presenting a drastically simplified model to illustrate the key assumptions.
Take two herders, called, unoriginally, Ahmad and Muhammad, who are the only
users of an area of common range. They are overstocked and if they were to reduce that
stocking, production would go up. Each has the following herds and annual production:

SITUATION A
Herd
Annual Offtake

Ahmad
100 head
10 head

Muhammad
100 head
10 head

Both
200
20

If they both reduced their herds by 10 per cent production would rise by 10 per cent:

SITUATION B
Herd
Offtake

Ahmad
90
11

Muhammad
90
11

Both
180
22

But Muhammad is aggressive and will not agree to reduce. If Ahmad tries to reduce on his
own, the following occurs because Muhammad merely takes over the spare capacity:

SITUATION C
Herd
Offtake
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Ahmad
90
9
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Muhammad
110
11

Both
200
20

Because, the story goes, Ahmad knows he cannot capture any benefits from his own
self-restraint, as Muhammad will merely take them all, he is forced to compete instead and
both are therefore stuck in situation A.
It is as well to underline the assumptions without which this model collapses:
1. Neither side can unilaterally fence off half the common area and thereby break out of the
vicious circle.
2. Negotiation is not possible because Ahmad could actually afford to bribe Muhammad to
cooperate. If, for example, he offered to pay half of his extra output under situation B, he
would be better off than in either situation A or C and so would Muhammad. Presumably
Muhammad is not merely aggressive, he is also stupid.
3. Muhammad is aggressive but only within limits. After all, if he is capable of building up
his herd to 110 head when Ahmad reduces, he could have done so before and he could
have gone on doing so continuously until he had driven Ahmad off the range, annexed
the whole of it to himself and then destocked. Indeed, if it comes to that, why does he
not use force majeure to annex it?
4. The level of production increase involved, net of any costs of destocking, falls within
specific limits. If, for example, the increase from destocking was 20 per cent then
Muhammad would be unambiguously better off under situation B as well as Ahmad.
The model is highly simplified and so are the assumptions. Nevertheless they are
evidently unrealistic and it is suggested that an analysis of why this is so helps to explain,
far better than any more fanciful theory, why the cattle owners of Darfur do not appear to
regard the range as being overstocked, or at least not so much as to wish to tackle the
problem. They certainly appear to take a more relaxed attitude to range quality than most
outsiders
The first assumption is perhaps the most critical of all. As already discussed, there is
increasing evidence that it is not valid and that livestock owners are actively considering
unilateral enclosure. The second assumption, exaggerated by the simplicities of the model,
nevertheless conflicts with the reality of social organisation in Darfur. Negotiation between
individuals and groups is the major form of social action, as indeed it is in any society.
Although there are plenty of conflicts, there are far more deals which are amicably struck.
For such a deal to be made over range, it would merely require that a given group or
individual with a wish to protect a piece of range would pay to buy out any who claimed a
right in that range. This is becoming common over crop and gum arabic land and there is
nothing to prevent a similar approach for rangeland. The third assumption is merely a more
extreme version of the first in that it underlines the curious relationship between Ahmad and
Muhammad where they are incapable of individual action but equally incapable of
cooperating.
However the true flaw of the model lies in the fourth assumption. If the underlying thesis
of this argument is accepted, that the technical and economic factors are the causes and
the social institutions adapted to those factors are the symptoms, then it is in the low net
benefit from destocking that the roots of the ‘tragedy of the commons ' are to be found, not
in the system of common resource access.
The technical response of the range to destocking is something that remains to be
established. It will take some years of research on closely monitored enclosures to establish
even an indication of the potential. Intuitively, however, it appears likely to be slow. The very
fact that the range is degraded indicates that its carrying capacity declines faster than the
breeding potential of the herd it supports, otherwise overstocking would be self-correcting.
The many periods of drought, famine and disease have never managed to reduce the
livestock herd for long enough to allow the range to make a permanent recovery. On the
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technical side, much of the degradation in Darfur appears to result from a combination of
overstocking and sheet wash erosion. The latter sweeps away the topsoil and leaves a
hard, bare surface on which vegetation is very slow to re-establish.
On the cost side it is clear that the costs of a more intensive form of range management
are considerable. Most basic of all is the cost of fencing. In the early years of an enclosure it
is easy to build a zariba merely by felling trees along the line of the fence required. Once
termites have destroyed that, however, trees will have to be dragged from beside the fence
line. A thorn zariba needs renewal every two or three years and it can be seen that very
shortly trees will have to be bought from a considerable distance merely to maintain the
fence. Even a good fence has to be patrolled. If fences are not used, then the animals will
have to be herded closer. There will inevitably be disputes which will be costly to settle.
Above all a programme to achieve destocking via enclosure will sacrifice the mobility and
flexibility which is such a key advantage of the existing system.
These costs only apply when the policy chosen to encourage destocking is that of
subdivision and allocation of the range so that common access is abolished and the owners
of the new, limited grazing rights will therefore be encouraged to adopt range-conserving
management techniques. An alternative policy is to tax livestock. By raising the cost of
owning cattle the owners will be encouraged to reduce their herds. The net effect is the
same and the choice between enclosure and taxation rests merely on how cost effective
each is. Taxation may be cheaper and more effective than enclosure, although livestock
taxes are notoriously difficult to apply, while still costing more than the extra production
destocking brings about.
The time factor is not discussed here because it merely serves to complicate the
analysis without changing the principles. Clearly it is possible that a short-term reduction in
output through destocking may be compensated by later increases. The important point is
that it is only by a full analysis of the costs and benefits of destocking that it can be shown to
be worthwhile. To do this would require long-term research to establish the rate at which the
range declines and recovers. For the moment it may be said that attractive as the 'tragedy
of the commons' argument may be, the evidence is that the livestock owners of Darfur do
not perceive adequate benefit from attempts to control stocking. They are in the best
position to judge.
The most detailed research available on low rainfall range in Africa is that carried out in
Mali in the early 1980s. The conclusions appear to support the Darfur herders' point of view:
The suggestion that a smaller herd will produce more in an absolute sense is not true for
rangelands such as the Sahel that are dominated by annual plant species whose
production is mainly determined by the availability of nitrogen. Nitrogen losses from the
vegetation are already high without grazing. When more cattle are kept less nitrogen is
lost by volatilisation and fire so that animal production is almost proportional to herd size.
Experience with perennial pastures on soils with reasonable fertility may also
have led to the idea that better pastures are those with higher biomass. Applied to the
Sahel where nutrients limit the production of annual grasses this is a mistaken idea that
leads to overestimation of the value of wells, boreholes, fire control, fodder conservation,
rangeland regeneration and other important management ideas. (Breman & De Wit,
1983.)

Breman and De Wit go on to demonstrate that livestock productivity per acre is higher
in the Sahel than in the USA or Australia where low rainfall range management technology
is highly developed. The reason for this is that the pastoral system in the Sahel, and the
Savanna, is much more labour intensive than in those two countries where expensive fossil
fuel inputs enable very few men to manage enormous areas and large herds. In Darfur it
takes two men to manage and water just fifty head.
This is, of course, part of the reason why the range is suffering. By labour intensive
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management, the Darfuri herders can keep more animals alive than would be possible using
more extensive techniques. It also indicates very strongly that there is unlikely to be a way
to raise the returns to labour in livestock keeping by reducing the stocking. No gains can be
made from 'the improvement of range and herd management alone without external inputs.'
(Breman & De Wit, op. cit.)
The conclusion here is exactly parallel to that on crop management. As Ibrahim
argues, for the cultivators of North Darfur there may be no way to maintain production,
returns to labour and incomes in the livestock sector without continuing environmental
decline. If there is a way, it will almost certainly depend on the development of new
techniques, or possibly market opportunities, and the use of imported inputs. Attempts to
fine-tune the social structure or the tax system, on the basis of an analysis for which the key
assumptions remain unproven, will prove counterproductive until those new techniques are
established. Although social mechanisms and taxation have a role to play, it will only be
after the technical value of conservation is clearly demonstrated.
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ANNEX I TRIBES OF DARFUR
It is impossible to list all the tribes of Darfur entirely accurately. There is so much overlap
and subdivision that detailed study is needed to disentangle the whole. The lists that follow
are thus not necessarily either entirely accurate or comprehensive. They are based on the
1955/56 census which unfortunately only reported the all-Sudan population for each
individual tribe, and on a WHO Report quoted in the JMRDP/HTS report on Range and
Livestock Development in the Jebel Marra Area (JMRDP/HTS, 1985). Despite all these
qualifications the lists, together with Figure 2.1, help to give some idea of the way the
different tribes are distributed. The first list shows which tribes are included in each 1955/56
census group, except the Darfuri tribes. These are shown in the second list together with the
number of people of each Darfuri tribe resident in the Sudan as a whole at the 1955/56
census.
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TRIBES OF NON-DARFURI ORIGIN
Tribal Group
Baggara Arab

Western Arab

Tribe

Central Town

Way of Life

Rizeiqat

El Da'in/Abu Matariq/Furdus Cattle Nomads/Cultivators

Habbaniya

Buram

Cultivators/Cattle Owners

Bani Halba

Idd Al Ghanam/Kubbum

Cultivators/Cattle Owners

Ta'aisha

Rahad El Berdi

Cattle Nomads/Cultivators

Messiriya

Nuteiqa

Cultivators/Cattle Owners

Salamat

Kubbum/Rahad Al Berdi

Cultivators/Cattle Owners

Khuzam/Ta'alba/Sa'ada/Targam Etc.

Minor Tribes

Ma'aliya

Cultivators/Cattle Owners

Abu Karinka/Adila

Bani Mansur

Cultivators/Cattle Owners

Northern
Rizeiqat

Kuttum

Camel Nomads

Mahadia Etc.

Jami Abu Ajura

Cultivators/Cattle Owners

Guhayna Arab

Zayadiya Etc. Kurma

Cultivators/Camel Owners

Nubiyin

Meidob Etc.

Cultivators/Camel Owners

Malha

Western Southerners Bongo, Binga, Kara, Runga, Kreish
Chad/CAR Tribes
Nigerian Tribes
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Bidayat, Borgu, Quraan, Etc.
Bornu, Fulbe, Hausa.
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TRIBES OF DARFURI ORIGIN
Tribe
Abidiya
Awlad Mana
Beigo
Bergid
Berti
Mararit
Daju
Darrok
Dongo
Erenga
Fur
Gimr
Kaitinga
Masalit
Mileiri
Mima
Sinyar
Tama
Tunjur
Zaghawa
Lingar, Ginwari, Nyingari
Man Dele
Kineenawi
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Central Town
Mireigha
Khawr Abeshe
Mellit/Umm Kedada
Geneina
Umm Kardus
Geneina
Zalingei/Fasher
Kubus (Northern), Katila (Southern)
Geneina (Northern), Qureida (Southern)
Fora Boranga
Geneina
Kutum
Umm Buru
-
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Resident in
Sudan, 1955/56
65
11,646
1,617
38,591
69,939
21,216
47,213
2,886
227
15,852
303,173
35,182
90
134,379
38
26,402
7,503
27,181
57,402
96,211
10
192
5,783

ANNEX II

DARFUR ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS, 1983

District
North Darfur Province

Rural Council

North Eastern

Melit

Settled Population
61,064

Malha
Northern

32,890
Total 93,954
6,108

Kutum Town
Kutum
Umm
Kornoi

Eastern

Umm Kedada Town
Umm Kedada
El La'eit

Central

El Fasher Town
El Fasher
Tawila
Korma
Kattal

South Western

44,584
40,414
32,893
66,564
Total 268,988
68,139

Kabkabiya
AI Saraif
Saraf Urnsa

Western

18,600
31,717
Total 118,056
55,996

Geneina Town
Geneina
Habila
Salai'a

179,816
88,782
102,593
Total 427,187

Total Settled Population North Darfur
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71,936
27,951
24,333
Total 130,328
6,809
39,251
64,984
Total 111,044
84,533

1,149,557
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District
South Darfur Province

Rural Council

Settled Population

Central

Nyala Town

115,041

North Nyala
East Nyala
S.W. Nyala
Kas

82,972
90,950
116,732
102,769
508,374
31,197

Total
El Da'ein Town

Eastern

El Da'ein
Adila
Abu Matariq
Al Furdus
Total
Southern

Buram
Qureida
Tullus
Radom
Total
Idd at Ghanam
Katila
Kubbum
Rahad al Birdi
Total
Zalingei Town

South Western

Western

Zalingei
Nyertete
Rokirro
Golo
Azum
Total
Wadi Salih

Garsila
Zama Baya
Mukjar
Total

Total Settled Population South Darfur
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43,756
45,818
49,315
45,058
215,144
115,379
43,259
35,674
31,240
225,552
45,354
48,602
43,987
44,220
182,163
17,556
59,372
38,150
28,343
20,413
48,902
212,736
66,989
30,491
52,903
150,383
1,494,352
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